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In Our 99th Year di-

15c Per Copy

Blast Aftermath
Leaves Over 300
Dead; Injured

Many Events
Remain For
County Fair
Its mid-week for the 1978 MurrayCalloway County Jaycee Fair and a
host of events remain for the final
days of the annual event.
An open rabbit show Is scheduled
this afternnon at 5 o'clock. And
tonight is Family Night at the fair
with free, grandstand attractions,
fireworks and music show on the
schedule.
A special "Kiddie's Day" is
scheduled Ttruraday beginning at-I
p.m. Attractions later in the evening
are a 41-1 and FFA dairy show at
p.m. and demolition derby at a p.m.
On Friday a beef cattle show is set
at 10 a.m. wit Family Night-set at 5
p.m: and a horse show at 7:30 p.m.
The annual county fainrinds up
Saturday with Farm Bureau Day set
at 10 a.m., a horse and mule pull set
to begin at 9:30 a.m. and a tractor
putt set at 7 p.m.

FOUR WHEELERS—This driver pushes his maciiine for all its' worth during four wheel drive competition at the
Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair Tuesday night. The pull offered an almost $2000 total purse. Six classes in
both mod and stock competed. The meet was al Tr -Sate sanctioned pull. The county fair continues tonight and
throughout this week at the Jaycee fairgrounds on KY 121 North of Murray.
Photos By Jennie B.Gordon

CHAMPION COW—Michael Rogers, son of Mrs. Glen Rogers, len
Grove, stands with the cow that won the Murray-Calloway County'fair
Championship and Purchase District Black and White Show Championship
in judging at the county fair Tuesday. The Holstein prize winner is
part of
the Rogers and Shelton herd at Lynn Grove.

ANOTHER $500 WINNER—Fifteen-year-old.Renee Pridemore, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Lyle Pridemore, Murray, became the second $500 prize
winner at Murray-Calloway Counts Jaycee Fair this week. She stand with
fair board president Jerry MA-Coy and the fair queen tesiee Grogan. The fair
continues tonight at the )4:y-tee fairground on KY 121 north of Murray

State DHR Official Calls For Combining
Departments Throughout Kentucky
By MARIA BRADEN
"Right now there are 89 single-county
Associated Press Writer
health departments. I certainly think'
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)— The state
there should be a combination," SlayDepartment for Human Resources is ton said in a
recent interview.
providing a financial incentive for local "Administratively
it would be easier,
health departments to form multi- and it makes sense
programmaticallycounty districts.
- they could have a speciality staff."
Nearly $470,000 in additional state
Eight district health departments
funds was appropriated for local health
have been formed to date, each condepartments in the current fiscal year, tairting two or
more counties
a third earmarked for developSlayton said ideally there would be
ment of district health departments. about 15 district
agencies. but that
Health Services Commissioner
geographic size of a couple of the
Robert Slayton says the department is
districts makes that impossible.:-committed to the district concept as a ' He said
the problems of small, singleway of reducing duplication of services county
health departments include
and providing more specialized
duplicative
administration
of
prams.
programs, lack of coordination and

soon begin working with local health
• lack of referral ability.
departments to set standards for
Local health agencies traditionall)
services.
have had a great deal of autonomy over
The annual $37 million budget for
services and programs, and there's
local health departments is made up of
likely to be resistance to the district
federal, state and local matching funds.
Idea from some local administrators
Currently the state requires local
Kentucky law says only that load
health agencits to offer only two
governments may form health 'programs: eariy, childhood screening
and family planning._ but the type of
departments for the purpose of
"protecting ,and proihoting the health of
service provided under those programs
the people."
varies from agency to agency.
Some services not mandated by the
Slayton said he feels the department
state are considered basic by some
has the authority to tell -local agenciai
local health departments, but oilers
what services they have to offer, bet
don't even offer them.
has not done so because it would have to
For example, state records indicate
be in a position to say programs must
that LO local health departments do not
be funded. But he said the state will
offer a cervical cancer test for women
outside family—planning services,
though it Is a simple procedure. The
disease has a high cure rate if detected
early.

Administration Is Taking its Tax
Cut Ideas To House Committee
WASHINGTON (API — The Carter
administration, faced with the
possibility Congress will pass a tax bill
little resembling the one the president
recommended, is preying its case
before the House Budilat Committee.
Charles I. Schultze, chairman of the
president's Council of rconomic
Advisers, was armed with arguments
for the committee today that the econceny requires a tax cut.
But he maintains that the tax cut
needed le not the kind Republicans are
pushing — and that Democratic leaders
fear may pick up support among their
colleagues as well.
Treasury Secretary W. Michael
Blumenthal, scheduled to testify after
Schultze, told a Senate panel Tuesday
that the administration has not changed
Its position on a tax measure.
But the secretary hinted he may be
willing to look at soma version beyond
that proposed by the administration,
such as some minimum relief in the
capital gains tax, perhaps protecting._
-

Winne 99 No. 182

homeowners faced with high tax bills
from selling residences whose value
had been inflated.
Alice M. Ftivlin, director of the
Congressional Budget Office, testified
before the House committee Tuesday
that economic growth is expected to
continue relatively slow through 1979.
CBO is forbidden by law to make
recommendations,-but the prospect of
only modest growth is the major
argument the administration has used
for a tax cut.
Mrs. Rivtin also told the committee
her office knows of no solid evidence
that a one-third cut in income tax rates
proposed by Rep. Jack F. Kemp, RN.Y.,and Sen. William V. Roth Jr., RDel., would quickly pay for itself.
The Kemp-Roth proposal would
space the reduction over three years,
and its sponsors say the economy would
be so stimulated that the treasury
would Quickly recoup lod revenue.
Mrs Rivlin and Rep. Richard
Boiling, 1344o., c.hairrnaa of _the Joint

Economic Committee, disagr
She said evidence available è the
CBC0 tends to confirm the impr ion
that the Kemp-Roth bill would f
inflation by greatly increasing the
federal deficit.
Bolling said his committee has heard
witnesses favoring the proposal, but he
remains unconvinced that it would produce "a veritable bonanza of jobs and.
increased economic output."
President Carter originally proposed
a net $Z billion tax cut, coupled with
tax code revisions to close what he
termed loopholes. As the proposal encountered rough going In Congress, he
scaled down the cut and agreed not to
press, at least at the outset, for most of
the code changes.
In recent weeka, the administration
has been trying to build a big enough
majority of Dernocrata in the taxwriting House Ways and Means
Committee to bring out a bare bones $15
billion tax reduction bill.

TARRAGONA,Spain(AP) — "It was
like a giant flame thrower," saki a
French woman who survived the
holocaust when a runaway tank truck
loaded with propylene gas exploded in a _
campsite on Spain's northeast •coast
and killed between 119 and 125 persons,
police reported.
More than 200 other campers were
hospitalized with buitis. Many were
reported in critical condition.
Most of the 500 to 000 vacationers
registered at the camp on the Costa
Brava 50 miles south of Barcelona were
from other West European countries.
Many of the bodies were burned beyond
recognition, and identification was
slow. •
The campsite "reSembles hell or
what we think hell is like," said one
police officer vjorking amid the charred
remains of automobiles, trailers,
campers and tents.
The permanent campsite JD one of a
score along the popular Costa Brava.
The lunchhour explosion blackened
more than 160 acres and was heard two
miles away.
Earlier reports put the death toll at
near 200. Officials blamed the higher
estimate on "great confusion."
Vincente Mtrabet, the head of a burn
treatment unit at a Valencia hospital,
said 40 victims had been admitted there
and most were in critical condition.
"I don't think many will survive,' he
said.
Police at noon put the death toll at 119
and said half a dozen persons were
missing.
Police said the 38-ton singletraller
• truck was loaded with 43 cubic meters
of gas when it left the.highway Mille
rounding a curve, crashed through a
-stone fence and exploded.
Witnesses said The truck was going
about 40 mph when the driver lost
canted.
The blast set off a chain of explosions
as campers bottled cooking gas blew

Council
Meets
Thursday

Mostly sunny today with an
Isolated shower or thundershower. Highs in the mid and
upper 00s. Increasing cloudiness
tonight with chance .for showers
and possibly a thundershower
continuing on Thuliday. Lows
tonight from the upper.60s to low
70s. Highs Thursday from the
upper 808 to low 901.

City School,
Board-Meets
Thursday Night
The 1978-'79 general. budget, a
transpoilliation report, and a report on
scheduling at.Murray HIO, are among
the items on tab for Murray Board of
Education Thursday. Board Members
are scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m. that
day at the board' office building on
Poplar.
Willie Jackson. director of pupil
personnel and transportation, is expected to report on transportation for
the upcoming school year. School - of; ticials at Murray High are expected to
report on scheduling a Murray High for
next year. Eli Alexander, assistant
superintendent, is slated to give a year'
end athletic report.
Along with the budget, other items on
the agenda include: personnel
recommendations, consideration for
approval of bide on band instruments
and gasoline for 1978-'79, considerstion
of approvalof the Head Start program
contract for space with Murray State
University, and approval of school
insurance proposals.

Budget On Agenda
. •.
For CalloWay
School Board
Calloway County Board of Eduction
is expected to consider adoption of The
1978-'79 general budget dnct discuss
specifications and bids for a'Calloway
County High track and field when the
board meet; Thursday.
The July 13 meeting is set atTlf.ffi,-W
school board administrative offices on
College Farm Road.
School- board members. are also
expected to discuss specifications arid
bids for school bus insurance, Workmen's Compensation, gasoline and
cafeteria items,
'Other item's an the agenda include:
tupport for 4-H club worker, personnel •
recomniendations,fiscal agent for bond •
sale, policy handbook for Calloway
County High;school lunch program_i_uitt
The superintendent's repcfrt.

The city council agenda also calls for
discussion of authority for Mayor
Melvin Henley to sign a statement of
concurrence related to a traffic signal
at 18th between Olive and Calloway

Former Officials,

II Pages '4

The First Christian Church will be observing its 120th
Birthday with a homecoming celebration this weekend.
Former nilnisters and church members are qmong the
many taking part in the program. Columnist 1,ochie Hart
backwoun'ds some of the people and events planned in her '
"Observations" jblumn,SectionB,Page One.'

mostly
sunny

Antonio Betancurt, an officer of
Spain's paramilitary civil guard, said
many victims were. burned beyond
recognition. Identification, he said, "is
going to be really difficult, even for
their own relatives."
The bodies were taken by helicopter
to the nearby town of Tortosa until they
could be moved to Barcelona.

An annual audit report and two ordinance readings are on the agenda for
Murray City Councilmen who arescheduled to meet Thursday at 7:30
p.m. in council chambers.
Along with the annual audit of
Murray Natural Gas System: councilmen are expected to consider the
second reading of an ordinance related
to the 1978 tax rate and a second
reading on a_ sidewalk regulation
amendment related to 12th Street.
Dr. C. C. Lowry is expected to make a
six month budget report to councilmen.
The public works conunitteela slated to
recommend bids on a summer paving
program. The public safety committee
Is slated to report on the resignation of
a firefighter from Murray Fire Department, possible amendments to
city ordinances 470 and 410 with repeat
of 334, and extension of a request from the United Campus Ministry_

inside today
Two Sections

up. No trace of the Spanish driver was
found.
"I heard an explosion, a whoosh, and
stepped out of my trailer to see flames
150 yards high," said a Dutchman who
refused to give his name.
"After seconds I saw people walking
out of the fire with their outer akin
burned completely off. Many fell down.
Some.just sat down. Others ran into the
_
•

today's index
Classifieds
8-B,9-B.
5-A
Comics
Crosswords
6-A
2-A
Dear Abby -Deathstr Funerals....,
16-A
Horoscope
3-A
4-A
Inside Report
3-A
Let's Stay Well.
2-A,3-A
Local Scene
Opinion Page
4-A •
10-A,-116A,12-A
Sports

City Of Mayfield,

Named In Suit
MANTIE111-Tancy Farm woman
has filed a suo,000 damage suit against
the city of Mayfield and three former
city officials in connection with the
death af her husband while he vraeln
the city jail here July 6, 1977
City officials are expected to answer
soon a suit filed by Helen R. Ivie, Fancy
Farm the widow of Thomas Ivie.
Named in the suit along with the city
of Mayfield is former Mayfield major
John Boyd, former police chief _Marshall Dunkin and former city jailer J.
W. King.
Mrs. 'vie filed the suit in U. S.
District Court, Paducah.
The suit charges the defendants "by
and through their agents, charges,
servants and employees.. acted or
failed to act with gross or deliberate
indifference and disregard for his
(lye's) constitutional rights." The suit
charges such actions ultimately WI to
the death of 'vie.
The man died with a blood clot in his
lung; a coroner's inquest showed after
his death. City police had picked him up
for drunken driving, records show.
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Weddi

Ego' COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
Wednesday, July '12
Murray-Calloway

"county

Jaycee Fair activities will
include Jersey Cattle Show at
ten a.m., Open Rabbit Show at.
five p.m., and Family Night
country music show featuring
Country Trend free in the
grandstand. Fire works will
also be included.

Thursday, July 13
Activities at Land Between
the Lakes will include Junior
Naturalist program for ages 9
to .12 from nine a.m. to twelve
noon at Center Statiott;
children's fibercraft workshop
at Empire Farm from nine
a.m. to noon.

Local Agent Says—
.<

Pleittned

.
Managing Air Conditioner
Can Make Energy Difference

Friday,July 14
Twilight Cabaret will
perform at the old beach area
Kentucky Danr Village
State Park at 8:30 p.m.

at

these two appliances while the very humid weather and on
high the rest of the time.
air conditioningts on.
You'll get less cooling, but
Thermoetat Setting
Murray Country Club will
-Set the thermostat no tower. more moisture will be
have twilight golf at 5:30 p.m.
than 26 degrees Celsius removed from the air.
with Bob Billington as
How you manage your air
-With central air
—that's 76 degrees Farenheit.
chairman.
conditioner can make a .big
running the blower
draperies
-Close
pull
or
your
North Pleasant Grove
difference in, your household
down your window shades to almost continously helps the
Oaks- Country Club has
' Lakeside Singers will Cumberland Presbyterian
energy use this summer.
keep out the...daytime sun. You cool air to circulate better
perform at Kentucky Dam Church Women will have a twilight golf tchedided at 530
The best-way to save motley
cut heat gain through the and the system to operate
can
Village State Park at 8:30 p.m. potluck supper at the church p.m.
and electricity is to turn off
windows
by as much as 80 more efficiently.
at 6:* p.m. prier to the
the unit part of the time. When
Use of Exhaust Fans
percent-this
way..
Twilight Cabaret will revival service.
One hour slide presentation
the. outside temperature
-Keep
humidity-producing
air-conditioning
sure
-Make
perform at Kentucky Dam
and discussion about wildlife
drops, cut off the air conactivities to a minimum when
ducts
are
well-insulated,
Village State Park, old beach
Ellis Center will be Open
inevements using nature's
ditioner and open the winespeciatly where they pass the unit is on. Take baths,
area, at e:30 p.m.
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
triffice • signs and highways
dows.
through the attic or ...other .showers, do laundry andieash
senior citizens with devotion
will be at Center Station at two
If you have a window or
dishes when the air conuncooled spaces:
zeinic at
Session
of
First at 10:05 a.m. and a.
p.m
attic fan, now's the time to use
ditioning is off. Use exhaust
Speed
Fan
coeseeu7.
ounty'
Murray-('
the
Presbyterian Church will
it to help cool out the house.
-If your unit has several fan fans to Jake. kitchen or
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the Park at 10:30 a.m. The center
But don't ever.run either of
Twin Lakers Good Sam
speeds,
set it on low during bathroom himidity outside.
for
reinain
open
will
thoses
church.
Caffipieg Club will have its
Make sure your dryer vent is
who are not attending the
Tenthly canmout at Hillman's
tinclogged
and flowihg free.
Circles fo First United picnic_
Ferry in the Land Between the
- -When you're cooking, turn
Methodist Church Women will
Lakes with B. C. and Orpha
on the kitchen exhaust fan to
Activities at
Murraymeet as follows.: Hannah for a
Grogan as wagonmasters.
mihirnite:the-heat buildup, but
Calloway
County
Jaycee
Fair
picnic at.R.&
cabin on
then
turn it off as
.Miss
as
Debbie
Kay
McClure
07-01-78
Kentucky Lake; Ruth Wilson will include Kiddies Day at.
Lakeside Singers will
07-02-78
Adults
-121
and Wesleyan at the church at one p.m., 4-H and FFA Dairy .perform at Kenlake State
and Mark Allan Belva
-Keep the air conditioning
Adults-126
Nursery-10
7.30 p.m. with Helen Hodges Show at six p.m., and
Park at 8:30 p.m.
unit clean, replace filters,
Mr. and Mrs. James Max McClure of, Cadiz announce the
NurseryDemolition Derby at. eight
9
e as guest speaker.
Newborn Admissions
when needed, clear outside
p.m.
Baby Boy Johnson (Mother
Shopping for Senior Citizens engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
condenser • of leaves, glass
Debbie
Kay,
to
Mark
Newborn
Allan
Admissions
Belva,
son
Murray Bass Club will meet
of Mr. and Mn. Louis Sandra), Rt. 1, Hardin, Baby
will be held. Call 753-0929 by
clippings and such, and keep
Lakeside Singers will
at the Triangle Inn At 6:30
Girl Hastings (Mother Dade),
nine a.m. for shopping on Wilburn Belva,Sr., of Morganfield.
shruhhery.trimmed around
The
grandparents
_Baby
of
Girl
the
-perform at -Lake Barkley
bride-elect
Wallace
(-Mother
are Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Rt.--1 Eta; 32--Paris, Tn.
north side center and „town,
WHOLE-HOUAE FAN HELPS
Janice), Rt. 2 Murray,
State Park at 8:30 p.m.
and by 11:30 a.m. for af- Lagsiter and Mr, and Mrs. Hoyt McClure of Hazel and Mrs.AnDismissals
-.Thursday. July 13
WITH COOLING
ne
L.
Woodruff
of
Cadiz.
Mrs.
John
S.
Baskett of Henderson is
Mrs. Dewayne V. Ross and
ternoon shopping to south side
A general membership
A ventilating fan in your
the grandmother of the groom-elect. .
Twilight Cabaret will
Dismistak-Baby Boy, Rt. 1 Dexter, Jerry
centee and town.
-meeting of the Murrayattic or an upstairs-window is
The bride.elect is a 1977 graduate of Trigg County High Vance,Rt.6 Murray, Larry D.
perform at the old beach area
Calloway County Community
School. She is presently working for the Tennessee Valley Nirzuno, Rt. 8 Bx. 8 Murray,
Mrs. Esther M. Hester and a good hot-weather friend of
at Kentucky Dam State Park
•
Saturday, July 15
Theater will be held at seven
Authority and attending Hopkinsivilie Community College Mrs. Sharon M. Scott, 337 W. Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Box 96, the family,even if you alread
at 1E30 p.m. Square and round dancing
p.m. at the Calloway County
have air conditioning. But
parttime.
Walnut Murray, Mrs. Reda R. Metray, Mrs. Donna Rue
will be held at the Woodmen of
Public Library. All -members •
it at the same time.
Friday: July 14
Mr. Belva is a 1975 graduate of Union County High School, Overby, Bx. 6 Lynn Grove
Boyd,
Mobile
Home Village Athe World Hall at 7:30 p.m.
and interested persons are
The fan pulls cool air
urray -Calloway
and is working at Hoover Universal while attending college Murray, Joseph R. Helfen, Rt. '10, Rt. 2, Murray, Miss
County
invited.
Jaycee Fair activities will
parttime.
Shannon D. Beale, 513 Shady through the house and
7, Bx. 572 Murray,
Lakeside Singers will
exhausts warm air through
include a beef cattle show at
The wedding is scheduled for Saturday, August 26, at 6:30
Mrs. Iva C. Alford, Rt. 5 Bx. lane, Murray, Mrs. Shirley
Grove 126 Woodmen of the
attic or window in which it
the
ten a.m., family night at five perform at Kentucky Dam p.m. at the Cadiz Baptist Church, Cadiz.
Swift,
Rt.
6, Murray, Mrs.
A reception will 1011 Murray, Keith A. Roach,
World is scheduled to meet at
is installed. It's good for
p.m. and horse show at 7:30 Village State Park at 8:30 p.m. f
Theresia
iiiihe
Bank
Ailene
orCadiz
Greene,
Rt.
community
4
1508
room.
Bx.
167-A
Inn.
Murray, Mrs.
six p.m. at the Triangle
cooling off the-house in the
p.m,
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding Glenda S. Duffy,302 N. Cherry
Chaucer, Murray,
A get togethei• for membee
evening when the outside
James
and
the
Calvin
reception.
Warren,
Rt.
Murray,
1,
Mrs.
Jewel S. Loony,
and all friends'ef the First N,
temperature drops.
•
123 S. 14 Paragould, Ark., Mrs. Sedalia, Mrs. Gail J. Darnall.
Christian Church to open
If .your house is wellRt.
9,
Benton,
Mrs.
Pamela
D.
Velma
M.Myers, Rt. 6
homecoming celebration will
insulated, closing doors and
Murray, Mrs. Irene Garrison, Herndon, Rt. 3, fix. 373,be held at the University
windows in the early morning
Murray,
Mrs.
Ruth
514
Louise
S.
13
Murray,
Branch of the Bank of Murray
of
a hot day and drawing
Hoke,
Rt. 1, Murray, Ms
' Mrs. Chlora Farmer, Rt, 1
from two to four p.m.
Ladean - McCuiston, :1-702" curtains and draperies over
Bx. 142 Murray, Mrs. Janie C.
your window helps. hold in the
together/tin the wedge.
Windsor, Rt. 7 Murray, - Dodson, Murray,
Twilight Cabaret will
cool .all day long. If you still
Mrs.
Cynthis
Ann
Aubrey
VanE.
Mayfield, 109 S. 9
perform at the old beach area
use your air conditioner
Murray, Mrs. Flossie Outland, derpool, Rt.2,- Paris,. Tenn.;
at Kentucky Darn Village
during the day, it won't have
Mrs.
Mary
Ruth
1303
Bell,
Vine
Rt.
1,
Murray, Mrs.
State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Almo, Alden Turner, 504 1 2 to do as big a cooling job as
Minnie Jones, 323 Wobdlawn
Vine, Murray, Mrs. Naomi otherwise.
Murray, Dyrus H. StubOpen horse show sponsored
When the outside temCreech, CR Bx. 333, New
blefield, Rt. 4 Murray, Mrs.
'
-by the Hardin and South
perature is below 29. degrees
Concord,
Rufe
Spann,
Rt.
Minnie
1,
L.
Carroll,
109 S. 10
Marshall Riding Club will
Hazel, Mrs. Ludie L. Thorpe: Celsius, or 82 degrees
Murray.
begin at four p.m. in the West
Farenheit, it will save energy
212 Spruce, Murray, Baby Boy
Kentucky Livestock and
and cut electricity costs to use
Stokes
4
Mother
Vicki), 115 S.
Exposition Center. Admission
the fan rather than your air
13th. Murray.
is one dollar per person.
conditioner.
From the Desk Of
Jean W.Cloar
County Extention Agent
for Home Economics

con-

ditioning,
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Bride's Behavior.
Is a Puzzlement

Murray-Calloway
County
Jaycee Fair events will include Farm Bureau Day at ten
a.m., horse and mule pull at
9:30 a.m.., and tractor pull at
seven p.m.

. LORRAINE
GARY

ROY
SCIREIRER
MURRAY
- IIANARTO11
-

A ADAM K011101'earoikit9TotIONOTD9iY

Stalk -gee elute-lee estate ft lei NOP • LS" • A
,-atteattellthn IWO aattehlD
tease Peace WES r;le,e,wee.ereee.„
sinew trams•
P. owl, Mr*
1111.20 CUMIN
mkt)

Activities in Land Between
The Lakes will include
Nature's Flower Garden slide
presentation and field trip
starting at two p.m. and
Honker by lettionlight walk at
8:30 p.m., both starting at
Center Station; 19th Ceneury
Folk Dancing will
it The
Homeplace 1850 from seven to
ten p.m.

OA
:

By' Abigail Van Buren
171 by Cn.cacto Tr,oune .4
.y News Synd
1
.

_

DEAR ABBY: After waiting for years for the perfect
mate, three months ago I met a wonderful English girl and
married her.
Shortly after we were wed, she told me that her mother
was terminally ill and she had to go back to England. She
knows I'm not a -wealthy man, but she expects me to keep
sending her money while she's with her mother for. an
indefinite stay. (Her mother is on a pension.)
I have relatives in Englahd who have tried to meet my
wife several times in order to help her out any way they
can. My wife has refused to meet my relatives, saying that
_thest-were--rude when -they-called;-I offered -tie go to England to help her; but she says
• shouldiet apend the money since there is nothing I can do
there.
My question: Should I go to England anyway to find out
what is going on there? Andif I go, should I surprise her? I
have a feeling she is hiding something from me.
PUZZLED HUBBY

1111,/•
Gospel singing will be held
DEAR PUZZLED: Something smells fishy here. Don't
0 at Scotts : Grove Baptist
411&:000000
000000010
.
ASK her if you should come: TELL her you're coming.
Church at-7-16 p.m. featuring
the Chosen Generation from' Then go. You'll get the picture soon enough:
Memphis, Tenn.
DEAR ABBY: Here are the facts. My daughter, Marcie,
had to get married at 17. She and Scott had gone steady for
two years. We begged them not to get so thick when they
Sunday, July If
For Programrmation,Please Call-753-3314
were only kids, but they said. they were "in love" and-we
Joint an'niversary
couldn't. keep them apart.
celebration of Mr. and. Mrs.
The baby is 2 years old now, and Scott wants a divorce!
ISTDFFERSON
Johnny Reagan of Murray and
(Marcie and the baby have moved in with me.)'..Scott says
and MacBRAW...
Mr. and Mrs. John Mack
he doesn't want the responsibility of marriage. He doeen't
Met hestrrat
Carter of Bronzville, N. Y.,
love Marcie anymore, and all he wants is out.
will be held at. the Reagan
He reffiies to talk to our minieter, and he won't see any
Owed Wats is,
11.Wil
r
home, 1118 Fairlane Drive, . kind of a counselor. He has a job and says he's willing to
support the baby, but he is not foie% to spend his life in a
from six to nine p.m.
marriage that's hopeless.
All relatives and friends are
Marcie is heartbroken. She says she loves Scott, no
invited.
(wUiM
matter what, and is willing to do anything to save her
DAMIEN IS M 131ti PAI%1
.
marriage. What can you suggest?
7.20
1010 Oveit.,nut
MARCIE'S MOM
9.25
'14
DEAR MOM. It's not possible to-tatters" a marriage
finds Thar.
N.Pusses• No km.ION
inikee both parties want it saved. Aire assuming you could
RETURN HOME
force Scott to return to Marcie. • young man who feels
trapped would make a miserable husband and a worse
Mrs. B. D. Hall and Mrs. Ed
father.
Warren
Filbeck have returned home
Saint,
after
a
two weeks visit in
7.20,
DEAR ABBY: I am just about ready to blow my stack.
Irvine where they were guests
9:15
My husband and I gave his parents a key to our house so
las
of Mrs. R. M. Bergman and
that they could check on it when we are out of town,
APIWAICUPr rrrUllt
Miu Virginia Hay, Mrs.
although we seldom are They live near us, so it is handy
Filbedes sisters. While there
for them to drop in often. Now when they come over, they
they attended the 50th wednever knock or ring the bell, they just let themselves in
C'eost;if
with the-key they have. They come into our hdtne whether
dings anniversary dinner for
we are home or not.
7:10,
Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Bergman
What's- the solution?
at Richmond.
9:25
HAD IT ON OHIO

tonite's movies
MINVUIF

Murray,

etwu

OMENll

cmiN......
iftE.r HEAVEN
.
.cAN WAIT

For Information
Regarding

imatkti
ts
11
1
1

121 South

leas Them

"AUTOPSY"(I) OPEN 8.00
"CARRIE"tori FEATURE 8:35

Eiectrolysii
(Permanent
'Removal of Hair)

•
•W.V111:1•
110•
•
•410
•
•
•
•
••
!•
•

a

Call 753-8856

+

Breakfast Is
Held For
Bride-elect

-Miss Luanne, Holland
Brown, bride-eke:tar-Matthew
Cross - Patterson, IV, was
complimented with a breakfast on Saturday, July 8,at ten
am. at the home of Miss Ann
Cooper.
Hostesses for the occasion
were Miss Cooper, Mrs.
Deebie McClain,- and Beth Cocke.
The
centerpiece
of
magnolia blossoms was used
on the breakfast table.
Sausage casserole, blueberry
muffins, french puffs., and -a
fruit cup were served.
Places were set for twelve
persons.
The . hosteses
presented the honoree with a
set Of pewter candle sticks as
a wedding VW Miss 'Brown
and her mother, Mrs. Robed
Earl Brown, were presented
with corsages of daisies.

Yo

FOR TNURS
What kin
tarnotrow be
the stars say
given for yet

ARIES
Mar. 21 to A
Workaday
more tedious
evening acetyl
make up for
ceptionally s
with congenis
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to M
Mixed plan
Good. oppori
vancement
area, but yr
searth then
Personal ,-ir
favored.
GEMINI
(May 22 to Ji
Mixed int
impulsive co:
You could dee
-little effort
heedless taetii
_CANCER
.(Jwie22toJL
Consolidate
position: Exp
warranted,
necesliary. Evi
others careful
LEO- , (July 24 to Au
A period of a
by experience
methods of su(
Make move:
enhance prim
gains.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to So
A thoughtfti
beginning day
speed up its ft
success. Espe
.teachers, stude
In scientific pu
14BRA
(Sept. 24 to.0c
Be alert
elements nos
closest friends
you only half tJ
where your
ceptiveness and
of great help.
SCORPIO
Oct •24 to Nov
This day will
one than you m
first. Be enthu
hurried; resolu
stmate_You ha%
SAGMARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec
Group
act
favored. Stars ir
is the time for yc
exciting new co
CAPRICORN
Dec. V to Jan
Give carefu
financial affair

SUMMER SALE
On Craft Supplies!
4 Ply, I oat, 1345 tt

JUTE

.90« 8.95
101 Si

VEXAR
&Mg
111•i 13 is

Craft Cord
ey led Low
53.911
$349

Embroidery Cloths

25(
AI/

Artist's Brushes

20% off

Little Red House
thick. loth Roman C1?
of Crofts

753-3170

REMOM1111.041WM.0.01011111.

-Don't Miss The Great.Savings- ?1;
4ifi
•••
sAlt"
Shoe Shack
t

:
$t**,

On Spring I Summer Shoes at the

108 N. 4th (across from the Murray ledger I Times)

Drastic Reductions From Our Already Low Discount Prices

1, .1

DEAR HAD IT: Ask your husband to ask his parents to
please knock or ring the doorbell when they visit, and to
use the key only.to "alert. the !mune" when you are oat of
town.And if they continue to ignore your wishes, the solution
is obvious --change the locks.

300 Sc

HAD IT IN OHIO
Do you wish you had more frieildii? For the secret of
popularity, get Abby's sew booklet: "How To Re Popular;
Never Too Young or Too Old." Send 81 with •long,
self-addressed, stamped (20 rests) envelope to Abby. 132
Lasky Drive,Beverly Hills,(7•Ili. 90212.

Lowest Prices in town on Famous Name Brand Shoes
For Women and Children
et_
im:C*3300:4333:10:00::C41::+::+:413::*::4133333:—.400.7cu

By App
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FOR THURSDAY,JULY 13,1978
What kind . of day will
tomotrow be" To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth STiii

businass-wise but where your
Personal budget is concerned.
Matt let mere whim direct your
purchases.

The .candlelighted sanctuary of the First Christian
Church of Mayfield,was the
3ther and on
AQUARIUS
Batting for the May 26th
of the time.
ARIES
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
wedding of Miss Donna Carol
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20111icooling, but
Quite &expectedly you may
daughter of Mr. and
Burton,
find the solution to a difficult
Workaday routine may seem
e will be
Mrs. Hurshel Burton of
more
tedious
problem_
than
Another's
casual
usual,
but
e air.
Farmingt,on, to Michael Ray
evening activites will more than
words could put you on the right
11 air conmake up for it. 'Look for ex- track.
Bright, son of Mr. and Mrs.
% the blower
ceptionally stimulating hours
William Bright of Cunsly helps the
PISCES
with congenial companions.
ningham.
Feb. 20 to Mar.201"
7ulate better
TAURUS
Dr. Jerry Mayes officiated
Present conditions may not
Apr. 21 to May 20 ir-SIktuf')..
to operate
at the double ring ceremony
Mixed planetary influences.. warrant the expansion you have
in mind. Go slow if conservative
read at seven p.m. A program
Good, opportunities for adust Fans
opposition arises.
vancement abound -in your
of music was presented by
ity-producing
area, but you may have
Hunter,
Mrs.
Eugene
tnimarn when
search them out yourself.
Wright,
organist,
and
Eddie
YOU BORN TODAY are an
Take baths,
Personal :interests highly
soloist.
intensely
idealistic
and
loyal
favored,
dry and-Wash
The
sanctuary
was
individual, humanitarian in
GEMINI
he air conyour instincts and filled with a
beautifully decorated with
(May
22
to
June
21)1
1
Use exhaust
blue, white, and yellow floral
Mixed influences. Check respect amounting almost to
kitchen or
" impulsive comments,,, action. awe, for heritage and traditon.
arrangements. An archway,
lily outside.
'You could step into trouble with Though talented along many
accented with blue and white
dryer vent is
little effort through wrong or lines, you have a special affinity
carnations, white doves,
silk
for
science
and
this,
coupled
--heedless taCtics.
iwihg free.
magnolia foliage, cenand
with
your
characteristic
urge to
1-.,-EANCER
cooking, turn
serve your fellowmank -would- • tered- the-. wedding scene.
•
.
June
22
to
July
2.3)
03/0
thaust fan to .
Beneath the arch were white
Consolidate your financial make- you unusually successful
it buildup, but
position: Expand where it is in the field of medicine. Nursing
Grecian 'Columns holding
and sociology are aLso excellent
f as soon as
warranted, retrench 'where
baskets of magnolia foliage
necessary. Evaluate opinions of outlets for these gifts. Other
and white silk carnations.
careers
open
to
you:
teaching,
others carefully.
conditioning
The unity cenelle, placed
architecture, sculpting, arplace filters.
cheology
andwriting.
against
a background of
Whatever
LEOu
—
24
to
A
u
g
.
J
l
y
231
..lear outside
you
choose,
greenery, was adorned with a
A period of adjustment. Profit occupation
eaves, glass
by experience and study the however, you should take up
white silk bow. Two seven,ch, and keep
methods of successful persons. some form of art as a hobby.
branch candelabra, entwined
Ali.. and Mrs. Michael Ray Bright
Otherwise,
your
creative
jj..
around
ied
Make moves designed to
greenery,
with
in
were
the
aspirations
never
will be
double capefet. She carrieda holding blue tapers. The sixFAN HELPS
enharice production, insure
altar area. Boxwood with blue
fulfilled. Birthdate of: John
gains.
white wicker fireside basket tiered wedding cake was
Dee, mathematician.
and white silk flowers and
VIRGO
holding
'blue and white silk topped with silk flower
fan in your
doves outlined the choir rail. carnations
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) np
with a blue satin -arrangement in blue, white,
irsivindow is
Marking the entrance to the
A thoughtful review before
bow.
her friend of
and- yellow, accented with
beginning day's program will
altar with twin baskets of blue
The bridesmaids were Miss lilies of the valley. The table
if you already
speed up its fine potentials for
fuji mums and yellow and
Gail Faughn, Mrs. Steve appointments were in silver.
itinning. But
success. Especially favored:
white daisies.
Mason, and Mrs. Randy
teachers, students;
same time. _
Presiding at the reepee
all engaged—Holds-Reunion Single white tapers en- Smith. They were attired
in scientific pursuits.
is cool air
guest register were Miss
circled
with
greenery
and identically, to the matron of
LIBRA
house and
Sheila Adams and Miss Rita
A reunion of the Leonard orange blossoms were in the honor and carried silk
Sept. 24 to.Oct. 23)
air through
Dowdy. Assisting in serving
Be alert to deceptive Wilson family Was held on sanctuary windows. The
ny in which it
elements now. Even your July 4 at the home of Mr. and family pews were marked by nosegays of blue and white were Mrs. J. D. Tietloff and
daisies with yellow and blue Mrs. George Commons, sister
's good for
closest friends may be telling Mrs. Charles Nanny. A picnic hurricane
lamps
with ribbon
streamers. you only half the story. Here's
house in the
of the groom, Miss Karen
where your innate per- dinner for approximately greenery and white doves.
Miss Elisa Commons, niece Crawford, and Miss Debbie
the outside
Miss
Debbie
Bennett and of the groom, was the flower
ceptiveness and intuition ean be - seventy persons was served at
?.s.
Bennett.
Mrs. .J. D: Tietloff, sister of
the old home place. .
of great help.
girl. She wore a dress
se is wellLisa
Miss
Workmah
and
the
groom, presided at the
Out of town guests included
SCORPIO
fashioned like that of the other
g doors and
Oct. -24 to Nov. 22) ntegi.-Mr. and Mts. Rob Wilson of guest register at a table feminine attendants and Miss Kelly Workman, cousins
any morning
- of the bride, presented the
This day will be a far better
Lone- Oak, Gene Wilson of covered with white lace cloth carried a
white wicker -basket guests %vitt rice bags .and
Rod drawing
one than you may anticipate at
Washington, D.C., Mr. and and holding an arrangement
filled with white rose petals. .-thank you scrolls.
aperies over
first. Be enthusiastic, but not
of blue and white silk daisies.
Serving as ring bearer was
hurried; resolute, but not ob- Mrs. Jim Wilson and farnily of
ps.hold in the
Following the reception the
Preceding the ceremony the
stinateou have Much to gain. Louisville. Mr. and Mrs. John
Greg Workman, cousin of the couple left for A 'wedding trip
g. If you still
David Thompson and son of candies were lighted by bride, who carried
SAGITTARIUS
the rings on to Jacksonville and Daytona
conditioner
Seminole, Texas, Mrs. Steven Burton, brother of the
Nov. 23 to Dec. 2n w- 41:1'
a white satin pillow adorned Beach, Fla. They are now
won't
it
have
Group
activ.ity
highly
Wayne Mattingly and girls of bride, and William Glen with white streamers.
ooliiig job as
residing at College Courts- in
favored. Stars indicate that now
Russellville, and , Mrs. Gary Cominons, nephew of the
John Bridges served as best _Murray.
is the time for you to make some
_
groom. The bride presented
Luttrell of Shelbyville, Ill.
nigh. Groomsmen were
exciting new contacts.
utside ternOut of town guests included
Honored/guests in the al.- her mother and his mother
CAPRICORN
4
, 59. degrees
Cochrum, Charles Mr. and Mrs. David WinPhillip
tern00n.,/ were Mrs. Delia with a red rose before the
( Dee. 22 to Jan. 281-10
degrees
12
Goin, and Phillip Sims. Ser- _ degar. Detroit, Mich.; Mr. and
Give careful thought to
Graham and her daughter, :ceremony.
save energy
ving as ushers were Randy Mrs. Garner Suiter and Brian.
financial affairs - riot only
.
Christine
Sherman.
Bride's
Dress
y costs to use
Bright, brother of the groom, Clarksville, Tenn.; Mr. and
Escorted to the altar by her
han your air
and Michael West, cousin of Mrs. George Commons, Elise
father and given in marriage
the bride. Junior usher wag and William Glen, Alexandria,
by her parents, the bride was
Shane Bright, nephew of the La.; Dr. Janice SpaHri-,
radiant in her gown of white
3000001010
groom.
Memphis, - .Tenn.; Mr. and
organza and chantilly lace.
Mrs. Burton, mother of the Mrs. J. D. Tietloff, Murray;
_The dress featured an empire
bride, was attired in &formal Mr. and Mrs. Joe Stone,
bodice with shepherdess
gown of Pinegialia. She was Fulton; Mrs. Katie _Leonard
sleeves, and the a-line
presented a corsage of white and Louise, Mr. and Mrs. Earl
silhouette skirt was fashioned
silk roses.
Bright, Mr. and Mrs. Gent
with a double ruffle flounce of
The groom's mother, Mrs Bright, and Mr. and Mts
illusion which flared to en-.0
Bright, wore a pink and beige Orville Amyette;Paducah'.
circle the attached chapel
printed gown of formal length
Rehearsal Dinner
train.
and was also presented a' The groom's parents, Mr
Her symphony veil was
Except a few
white silk rose corsage.
and Mrs. WilliamBright,
fingertip length, and was
Select Items
Mrs. T. H. Cochran. hosted arehearsal dinner held
fashioned of Chantilly lace
-maternal grandrnother of-the -at-the Viltage-In'irweS.
and illusion, accented with
The table*. were covered
seed pearls which encrusted bride, chase to wear a blue
floor length gown of knit with with white linen cloths-and
the caplet.
PIERCE-ME-NOT
She carried a cascading matching jacket. Her corsage held_nink tapers. Placecards
was of white silk carnations were written for forty-two
EARRINGS
bouquet of yellow silk roses,
Mrs.
Walter Burton, paternal persons_ The groom presented
blue and - white daisies, with
Rare Eaith Magnet
at this
accents of orange blossoms. grandmother of the bride, gifts to his_ attendants
_
12 K Gold Filled
wore
white
charcoal
and
a
time.
the:
Lace streamers were tied in
The bridesmaids luncheon
love knots into which were printed dress and was
_carsilk
•
presented
white
a
-was
given at the home of Mrs.
tucked yellow roses. She wore
Jerry Bell with Mrs. Joe Pyle
a diamond pendant and nation corsage.
The wedding- was directed assisting. The bride presented
matching earrings.
gifts to her attendants at the
Mrs. Phillip Cochrum, by Miss Carolyn Wood.
753-3170
Reception
luncheon.
matron of honor, was attired
sams4s41001P
in a formal-length gown of
Immediately following the
powder blue polyester satin,
ceremony, Mr. and Mrs.
fashioned
along
an
a-line
Dixieland Ctr.
753-7598
-Ai
silhouette, with spaghetti Burton, parents of the bride.
straps at the shoulders. With entertained with a reception in
the gown she wore a short the fellowship hall of the
Church.
The bride's table held a flo(•1
length cloth of blue, overlaid
with lace. Centering-the table
was an arrangement of blue
and white daisies with white
ribbon streamers. Also on the
table was silver candelabra

J2iRcZ

Everything in the
Store

$45°

/
2 PRICE

AniSr
Bag & Beads

Walter W. Jones M.D.
Diplomat, American Board
of Opthalmology

toes

*KV

his office for Diseases and
Surgery of the Eye
- at
300 South 8th St.
By Appoinfmepf•

By FJ L Blasingame, M.D

Coffee Found To-Help
Hyperactive Children
Q. Mrs. D.V. asks about
the use of regular coffee to
help control hyperactivity
in children. She has a
grandson who is "in constant motion" and has
heard that stimulants,
such as coffee, "might
slow him down."
A. A study has been
made using regular coffee
as a convenient source of
stimulant for hyperactive
children. The results look
encouraging, but the number of children studied was
small and perhaps not a
sufficient sample on which
to base an accurate conclusion. _

Mrs. Bright
Is Honored
Mrs. Michael Ray Bright,
the former Donna Burton, was
special
with
honored
prenuptial events.
A tea was given at the
Farmington Community
Building wtih Mesdames
Eddie Workman, Howard
Jordan,
Myrtle
West,
Rayburn Brittain, Kenneth
Wright,
Smith, Robert
Richard Fuqua, Tom Smith,
Dwaine Rogers, and Howard
Paschall as hostesses.
Miss Gail Faughn, Miss
Sheila Adams, and Mrs.
Cochrum ..were
hostesses for a personal
shower held at the Farmington Community Building.
The home of Mrs. Max
Workman was the setting a
pound shower. Mrs. Workman
and Mrs. Randy Smith were
hostesses.

L

HOSPITAL NEWS

According to a summary
published some weeks ago
in Modern Meditina,.
D.H.P. Harvey, M.D., of
Victoria University, New
Zealand, divided 12 hyperactive children into two
groups. One was given regplar coffee, and the other
was given decaffeinated
coffee. After a time, the
groops were reversed. The
study extended over a period of seven weeks, during
which the hyperactivity of
the children was evaluated
by parents and teachers.
No untoward side effect:
were noted. Eight of the
children improved significantly, and two were
slightly better, while two
appeared unaffected.
-Coffee has the advantage
of being widely available,
relatively cheaper than
medicine,- and generally
safe. However, more studies will have to be done on
larger number's of youngsters to be more certain of

Students On Dean's
List At If.r:e4terki
Students from Murray have
been named to the 4ean.'s list
Western
Kentucky
at
University, Bowling Green,
for the spring semester.
They include David L
FiludLi_son -d-Dr.. and Mu..
James H. Frank,- 513 Johnson
Drive, Murray, and Jack
Tyler Winchester, son of
Buforl Winchester, 706
Fairlane Drive, Murray.
Students who have achieved
a grade point averages of 3.3
or above out of a possible 4.0
are etigIblc for the Dean's

1

Murray Students
Dean's List For
Sp
rwrito
nstg
udeSnetsin
fromte
Murr-ray
have been named to the dean's
list at the University of
Kentucky colleges for the 1978
spring semester.
They are Jeanette L.
Gilliam, daughter ,of
Willie Farless, 1712 Magnolia
Drive, Murray, college of
home
economics;
and
Timothy Philpot, soii of Mr.
and Mrs. Lawrence Philpot,
of Murray Route Two, college
_of engineering.
The only colleges to report
their dean's list were
agriculture, architecture, arts
and sciences, business and
economics, nursing, and,
social professions.
To be honored by their
deans, students must achieve
a high academic standing
based on a 4.0 grading system.

Aigner - Florsheim - Naturalizer - Buster Brown -Roblee
6-23-78
•
311C
b..
Adults 129
Nursery 10
.o.
0
Newborn Admission
.0
Downtown
CD
Baby Boy Stokes (Vickie), 44,
Square
115 So 13th, Murray.
31•
DISMISSALS
Miss Sandra L. Gore, Rt. 6,
Mayfield, Mrs. Regina M.
Starting Thursday
Olive and4Baby Boy, 407 LP.
at 9:00 a.m.
Miller St., Murray, Harry M.
Elkins, Rt. 4-Box 550, Murray,
James H. Bruce, Rt. 1,
'Sedalia,Dawn R. Miller, Rt. 1Box 141, Guston, Nancy A. 401
Reed, 508 Lynn Cta., Murray,
Mrs. Lila Ann Wesson, Rt. 4,
Murray, Mrs.' Dana G.
1-BOx 214, -at
Crouch. Ft
Murray, Mrs. Faustina Mlles, 0
417 So. 9th., Murray.
0
Mrs. Reda Adams, 821 0
Glendale,- -7-urtay, • Mrs.
Florence A. Rogers, 20 N. 4,3
Garfield St., Lambard,
0
Mrs. Beatrice M. Dunn, 721 CIC
Poplar,-Murray, Mrs. Audrey
L. Moore, Rt. 4, Murray,
Robert T. Howard, Rt. 1,
Murray, Mrs. Edna M.
Holland, 614 Keenland,
Murray Mrs. Elsie C.
Fieldson, 304 E. 10th., Benton,
Mrs. Minnie M. Smothers, 0 On All Spring and Summer Merchandise. In1055 Belmont, Paris, Tenn., on cluding Men's, Women's and
Children's Shoes Mrs. Lucille Billington, 1302 .1)
including
also
handbags
17;
So. 16th., Murray, Earl S.
Brownsfield, Fern Terrance on
Ld,g., Murray,Dan Knight, M. Roblee - Footworks - Reds -Scholl - Pedwin
1, Dover, Tenn.

B.

Price

1

- Our Big
Winner
MaxineOf Ward

PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Nickey Lovett of Murray
has been *dismissed iron)
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs- maYbell Warren of
Murray has been a patient at
Lourdes Hoepital, Paducah

2,100.00
la Our Cash Pot

You Could BIA Winner
HAVE YOU HAD YOUR CARD PUNCHED? CASH POT MIR LESS THAN Sy 000 00()MY POT
THAN 5100.00)

PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. CZcil Higgins of Almo
has been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital. Paddeah.

MOrrdy,.Ky.
Phone 753-0374

any lasting beneficial
effects. A word of caution
is needed about making a
diagnosis of hyperactiVity.
Many normal children are
very active. Hyperactivity
should be determined by-a
physician, preferably one
who is familiar-30th the
child and the family and
who regularly manages
such cases.
All hyperactive children
do not need drug treatment. Its use should be
based on a professional
opinion after careful study
and observation of the.
child, and not as a matter
of convenience for the family.

Sedalia, Ky.
Winner Of

libt;

Announces the Opening of

Let's Stay Well

•mammz

Burton and Bright Vows
Solemnized At Church

Your Individual
Horoscope

HOSPITAL PATIENT
' Mrs. Thomas Smith of
Murray, has been - dismissed
from Lourdes Hospital.
Paducah.

S. 12th St.
Murray,Ky.
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

lam Mr
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Looking Back

Opinion Page

Years AO
Munmy City Council last night

Thel0

approved a resolution requesting the
Calloway County Fiscal Court to
reapportion the county itiline with the
United States Supreme Court theory of
"one man, one vote."
Capt. C. W. Herndon, Jr., is now
assigned to the First Aviation Brigade,..
atSoc
vietinan
Trang in the southermost part of

--"EDITOR

Tips On Writing
To.Representatives
pearance of "form" letters:
.• We get -frequent inquiries
--They
tend to—identify /our
to
members
about how to write
message
as part _ of an
a
believe
this
is
of Congress. We
Organized
pressure
campaign
healthy trend.
—
and
produce
little
or no imare
becoming
Americans
pact.
going
on
more aware of what is
— Be reasonable. Don't ask
in Washington, and they realize
for
the impossible. Don't
:that their letters can make a
Don't say, "I'll never
threaten.
difference.
vote
for
you
unless you do such
Today's congressional work
and
'such."
That
will not help
;'schedule no longer permits the
your
cause;
it
may
even harm
;"..frequent and extended visits
it.
back home that used to keep
— Ask your legislator to
senators'and representatives in '
state
his or her position on the
con..personal touch ,with their
issue
in
reply. As a constituent,
stituents. As a result, letters
you're
entitled
to know.
from home have become the
Consider
the factor of
:- main form of voter contact and,
timing.
.
Try
to
• write your
• the prime source of conposition
on
a
bill
while It Win
stituency views.
committee.
Your
Senators
and
F.: We at the Murray Ledger &.
letter
personal
Representative
can
usually
be
Times believe
more
responsive
to
your
appeal
- is More effective than form let- at that time rather than later on
: ters and petitions. Here are
when the bill has alteady been
-„ some other guidelines•that will
give your letter more impact-----approvecHv-it committee;---Of
course,. this is not always the
when it reaches Washington
case.
Sometimes
—• Write on your personal or
your
leg4slator
may
reserve
t• business letterhead, if possible,
judgement — and vote — until
and sign your name over
the
sentiment of his or her contyped signature at the e
stituency
has crystallized.
your message.
—
Thank
your legislator if he
— Be sure your exact ret
or
she
pleases
you with a vote
address is on the letter, not just
an
on
issue.
Everybody
apthe enveT0e. Envelopes
preciates
a
complimentary
away
let-1-,.! sometimes get thrownter.— and remembers it. On the
before the letter is answered.
other hand, if a vote is contrary
— Identify your subject
to
your position, don't hesitate
▪ clearly. State the name of the
to
him or her know. That will
let
legislation- you are writing
be
remembered,
too.
about. Give the House ot Senate
—
Suggested
addresses
and '
• bill number,ifyou know it.
salutations:
— State your reason for
writing. Your own personal exThe Honorable John Doe
perience is your best supHouse of Representatives
porting evidence. Explain how
Washington, D.C. 20515
the issue would affect you, or
Dear Mr. Doe:
your family, business, or
The Honorable John Doe
profession — or what effect it
United States
-could have- on- your state or
Senate'
Community.
Washington, D.C. 20515
Avoid stereotyped-phrases
Dear Senator Doe:
and sentences that give the ap-

Deaths reported include Mrs. Lae
Roy Cathey, age 91, Jabe W.• Outland,
age 79, and Woodhall S. Irwin, Jr., age
52.
Twelve brothers and sisters, children ,
of Mr. and Mrs. T. M. McCuistion, and
their families and friends met'at the
homeof Mr.
M
. ts.,Max B. Hurt for a.
reunion renuy.
Larry Orr, Tom Perdew, Euin Jones,
and Charles Finney are pictured with
fishthey caught at Eggner's Ferry
Bridge.

20 Years Ago
ivirs. Georgia B. Wear of,Murray has
been named chairman of Committee
for the Kentucky Textbook Con'l

Inside Report
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-
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ROLLO, TI
STEW 15
D
1 CIOUS

BEETLE BAILEYARE YOU SUR
YOU WANT- Al
BANANA SPL I"
EXTRA WHIPP
CREAM AND
CHERRIES?!

Deaths reported include Mrs. Ed.
Stubblefield, age 82,'
Joe H. Thornton of Murray has been
elected to membership in the American 4
AngusAssociation-of St. Joseph, Mo.
Mrs. and Mrs. Ohs Beach announce
the engagement of their daughter, Julia
-Ann, to Jimmy Dale Bell, son of Mr.
;and Mrs: Ben Bell.
"Nix Craviford .has already started
working on the old city hall which he
and Dr. Crawford and Mrs. Crawfordpurchased. Western - Auto, Nix'k
business, will move into the new,
location as soon as it is ready to occupy,"- from column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C.
his.- WAams.

as ak

ftermath
The Neutron

- President Carter's
Treatment --of--eitTneellor
Helmut Schmidt in the neutron
wa-fread aftair-vai- weakened West
German self-e,onfidence to handle
another issue of larger importance
under U. S. "leadership."
That issue is Moscow's sudden acceptance of "parity" in the long-stalled
effort to reduce Western and Communist troops in Central Europe.
This means that the .implications of
Mr. Carter's grotesque mismanagement of the neutron affair are far
from exhauste. To a degree that Unseeing eye in Washington seem unable
to comprehend, the humiliation Of the
Bonn_ government has subtly undetermined Schmidt's ability to deal
from strength against other Soviet
political operations.
The, first of these is the troopreduction 'issue. Fresh from rtts
triumph in killing off the neutron
'bomb," Soviet President 'Leonid
Brezhnev unexpectedly did two things:
he came here for a highly visible state
visit, his first in five years giving the
chancellor's office just three weeks to
prepare for it; and he presented JJT
world his lovely little package of
"mutual and balanced fdrce reductions" IMBFE.). _F_o the first time, he
accepted the'West's demand for equal
ceilings --- parity- -- for NATO and the
Warsaw Pact.
In Washington, reaction was swift in
approving the Soviet acceptance of
parity - 70,000 on each side - as a
Major breakthrough. That sets the
stage for a predictable new Soviet
•
f
amttlimmiii
i 6141...
propaganda offensive in the name of
peace. But- there are_catches. Catch
One
is Moscow's new insistence that
Heartline is a service for senior
easy to establish her ineligibility to theparity
already exists in Central
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
claim.
Europe, meaning all that is needed are
If
fast.
_ With the.combination trust account-,
questions and solve problems--equal reductions on each Side to 700080.
and the grant of ptiVier of attorney, you
you have a question or a problem net
In fact, the West knows that Cornwrite
columns,
answered in these
probably won't have the acceunt
munist
forces are now around 175,000
Heartling, 114 East Dayton Street. West
probated. But, as in the case with any
larger than NATO's. A struggle over
will
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You
legal problem,dam& an attorney to be
this fundamentaldisagreement On what
receive a prompt reply, but you moil sure you cover all aspects of gift and call the -data base" is nee,
theexpertS
self-addressed
your
inheritance- laws pertaining to
include a stamped,
assured, with the truth difficult to.
iituation. Generally, state latis vary.
envelope. The most useful replies will
HEARTLINFZ My father is110 yearir'
be printed in this column.
Catch Two in the Soviet proposal is
old and he is in the hospital recovering
HEARTLINE; My husband has from
.
that
it is aimed straight at West Gera stoke. He.is going to have to be
rently passed away. I have four'
many.-4t -ignores the West's demand
facility
very
nursing
ihoved
to
a
skilled
chilcteen who are alTgrown and married
that the 700,000 ceiling be reached by
;horny: Would Medicare cover the cast 7
*-----aridliave children of..thier own. I also
"collective" reductions, not -try
drin
these
Ambulance
of
an
'have a rather large saving:si'. account.
allocations'. to individual states,
curnAarites?--N .
that. I do not warn tied - up in probate
Moscow's proposal as read here would
Part "B" ;medical, inMedicare's
after I die.
dump
-"collectivity," demanding
surance covers 80 percent of the
My oldest daughter has been named
country-by:country -ceilings. That
ambulance
charges
for
reasonalbe
executor of ror will. I Also want her
underlines cardinal Soviet postwar,
service only when kith of the following
wishes to prevail with regardS to this
strategy: to systematically reduce
conditions
are
met
account. Is there anything I can do to
West German pewee and influence.
. 1. The ambulance service, its
make it easier for her to draw money
As'of May,there iAno question that
meet
personnel
must
equipment
and
from my savings if I die suddenly or
thf
Carter administration will insist
Medicare requirements.
T.
become
both on true parity and on collectivity,
patient
by
of
the
Trarisportatrifin
2.
The first thing tp do in this case is to
in lock-step with West Germany and
any other- means could endanger the
get the advice of your attorney. This is
other NAT() countries.
patient's
life.
because he or she can more easily see
But there is queasly feeling here
Medical Insurance will only pay the
youf entire financial picture and help
about the coming ioviet propag.inds-transportation
reasonable
'charges
for
decide what is best for you.
--.
to the nearest facility.. Transportation
•
Here is one pos.siblity for you to
under the conditions applies when being
consider establish a trust account at
Miirray Ledger & Times
transported, from a hospital to a
your-tink, and name, your daughter .
to
hospital
facility,
skilled
nursing
beneficiary to this account Talk to a
Publisher
Walter I. apperson
hospital, or-skilled nursing facility to a
Editor
person in the trust department of your
R lienefilecutrtwor
person's
home.
The
31urray
lodger & Times is published
local bank about specific conditions.
err etternoon es, rot Sundays. July 4 ( hrudFor all person on Medicare or,going
tlAs New Year's hay and ThanksitIvIrlit by
Along with the trust account, which
on Medicare shortly, Heertline has a
Aturra) New
Inc. 103 14 4th 54 ,
will allow you full control over this
Murray Ky 4 1 Second Class Postage Paid at
covering
very
understand
book
easy
to
while you are alive, you might grant
Murray Ky 43/71
the.whole progam To order, send 81.75
SI'HSI HIPTION RATES In woes*nod by
your daughter power of attorney so that
arrier4, $250 per month, payable in advance
114
Medicare,
Headline's
Guide
vto
to
she can handle your.-affairs if you
Hr nukil in Calloway County and to Benton. Hat
East Dayton At., West-Alexandria, Ohio
din. Mayfield,Sedalia and
l lo
I
mon Ky , and
become incapable of doing this This
Paris,
Rudman and
,Th., 111 SO pot
45381. Please allow six weeks ler
assures-that your daughter would have
year Sy mail Soother
. 13$ 00 per
delivery.
year
access ,to ydur account if you become
Osmium
of
Mandated
Kew,
Kentucky Ness
HgAR'T'LiNE I used my home loan
ill-•.—
AillociatIon and Southern Newspaper Publishers
eligibility shortly after World War II
Association
To sign- your daughter as a joint
The Asseciated Press is excMstvelpantetiod to
and recently sold that home. Can I use
owner of your saving account may be
republish local news origissat4 by The Murray
buy
to
again
guaranty
loan
my VA
Lodger& Mamasseam al/ Mbar Al'news
practical 'for the moment, but some
1tiEPlIOWE NU141101.301
another home now?-J. D.
problems may develop later. For one
Business Office
:[/
11
in
paid
If
been
your-previous
loan
has
Clusdied Advertent*
7$3, xis
thing. in evert of your death, anyone.
Retail
I
Display
Advertising
.
full, you are eligible for another VA
753, On
can contqpt fief ownership of the acCirculation.
1111
News and Soden:Dept
70.1-lets
count. And-If you were the source of the Taan . guaranty. The current interest
rate
is
8_75
percent.
most money of the account, it may be

k. AmtirtIN

lty Hoe land FA an.and Holiert

(1)

campaign for its plan: "They will have
the. neutron would be deployed.
"
- a teadinirt- -To carry this -Kstre- against
---jiteitir opinion oirtheir-side-,
strategist in Schmidt's government told
-muscular left wing. Schmidt fought a
us. "It is going to be difficult to make
bitter and,debilitating rearguard action
from the summer of 1977 to the day in
the Soviet proposal look as bad as it
Lottye Suiter and Ruble Smith,
really is."March that Deputy Secretary of State
members of the education faculty
And then there is Mr. Carter's
Warren Chrostopher flew to the
Murray State College, attended a
neutron example. The top-level West
chancellor's home in Hamburg to tell
workshop in elementary education at
German seucirty council, egged on by
him Jinimy Carter had. changed his
Lindsey Wilson College.
mond. (Stunned, Schmidt asked in
the Americans, secretly agreed in
Deaths reported include Emmett H.
January to support U.S. construction of
effect: are you speaking with your
McNutt, age 68.
the neutron warhead, anti President
master's voice? • His and mine, said
Total assets of the Bank of Murray as
Carter,4vas personally informed of this
(7hrestopher I.
reported in the published report as of
•"Carter made Schmidt look like a- 4.ime 30, 1948, are listed as 86,871,379.27.government decision: That followed six
months of comprehe,nsive con.jackass,'one Western diplomat told us:
Bro. Boone Douthitt will be the
versations with the Carter adBut beyond that forgettable (Ctii speaker at the gospel meeting at the
ministration on the weepon's- militarx.
personal affront, the neqtron warhead - -Union Grove Church of Christ starting
affair undercut the Germah.s July I8.
political and strategic implications.
There was no disagreement between throughout all Europe, leaving the
Mr. and -Mrs. Claud Steele are
Bonn and Washington.
Sovieti as victors. The capitulation of spending ten days with Mrs. Steele'
Schmidt's understanding- was exJimmy Carter proclaimed the rectitude sister, Mrs. Homer Beal of Washington .0.
D.C.
plicit: the_ weapon would go into
of Soviet propaganda.
-production; for the ensuing..talp Yeats.. ...t, -ZI'o consolidate his vidsry-tbe imthe .Russians would be proaSed for portant troop-reduction issue was
concessions removal of the 'SS-20
immediately opened up by Brezhnev as
mobiel missile or reduction of the huge
the -next order of blisiness -- but net
Soviet European tank force as a quid
beforeithrezhney made his splashy,
pro quo apinst_actual deployment of
long-delayed visit to I3onn to show - the
By The Associated Press
the neutron; if no deal tould be struck
boys here what a winner looks like
Today is Wednesday, July 12, the
193rd day of 1978. There are 172 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 100 B.C., the Roman _
emperor Julius Caesar was born. •
On this date:
In 1804, statesman Alexander
Hamilton died from a wound inflated in
a pistol duel with Vice President Aaron
two for a dollar, sold them for 50 cents Burr.
By HUGH A. MULLIGAN
AP Special Correspondent
each, and had a committee tell him the
In 1808, Joseph Bonaparte entered
BATON ROUGE, LA. (Al')- It's a reason why he wasn't making money Madrid as King of Spain.
shame Lewis 'Carroll never got to was because he needed a larger truck."
In 1817, the American naturalist and
America to sit in on a session of the
But then independence of thoughtr writer, Henry David Thoreau, was horn
Louisiana Legislature.
like independence in word- usage, in Concord, Mass.
He would have enjoyed the fantastic always has been a hallmark of the
In 1957, a 20-year-old student at
surrealism of the debate and excelled legislative process hereabouts
Harvard, Prince Karim, became the
at it. "Alice In Bayouland," perhaps Loulaiana, for Instance, has a law that
Aga Khan and leader of 20 million written by a member, would have been you can't name a public building after
Ismaili Moslems after the death of his
a worthy successor to "Alice in Won- anyone who is still alive. Sen. B.B. grandfather, ,
derland" and "Through the Looking "Sixty" Rayburn is very much alive. So
In 1960, Soviet Premier Nikita
the new Rayburn building for.LSU's
Mass.".
Khurshchev said the Monroe Doctrine
The logical illogic of the White Queen school of veterinary medicine is being
against European interference in Latin
reigns twain whenever. the 106 named for the Rayburn family. Some of
Ameriea no longer had any meaning.
repressitativ'es and 31 senators are be- them, reportedly, are dead. '
In 1973, President- Richard Nixon
Alice would have understood the 'entered Bethesda Naval Hospital
hind the& ornately carved desks in the
34-story State Capitol that Earl Long logic. As she told the March hare, when
outside Washington for ti-eatment of
called "that great alio of statesman- he insisted that she say what' she
viral pneumonia.
means: ,
ship."
Ten years ago: Some 2,000 prisoners
"I do - at least I mean what I say,
"This is not a pay raise, it's a salary
in the main ift,Aun Naples, Italy were
increase,"-oneof the members assured that's the same thing, you know."
involved in A- riot triggered by the
the House the other day. The
sweltering weather.
•
representatives nodded in relief. They
Five years ago: Thousands of records
thought for a minute there it might
of 11.5.' military personnel who had
have been a compensation increment,
Sirved befgre 1960 were destroyed in a
which requires enabling legislation.
fire at a record center outside St. Louis.
"I did not call My honorable
One year ago: President Carter went
colleague a liar," protestea another.
on record in favor of developing the
"I have the highest regard for his
neutron bomb, saying it would provide
truthfulness. I said his statement was a
flexibility because of its less destruccontradiction of the facts."
tive effect.
Hurnpty Dumpty would never have
Today's birthdays: Comedian Milton
gone to 'pieces had he sat in the
Berle is 70 years old. Inventor and
Louisiana Legislature instead of an that
engineer R. Buckminster Fuller is 82.
wall. "When I use a word, it means just
Thought for today: I hate to keep
what I choose it to mean," he told Alice.
things long in case they go mouldy from
"Never more, never leas."
over-keeping -- Miguel de C.ervantesa-And Louisiana has never asked more
Spanish novelist, 1547-1616.
or less of her gifted lawmakers.
Twenty years ago, as a cub reporter,
WRITE A LET7'ER
I covered the Louisiana Legislature.
Letters to the editor are welcomed
Returning now as a visitor, I was glad
and epcouraged. All letters must
be
to find the same originality -of thinking,
signed
by the writer add the writer's
the same oratorical zest and bilingual
address and phone number must be
fire.
included for v.erification. The phone
Even with Proposition 13's winds of a
number will not be published.
taxpayer revolt blowing through those
Letters should be typewritten and
marbled chambers in Baton Rouge, the
double
-seed 'whenever possible
of
question
precisely when exand should be On- topics of
penditures should be trimmed- and
interest.
taxes cut seemed to follow the White
Ettgars reserve the right,' to
Now unto him that if aivice to do
Queen's rule of jam every other day:
conclesi.w or reject any letter and
etc eedingly .4bundintly above all that
"The rule is: jam tomorrow, jam
rpheitione 1:20
we ask Of think .
limit frequent writers.
yesterday, but never jam today."
Isn't it wondt:iftil I., know that God
Address Correspondence to:
can accomplish _not only.whai we ask
Or, as one Louisiana lawmaker ex- Editor, The Murray
Ledger &
our
of
than
Hins..hut
even
more
finite
plained it, "This Legislature acts tke
Times, Box 32, Murray,Ky. 42071,
7
think
—
minds
can
man
who
the
bought watermelons at

.30 Years Ago
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ABOUT IT?
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e American
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WHERE'S
HERB
LATELY
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HEL.L.0, HERB—I Doher
WANNA TALK-I JUST WANNA
FIND OUT 4./i.tY
WE'RE MAD/

WHAT WAS THE. PIGHT
ABOUT"'

WE HAD
A FIGHT
AND AREN'T
SPEAKING

the new.
.ady to ocn & Heard
James C.

*Ail Timers Given
Are
Eastern/Central TIMIS _
3:3012:30' p.m. LILiAS, YOGA
AND YOU
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
5:00/4:00 MR. ROGERS'
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:3014:30 ,ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00/5:00 ZOOM (Captioned)
6:30/5:30 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC '• Robin Hood.'
.Robin, Will and Ralph are all
Outlaws now.
7:0016:00 THE MACNEIL/
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/6:30 THE DICK CAVETT
SHOW "Discussion on the
New Right'. Part II
8;00/7:00 KENTUCKY NOW
Reporter Tomi Morris exPlores - the subject of interracial marriages. Charles
Thompson viSits Hyden to
find out how ,the: tiny town
deals with media and visitors
for the visit of former President Richard Nixon.
8:3017:30 IN SEARCH OF THE
REAL AMERICA -There's No
Business Like Big Business'
Top economists and bush
ness leaders examine big
business manipulation.
9:00/8;00 YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT: A QUESTION OF
SURVIVAL A look at several
chronically unemployed
young people.
'
- —
10:00/9111.-MAATERPIECE
THEATRE "Poldark" Aunt
Agatha's dying cirse haunts
George.(R)

FRIDAY, JULY 14
3:30/2:30 p.m. LILIAS, YOGA
AND YOU
4:00/300 SESAME—STREET
5:00/4:00 MR. ROGERS'
NEIGHBORHOOD
5730/4:30 ELECTRIC COM.
PANY
6:00/5:00 ZOOM
6:30/5:30 STUDIO SEE Windsurfing, beekeeping, drawing
animals in motion and horse
training. (Fp
7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL/
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/6:30 COMMENT ON
KENTUCKY
8:00/7:00 WASHINGTON
WEEK IN REVIEW
8:30/7:30 WALL STREET
WEEK
9:00/8:00 WAR - AND PEACE
"Moscow". Napolean enters a
deserted Moscow, and finds
that there will be problelhs'm
supplying his army.

;0

)ie Smith,
faculty at _
Mended a
lucation at

7Ak4.l'iM0 AileFtaer„,

WE HAvEN'T
TIME FOR THE

BEAST. LOOK
FOR IT

F.mmett H.

LATER!

Murray as
eport as of
i,871,379.27.ill be the.
Ling at the 1:ir
ist starting'4

3teele are
',
.s. Steele's-i
rashington'
..... ,.._

**** ** **** * * * * * * * * * * * ,

ory

TRANSMITTERS
Ashland
Bowiing Green -Cowl-von
Elizabethtown
i-razard
Lexington-Richmond
Louisville
Madison vilte

**

WitAS 25
WtSee 53
VVCVN 54
WKZT 23
WKHA
WKLE 46
WKMJ 68
WKMA 35

Morehead
Murray -May!ieid
Owenton
Pikevule
Somerset

WKMR 38
WKMU 21
WKON 52
wKPI422
WKSO 29

TRANSLATORS
Augusta
Barbourville
Bostori-Butier
Cowan Creek-Eolia
Falmouth
Louisa
PineVi*e

10:09/940 THE SABOTEURS
-0F" TELEMARK An 'eye
witness account of how nioe
men dealt a crippling blow to
the German atomic research
program

9:00/8:00 MR. ROGERS'
NEIGHBORHOOD
9:30/8:30 ZOOM
10:00/9:00 SESAME STREET
11:00/10:00 INFINITY FACRY
1T0
1:34N
10:30 STUDIO SEE Tile
Coast Guard ship "Eagle"
with the firit co-ed crew:
extra-sensory perception and
SATURDAY, JULY 15
a tour-of the zoo.
12:30 p.rnJ11:30 a.m. NEW 12:00/1:00'YOUTH UNEMSHAPES: EDUCATION
" PLOYMENT: A QUESTION OF
1:00112:00 GED "Science Ill
SURVIVAL (R)
The Atom"(R)
NATIONAL
3:00/2:00
1:30112:30,GEO.'Literature I. GEOGRAPHIC SPECIAL • • The
Prose-Style & Tone"(R)
Volga- (R)
2:000:00 QUTE N TAG Lesson 4:00/3:00 THE RED BARON
Ten
5:0014:00 - ANTIQUES "Metal
2:3011,
.30 DANIEL FOSTER, Collectibles
M.D. — Nutrition and Fad 5:30/4:30 OLD FRIENDS...
Diets"
NEW FRIENDS - Melody"(R)
3:00/2:00 JOURNEY INTO. 6:00/5:00 CROCKETT'S VICART
TORY GARDEN Lilacs, for3:3012:30 CROCKETT'S VIC- sythia. roses And hibiscus are
TORY GARDEN "Cyclamens" grown from cuttings.
4:00/300 THE FRENCH CHEF 6:301530 ONCE UPON A
"Napoleon's Chicken" Julia CLASSIC "Robin Hood"
prepares Poulet Saute Manon.disguises herself as a
Marengo.
maid and helps Robin escape.
4:30/3:0 IN SEARCH OF THE 7:00/6:00 WORLD WAR I
REAL AMERICA "There's No - Revolution in Red" Russian
Business Like Big Business" leaders who had deposed the
5:00/00 CONSUMER SUR- RomanCrys failed to end the
VIVAL KIT -Video Recorders, carnage. Their successors apFood Processors, Cancer"(R) proved a treaty to end the
aptioned)
fighting.
TURNABOUT 7:30/6:30 A WORD -- ON
53-014:30
"Choices" A discussion of WORDS Authors of recent
birth control methods/op- publ4cations in conversation
tions.(R)(Captioned)
•
with host John Seigenthaler.
6:0015:00 NOVA -The Green 8:00/7:00 EVENING AT POPS
Machine"(R)
"Lionel Hampton" Jazz artist
7:00/6:00 WORLD WAR
Lionel Hampton with Arthur
-Wilson and War" President Fiedler and the Boston Pops.
Wilson is forced to abandon -9+00/8:00 MASTERPIECE
neutrality.
THEATRE "Poldark" George.
7:30/6:30 OLD FRIENDS )Narleggen wins the election
...NEW FRIENDS "Melody" 'to Parliament,
Lesley Frost Ballenline, poet 10:00/9:00 WAR AND PEACE
Robert.Frost's daughter, and "Moscow" Napoleon enJohn Jackson, black blues counters immediate probsinger, are visited.
lems in supplying his army.
8:0017:00 FIRING LINE
William F. Buckley, Jr.,
presents thi conservative
position on national and international matters.
MONDAY, JULY 17
90018:00 FROM PARIS WITH
3:30/2:30
p.m. LILIAS, YOGA
LOVE: AN EVENING OF
FRENCH TELEVISION A AND YOU
unique look at contemporary 4;00/3:00 SESAME STREET
French culture through its 5:3014:30 ELECTRIC COMtelevision programs—in- PANY
cluding commercials! (. Three 6:081500 ZOOM
6:3015:30 GED "Literature II.
Hours)
Prose-Figurative-4 Language"
7:0016:00 THE MACNEIL/
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/6:30 THE DICK CAVETT
SHOW "Michel Peril:4r'
.SUNDAY, JULY 118:00/7:00 CONSUMER SUR8:00/7:00 a.m. SESAME
VIVAL XIT ..-.F_rancniSen-9/
STREET
Smoke Detectors/Pens-ions'

TUESDAY, JULY 18
3:30/2:30 p.m. IILIAS, YOGA
AND YOU
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
5:0014:00 MR. ROGERS'
NEIGHBORHOOD
6:0015:00 ZOOM
6:30/5:30 REBOP
7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL/
,LEHRER REPORT
7:30/6:30 THE DICK CAVETT
SHOW -Studs Terkel" ,
8:00/7:00 THE GOOD OLD
DAYS OF RADIO Steve Allen
hosts this notalgic hour with
the famous radio personalities.
9:00/8:00 - DEAR LOVE This
play is based on the letters
and poems of Robert Browning and Elizabeth Barrett during their courtship
t0:09:00 THURBER William
Windom interprets the
characters and philosophy of
James Grover Thurber.
•

WEDNESDAY, JULY 19 3:30I-2:30 p.m. LILIAS, YOGA
AND YOU
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
5:00/4:00 Kn. ROGERS'
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30/4r30 ELECTRIC' COM•
PANY
6:00/5:00 ZOOM
6:3015:30 GED "Literature III:
Poetry"
7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL;
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/6:30 THE DICK CAVETT
SHOW "Brother Theodore.
'
8700/700 NOVA "Blueprints
in the Bloodstream" A venture In medical science may
revolutionize understanding
and treatment of disease.
9:00/8:00 GREAT PERFORMANCES "The Prince of
Homburg" Filmed in the
historic Btltmore Mouse in
Asheville, N.C., this 1811 play
tells about a cavalry, general
who is condemned to death
for insubordination, (Two
Hours)

**** * * * * ** *** ** ****
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Program of Events
Wednesday, July 12,911
10:000.m. — Jersey Cattle Show
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5:00 p.m. — Open Rabbit Show
7:30 p.m. — Family Nite — FREE
Grandstands Fire Works — Music Show
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100 p.m. — Kiddies Day
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8:30/7:30
TURNABOUT
"Beyond Tomorrow" Actress
Michelle Nichols("Star Trek")
talks about her job recruiting
astronaut trainees for NASA
9:00/8:00 OPERA THEATER
The Yeoman of the Guard
-Gilbert and Sullivan s opera
of love and intrigue at the
Tower of -London (Two
Hours)
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Louisville Firemen To Negotiate
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1 Ordinance
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There were indications demanding total increases of
1101000
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leader
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scheduled a final round of Tuesday that, the city was - 15 to 16 percent.
0000 9000
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18 Sunk
as they have demanded.
Most of . the firefighters 18 Graves
point
000 0080
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11 Unhappy
For Him,
MUM 000 UODO
17 Teutonic
scheduled for 9 p.m. tonight personal' gear earlier this 21 Babyloglan
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after the executive committee week in anticipation of a
A Bandage
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22 F
19 College de- 30 River island 43 Preposition
of Professional Firefighters strike.
gree (Ablat I 32 Pays atten- 41 Real estate
Union Local 345 meets to plan
Is Not Enough
The city has moved. 23 American
22 Merry
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map
its negotiating strategy.
24 Pronoun •
auxiliary equipment out—OT--Ostricn
33 Young boy
45 Silkworm
A strike deadline kept secret; firehouses and prepared plans 27 Conjunction 25 Great Lake 36 Man's nick-- 16 Inclined '
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37 Complete _ 17 Cushion
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The city, meanwhile; in an has said the difference bet- 33 Falsehood
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and sometimes far from home
prefix
faith bargaining' effort, has mean
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strike contingency plan.
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would be about $250,000.
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offer which was rejected by
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the firefighters' union last
40
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_week. But officials warned
' Today. through a new program within the 'Kentucky
money
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Department for Human Resources,
that meaningful negotiations -"FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — 52 Solar disk
•
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47
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And more affordable. The program otters the hemophilia pa51
would be difficult if a strike The directOr of the Kentucky 53 - Mator
tient a number of services
Higher Education Assistance 54 Edge
already is in progress.
52
A further development that Authority says funds for State 55 Fathers
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strike is scheduled Thursday, the 1978-79 academic year 57 Hit lightly
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc.
•Ebeluation
have
• Infosion Sets
exhausted.
been
when the state Labor
*Treatment
• Referral for SiWVICES
Paul Borden said no more
. Relations Board holds a
•Hospital Services • • Training for Horrre Infusion
hearing on an unfair tabor individual letters denying
• Blood Products (Factors VIII SIX)
Free For The Asking!
_prat-tie* charge. in which the grants will be mailed.
• Informaion About Current Research
union accused the city of Previously, students were
write
failing to negotiate in good notified inidividually con-,
eerning
the status of their faittL
A strike before the hearing. applicatiOns.
Box *307;Murray, KY 42071
The grants range from $200
would apparently violate state
Name
to $300 per year and are
law.
Address
At the last bargaining awarded on the basis of
session, the city held to "final financial need. Borden said
City
_ Stare
Zip
offer" of wage and benefits his agency received and
0. / would like more information about hemophilia
increases of about 9 percent, processed more than 27,000
OUR 60T" ANNIVERSARY
• C;)
I moue like More information about servoces
for
grant
including a 5.5 percent pay applications
DIAMOND JUBILEE
•
available to persons with hemophilia
hike. Officials would not assistance for the upcoming
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elaborate on what changes school, year and awarded
they are willing to make in approximately 12,500 grants.
4 Food fish

T.G. MOORE
•\ Associated Press Writer
\l„.0U1SVILLE 4 Ky. AP) —
A threatened strike by this
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Enjoy a Chicken Planks. Dinner. Four
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• FOUR M.Y POLYESTER CORD

9

• 78 SERIES DESIGN
• TUBELESS BLACKWALL
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A711-13
-179-T4
F78-14
G7S14
G711-15
0178-15

Buicr•att" _

REG. $32.95

PLUS IT? FE.?.

REG. 32.95. Enjoy your favorite
music as you dries. 6-watt RMS
• power output- 44434)-

USE OTASCO CREDIT!'

• 45\
•e,

lauttra

$78

'EMERSON

PORTABLE
AM/FM/8-fRACK
REG. 19.95, 3-way power: AC,
batteries, cor-boat adapter cord.
Enjoy stier•o radio and 8-troar
topes. Twin speakers (84-332)

asq. 34.95. Automatic on. off,
alarm; sleep switch, lighted siide
-rut* dial, sTide cofOjiiiwal.
nut wain cabinet.(14-1321-3)

"SHELLING
of Mr. and A
Metorty W
University. 14

EUREKA
UPRIGHT CLEANER
RIG 69.95. 6-way Dial-A-Nap
Haight Adiustment. Has 3-position
handle Daylight headlight Finds
dirt in dark•st corners. Dual.
Action Edge Kleener. (87-506-7)
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Social Security Officials Claim Ripoffs A Rarity
•

oked
fryes.

ART WORKSHOP—tee Bryan, daughter of Mr. and Mrs_
Phil Bryan, Murray, hangs photograpfs for a display as
part of Murray State-University's Summer Youth Program.
Bryan is a student at Murray High School She attended
the art session of the program-which was held on campus lune 25-luly 1.

By CHRIS CONNELL. Associated Press Writer
*---BALTIMORE (AP) —
-Social
Security
Administration
officials,
smarting from criticism of the
secprity of their files on 170
!Trillion Americans, say
computer crime and ripoffs by
employees have been a rarity.
The agency, whichs_ has
85,000 workers, found !idly 14
cases last year and 19 this
year in which its employees
made false claims or engaged
in. other frauds with Social
Security computers, Don I.
Wortinan, the acting commissioner, said Tuesday.
None involved large sums, he
added.
The SSA already has installed some of the safeguards
in its massive computer
system that the General

Accounting Office said it
lacked, and the agericiy is
gearing up to add more safety
features later this year,
Wortman said.
The atency paid out $103
billion in benefits last year to
33 million people who were
retired on Social Security,
disabled, on Medicare or
welfare, or to their survivors.
Wortman said that,tiespite
the enormity of that sum,
most of the monthly benefit
checks that flow out of his
agency are for small amounts
— $254 for the average retired
worker or $284 for a poor
Supreceiving
couple
plemental Security Income
benefits.
An insider who wanted to
cheat the agency on a large
scale would be involved in"too many small tran-

sections" to escape notice,
Wortman insisted in an interview. Any benefit check
over $10.000 is automatically
"kicked out" of the computer
and reviewed, he said.
The GAO auditors did not
themselves uncover any fraud
by agency employees, but
they cited past incidents involving its workers:
—One sold Social Security
cards to illegal aliens.
—Another reaped $20,000 by
redirecting Social SeCurity
payments to himself when
someone died.
—Two emtiloyees fabricated
14 accounts and collected
$55,000 before they were
discovered,
—One worker sold information to a company "in
the business of locating
missing persons."
The GAO .pinpointed
"weaknesses in the computer
System that links the more
than 1,300 SSA offices across
the nation."
•
It said access was unlimited
to some of the 3,900 computer
terminals -that tie into the
system, and most could create
new files as well as call up
information from existing
ones. Also, there was no way
of knowing precisely who was
using the computer.
facts," he said.
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Asked for a prediction of the A previous GAO report
A judge was to be appointed
decision, Viniont said, "I faulted the SSA for allowing
today in the case of a
wouldn't be in it if I didn't several auditors to leave the
Lexington merchant accused
think I'd be successful."
of violating the state's "blue
Boyle previously said he
law" against Sunday sales,
believed the amendment
after Fayette District Judge
gutted the blue law, removing
Paul D. Gudgel disqualified
MISS YOUR PAM 1
penalties for businesses in
himself Tuesday:
Seiserion rim hum est
Gudgel removed himself continuous operation.
rembied ihe• •••••dellmed
County Attorney E. LaWSOJI
because lie"unsuccessfully_
ay, •f The /*army Wipe
represented the Mr. Wiggs King, after revilWing- the
Tina by 5:30 p.o. Mow*.
discount store chain's parent statute, said he disagreed with
Friday a by 330p. am SolwBoyle's claim that any store
company in a similar case
ay* as aged to cal 753-1516
operating at least eight hours
while in private practice and
between 5:30 p. Ui.wed 6 p.a.,
a day, five days a week,
indicated he would be biased.
awatty-Friiwy, a 3:30 p...
Thomas A. Boyle,46, owner- constituted a continuous
operation.
ad 4 p. 5nterdnye, te haute
operator of a Ben Franklin
King said he thought the
variety story here, opened for
delivery It 1Wnevapeper.
business Ssnday in defiance of term applied to factories,
mit be piked 1y4 pa. weekhospitals or similar inthe 85-year-old blue law.
/els et 4 p.a. Sawtheye
He was cited by police after stitutions operating around
egannise delvay. •
the clock and therefore would
a citizen complaint was filed.
Richard Vimont, Boyle's prosecute the case.
lawyer, said Gudgel advised
him in a pre-trial conference
impending
the
of
disqualification.
"He represented Sandusky
Distributing Co. several years
ago on the constitutionality of
the original statute," Vimont
said. "The past legislature
Irrnended that statute. I'm
sure he felt by representing a
defendant in private practice
that it would inappropriate for
him to hear this case."
Vimont indicated there
wee-14 be no formal court
hearing on the case, provided
he and the Fayette County
Attorney's office could agree
on a stipulation of facts.
If so, Vimont said, briefs
would be submitted to the
judge, who would then render

central computer room at its
headquarters here with tapes
conpining
beneficiaries'
records. The auditors had
been given employees' passes

WEST KENTUCKY
RURAL TELEPHONE
COOPERATIVE CORPORATION
WILL HOLD ITS

ANNUAL MEETING

Lexington Judge
Ste s Down. .torn
S
'Blue Law'Case

DRAWING TECHNIQUES—Marianne Duvall (left),
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Sam Duvall, Murray, Learns
shading techniques from Melody Weiler (right), art instructor at Murray State University. Duvall attended the
art session of MSU's Summer Youth Program.

and permission to carry out tour of the computer center,
which contains $75 million
some tapes.
worth of equipment and facts
The security appeared tight- about the earnings record,
Tuesday when several of- health or income status of 170
ficials escorted a reporter on a million Americans.

SATURDAY EVENING,
JULY 15, TOO P.M
MAYFIE6EMIDDLE
SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
Election of Three Trustees will take Place During
Business Meeting.
Entertainment Will Be Provided
And RefreshmentsServed
-SeveraWift Certificales and Extension Telephone
Service Free For One Year Will Be Awarded At The
Close of the Business Session
All Members Are Urged To
Attend This Important
Annual Members Meeting

•

SAVE 40?
NEW SANKA

1110

Now with more real
coffee aroma and taste.

"SHELLING OUT" ART —Nancy Kiesow (left), daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Kiesow, Murray, receives advice from
Melody Wekv ttightY, art—insttuctor—at- Murray Stateb----adecisim"
"I think we can agree on the
University. Kiesow isa student at Murray High School.

'off,

Paglids Pizza and Italian Restaurant

99
Special

Italian Spaghetti
With Garlic Bread and 1/2 price on
Combination Salad (with meal)

Inside
Dining
Only

'Super Special For Kids 1/
Spaghetti and Salad
/2 Price

Wednesday Night

EREO

4 to 10 P.M.
Includes as Always

FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS

You Can't Eat This Good

uuranteed
Quick
Service

BRAND

Decaffeinated Coffee

—Robert Young

Introducing new, improved-SANKA*Brand
Decaffeinated Coffee.
Just pop the seal and
smell- the burst of great
coffee aroma- It lqts
you know you're in for
. a great-tasting cup of„
coffee. SANKA8 Brandtastes like real coffee
becailie it is 100° , real
coffee.
Use this coupon to
try new SANKA8 Brand
Decaffeinated Cetfee.
Now with more real
coffee aroma anc taste.
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BIGGER BETTER VALUES!
BOYS SHORT
SLEEVE KNIT

"
•C4
-;
1
(
y

SHIRTS

. FORT RILFty,, Kan. Cadet Randy M..Wright,son of
Mr. and Mrs. David M.
Wright, 414 S. 156h SC:Murray, is receiving practical
work in military leadership at"
the Army ROTC advanced
camp at Port Riley Kan.
The five-week ROTC ad'aced camp provides an ,
.oppOskunity for cadets to
develop -and dtrnonstrate

Saes 4 11
Iel S111

15

Llise G„.,up

LADIrS SUN
& FUN HATS

GIRLS &
LADIES
SLEEPWEAR

Storey's

FOOD
GIANT

Bel-Air Shopping Center

•Linsit Rights Reserved

T./ ssue

Char
Kroft

Singl

8 AM-11 PM
EVERY DAY

Kraft

Oran
Juju
Blue Bar

Scot Lad

One Group

GIRLS
PLAY WEAR
shoo,

LORRAINE
SLEEPWEAR

lops. Halter

Sets
Redwced

Entire Stock

Sues 4-14
as toe as

t/2 Price
as low as

$100

'49)

;

LADIES
SLACKS
/14 OFF
Starting,

CHILDREN'S

PLAY WEAR
Valves
to 5166
NOW

One Group

LADIES
-SANDALS
Reduced

(1.11Virr

Cadet Randy M. Wright
leadership capabilities in a
field training environment.
Most cadets are fulfilling
camp
advanced
their
during the
requirment
summer between their junior
and senior years in college.
However, there will be a
-number of graduating seniors
who will ceceive Army
commissions at the completion of camp.
Wright is attending Murray
State University.
He is a 1974 graduate of
Murray High School.
He and his wife, Donna, live
at 504 "2 S. Sixth St., Murray.
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
The state 'Property and
Buildings Commission will
meet July 13 in Room 108 of
the state Capitol.
The commission Will discuss
issuing two University of
Kentucky housing and dining
system bond issues totaling
about ;6.7 million.
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$500

j MIL
-dtaI
A
I
a

bf-y.SHOE
B1ZZ

,,,,c
Socks
$100
See Our latest
New Fall Styles

Green
„„,
Onions JAW'
Yellow Squash 59'
59'
Peaches
79'
Plums

CO

unto

- Pori

Bryon C
Family

Bag Yellow
Spring 8
Summer

Shoes
StarImp
At

_

Pori

ONIONS

King Cc

Wie

3 Lb.
Green

Cabbage
ieapples

lit)

19`
19

7th

Roq1

Bryan

Boll

Hyde P

$ac
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Every Day Low Prices
,SheffPrices With Theirs
Compare These Lowy-

Center

e C1

Pure Veg

Charmin

4 Roll

89'

.Crisco

5169

3 Lb

Kraft

Stokely

Singles

Gatorade

SAVE

53`

320,

Due Fresh
Grade
•ixtra Large

Kroft
Folger •s

Orange
Juice
.

Blue Bonet

Margarine

3/88'

S119

' Gal

59C

1 Lb

Folger's

Instant

10 Oz

$421

Distilled

$113
1 lb, j

Lo-Cal

— $149
I

Milk

49'

Gal

Coming Soon!

EGGS

Folger s

Flaked
-Coffee -

Gal

130.z.

Bounty

Towels

Doz.

65C
1Rol/

Gt Size

Water

?/99'

Coffee

Watch For
Our New
Deli

Tide

&mit 2 Per ,.ustomer With if.SU Additional

$139
490z

Lipton

•

Purchase acluding lobacco & Dairy Products

Tea Bags
Beans

48 Ct

"
1

1 Lb

35`.

5 Lb

99'

10 lb

'2"

NOrthern,

Gold Medal

SAVE

11/99'

lot 69'
Q, 79C

Everyday Low ShelfPrices

Godchaux

40° Lb.

40°Lb.

King Cotton
Slab Sliced

Fully Cooked
Shank

HAM

z 68'
81'

'
of 99
Miracle Whip
iir ec'gs Board Candy 2199'$599
Dog Chow
Pkg

Purina

Poition

1 4/99c

Flour

BACON

25 Lb

- Liquid
Down

Sunflower

Milk
LB,

$129
I

--z,v,qtkA4111f,2„

Eagle Brorid

3/99'

3707

Si 09
5 Lb

Pack

Rol

Ro1165C

Godchaux

Sugar

Family

Sugar
scotTowels

76'

13 Oz

,,az 16

i'ra)zby Food

CORN MEAL
Lb.

Liquid

3/89'

SAVE""---

Ivory

SAVE

Scot Farm

Biscuits

204A LB.

PORK CHOPS

niruir
num,

Fresh
Pork

116A6

130z>-

ROAST

46 Oz

7

lb

$139
I

Smoked Jowl

[b8

,

S169
I

Bologna

It)

Solt fat
King Cotton

19'

120s

89c

If

Bologna

$1 19
I
170,

S1 19
Clq

Hyde Pork

.13acon

For Out Of
Stock Specials

This RAIN CHECK invites you to
return to ppr store and purchase the
411.1 item listed that sold out-of-stock
before you arrived. Yes, at the same
•
low price as originally advertised...
,v
%. thank you for your patronage.

Parkay
-4110
Light Spread

MARGARINE

%.

River

Riverview
By The Piece

Bryan Center Cut
Family Poi*

Br y

\T
wi

55C

Bryon

Country-Style

Wieners

DRESSING
Pit.

7Dc

3129
Pork Chops

Scot Lad

_139z 41

Advance

Bryan

1 4 loin

Pork Ribs

6 pk. 119C

51Tritlac

Bryan
r-

S1 19

,2 Oz

Sliced Lb $1 39

Back

CASH POT
00
This

We Accept
• U. S. bit.
Food Stamps

Week
Win:

s
'
I nst Week

Winner:

Adelle Beach Card Not
Benton, Ky. Punched

^

J
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'NL Blasts AL
▪

SAN DIEGO(AP)- National
League surpremacy in the
annual All Star baseball game
has reached such a high point
that relief pitcher Bruce
Sutter could comment, We
were three runs behind and
that made the game even."
He and the rest of the NL
squad, including Steve Garvey, the Most Valuable Player
in Tuesday night's 7-3 victory,
felt confident the big guns
would start booming.
Garvey drove in two of the
National's three runs in the
knotting the count 3-3,
and the Los Angeles Dodgers'
first baseman tripled in the
eighth to • ignite a four-run
outburst.
The right-hander with the
blacksmith arras won his
second MVP award, the first
coming in 1974 when he _won
his starting job _thanks to

write-in votes. No other player
has twice won. the honor that
was started in 1970.
So-the National League now
has won seven straight, 15 out
of 16 and 20 of the past 22 in the
micVsiimmer-classic.
•'I thought it wai gone,"
said Garvey of his eighthinning triple that banged
against the right field fence
about five feet from the top.
That was the beginning of
the end for hard-throwing
Rich Gossage of the New York
Yankees,. the reliever who
took the loss.
Garvey scored the go-ahead
run on a wild pitch and the NL
hit safely three more times
before the inning was over.
Said winning Manager
Tonuny lassorda. We never
had a doubt when we were
three runs behind. Everyone
felt. we were going to win. And

I didn't want to be the the final batter.
"I just hoped that Fingers
manager who lost to the
and Sutter would pitch against
American League."
The Al. jumped into a two- these guys the way they pitch
run lead in the first inning against the Dodgers.", said
before a crowd of 51,549 in San Lasorda.
Fingers gave up just one hit
Diego Stadium. Rod Carew,
the majors' leading batter, in two innings and Sutter none
blasted a leadoff triple off in 12-3.
Billy Martin of the Yankees,
Vida Blue. Hd did it again in
the third, scoring each time the _losing All Star manager
and becoming the only player for the second straight year,
in the 49-game history of the '.had.no explanation for the NL
classic to have two triples in a' domination.
"If I did, they wouldn't have
single game.
And Blue failed to become won this ooc."
the only hurler to win in each
Garvey played with a
league as it was 3-3 when he bandage covering a chin cut
left.
suffered last Saturday that
San Francisco's southpaw required 20 stitches. He said,
was followed in order by Steve "I think one of the stitches
Rogers of Montreal, Rollie popped when I hit that triple,
Fingers of San Diego, Bruce but if .1 could do it again, I'd
Sutter of the Cubs — who just as-sat:in pop another one."
wound up the winner •— and
The MVP recalled that in
Phil Niekro, who pitched to 1974 he had played after just
recovering from the mumps
and still collected two hits. He

now hit safely in five
consecutive All Star games,
two short of Mickey Mantle's
record of seven.
Gossage was naturally
downcast and said, "I feet like
I .let a whole lot of people
down. lb just started muscling
the ball and I tried to throw it
too hard."

Bu

Garvey, Dave Winfield, Bob
Boone and Davey Lopes all hit
safely in the eighth-inning
uprising.

BALT1M(
that he's sa
day of pri
should be dc
oeiver Ran
Baltimore(
"I just
niversary,"
after Tue
workout at
• At that seam
shoulder se
ended Burk
before it be
Now, the
star is back
bid at eras

Baltimore's veteran ''Jitri
Palmer started for the AL and
shut out the Nationals through
two innings before running
into trouble in the third when
his fast balls were too high.
Larry Bowa singled to short
right-center, but Palmer
retired the next two batters.
Then Joe Morgan and George
Foster walked to .load the
bases. Greg - Luzinski also
drew a pass to force in a run.
Then Garvey singled to score
two more and knot the count.

Men's Medal
,Tourn-eyOpen,That's the ifay it remiineif
Lee Trevino and South
ST. ANDREWS, Scotland who both said they would chip
(AP) — -Watch out for the on the 'green if their ball Africa's Gary Player were 141, and Green and Spain's
Road Hole," warned Arnold landed at the wrong end.
'There are certain oc- Severiano Ballesteros 16-1.
Palmeras 155 golfers set out
caSiOnS where you would have
Watson went into the
today in the British Open.
"It's a hell of a hole. That's 'to chip," Palmer said."This is defense of his title after four
where the tournament is going probably the only course in the practice ,rounds on the 6,933to be won and lost. I ought to world where you can get a yard par 36-36--72. It is his
first visit to St. Andrews.
know all about it. It cost me blind putt.
"Nobody would build a ,"I'm beginning to like the
the title in 1960."
The Old Course at St. course like this today. But it's golf course," he said. "At first
Andrews is the most famous of a fine course to play and it I was indifferent to it because
takes a lot of thought. The I didn't know where to hit the
all golf courses, and the
yard Road Hole, the 17th, is hidden bunkers and the un- ball. Now I'm learning about
one of the world's most dulations are the main the fairways.
This is typical of the
notorious. For 200 years it has problems."
been ruining the cards or The bookies made Tom natural Scottish golf courses.
complaCent golfers as they Watson and Jack:- Nicklaus, You have a tremendous
came in sight of the clubhouse. the stars--of last year's number of bounces to contend
. If you hit through the green, dramatic British Open at with. The greens are the most
by as much as a yard, your Tuedllerry.,joint favorites at 6- severe and, the most unball rolls down a hill -and iiito 1. Watson edged Nicklaus by. dulating I have ever seen.
one hole in the 72-hole tourWatson won the title in 1975
the road.
That was what happened to nament after an.exciting nip- and 1977. Nicklaus won it In
Palmer in 1960. He had to chip and-tuck battle between the 1966 and 1970 and has been
runner-up six times.
back from the road for a bogey two men on the last day.
five. Kel Nagle of Australia
edged one stroke ahead and
won the title from Palmer by
that one stroke.
Andrews, where the
game has been played for
more than four centuries, is
the mecca of world golfers.
The Aces jumped to a 9-1 to the tourney championship
When thf..; get here they are
lead and coasted to a 9-4 game. •
puzzled by the undulating
victory and the championship Harriet Hood homered in
fairways, hidden bunkers and
helping the Aces end thier
huge two-hole greens. Seven of of the upper-division girls' season at 6-5. Sue Nall, btu
the greens contain a hole at softball tournament Tuesday. Hendon, Jeanette Cooper,,
one end on theagitward nine,
The Aces finished in a tie for Stacey.Curd and Hood all have
and another at the other end second place with the Mets in two hits each.
as players return home.
regular season play, but both
Teresa-Dick-,-Jo Beth Oakley
Palmer joined,forces with teams scored upsets in the and Kristi Wright led the Mets
Hubert Green and Hale Irwin, first round to make their way with two hits each.

The Murray Country
Club's Men's Medal Play
Tournament will be held
Saturday and Sunday with
the event open to members
only.
Players should arrange
their own foursome and
sign-up at the pro shop.
For more . information,
Lindsey,
Al
contact
chairman.

until the eighth.
Third baseman George
Brett explained, "We had all
faced Vida Blue before and we
knew exactly what to expect.
They saw Gossage before and
they knew exactly what he
was going to throw."
Blue had pitched for
Oakland in the AL and
Gossage for Pittsburgh in the
NL.

Camp Comments
Rose Ross (left) and Mina Todd, students at Calloway County High School, listen as Murray State Women's Basketball Coach Jean Smith makes a point. The girls attended the camp as part
of the Summer Youth Program held June 25-July1 on the campus. Ross'was named most valuable
player of the week-long session.

The Ass
Sc: Coo
Melee Pi
St.. Nall. I

"Your local Flav-O-Rich dairy farm
families will only *yid you fresh
products.That's why their ice creams
are so sweet and creamy.
That's why every variety hasz.deep,
rich, all natural flavor that says quality.
, For ice cream with a homemade
freshness, lookforour family name
when you shop. Flati-O-Rich:'

-

GI
REVEFISI

51.0E4)
ADjusTa8

ROLLS

A slew of slaw,
2 of our famous
fish fillets

WA

•Fin

Si'
St.
•3 vg

A frigate
full of fryes.
arid hushpuppies.

soH

Ge
Fla

A-Great Deal on a
Complete Meal

• I r1(`
•'o

il

• 2 tr,

•1•101 owe hiwo %O.

•• nel,“ 41•,.4

gJoflnilv

$1

SEAFOOD SHOPPES

Mgr. I
?11 So'uth 12th

Street

Jvly 12, 1578
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Campbell Heads
U.S. Amateur Field

(
MURRAY LEDGER IP TIMES)

PORT
Burke Aiming For Colt Spot
BALTIMORE (AP)- Now
Olt he's safely past the third
illy of practice, everything
111Ould be downhill for wide re-lifter Randy Burke of the
Baltimore Colts.
"I just passed my anniversary," Burke said wryly
after Tuesday morning's
workout at Goucher College.
At that session a year ago, a
shoulder separation abruptly
ended Burke's rookie season
before it began.
Now, the former Kertucky
star is back to make another
bid at cracking Baltimore's

wide receiver line-up, where season operation to repair
Roger Carr and Marshall torn knee cartilege.
_Johnson are also coming di 'We haven't had any contact
*rations.
work yet," Blest said, "but
"Let's face it," paid- Didr. you can tell Randy's not thinkBieLski, the coach of Balti- ing about the shoulder or the
more's receivers, "there are knee. Hii approach seems to
not a lot of players in the Na- be, 'Let's get on with it."
tional Football League who
For one thing, Burke feels a are
perfect
physiCal
more comfortable in camp
lot
specimens. A lot depends on
how well they come back after after spending a season on
Baltimore's taxi squad.
being hurt."
As far as Bielski can deter"I learned the system last
mine, the speedy Burke ,has year," he said, "and the next
recuperated well from his step is to get game exshoulder injury, plus an off- perience."

-

Murray
p as part
valuable

Tournament Winners
The Aces above edged the Mets for the upper-division girls' softball title. Front row, front left,
are: Connie Spann, Shawn Cooper, manager, Michelle Harris and Liz Hendon. Back row ore
Aldeah Paschall, Glenda Fox, Harriet Hood, Stacey Curd, None Underhill, Jeanette Cooper and
Sue N.H. Not pictured ore Lissa Adorns, Kay Adams, Rochea Perry and Stacy Smith.

BANGOR, Maine API Mike Campbell of Louisville,
Ky., whose 2-under 138 total
over 36 holes was the only subpar performance in two days
of qualifying, heads a field of
64 which begins match play
today in the U.S. Amateur
Public Links Golf -Championship.
He carded 69s on both
Monday and Tuesday on the
par-70, 6,674-yard Bangor
Municipal Course.
Louisville
Mudd and
Vaughan E. Jones, also won
the team championship with a
low aggregate score of 440
over 36 holes.
Campbell's 138 total was six
strokes better than his nearest
He

and

his

teammates, Jodie

competitors, Artie Diaz of
Phoenix, Ariz., who had a 7173-144, and Philip Pleat of
Manchester, N.H., also 71-73144.
Defending champion Jerry
Vidovic of Blue Island, Ill.,
who won the 1977 Public Links
tournament in Milwaukee,
stood at 149 - good enough to
make the cut. He carded a 75-,_
74.
After the 36 holes of medal
play were completed Tuesday,
.the field of 159-amateurs frOtifacross the country was cut to
the 64 low scorers.
They begin match play
today. Successive rounds will
cut the field even further each
day until the two finalists are
left -for Saturday's 36-hole
match play championship.

I40...And Park League Champs
The Pirates (above) ran up a 14-0 record to claim the Park League championship. Front row,
from left, are: David Sykes, Richard Stout, Brian Daughaday, Brian Carroll, Dusty Darnell and
Justin Crouse. Back row are Coach Gil Galloway, Mark Galloway, Janies Payne, Tony Wade, Chris
Elliott, Mark Wallace, Mark Whitaker and Coach Bill Whitaker. Not *fared are Aaron Oas, Jacob
Oas, Boog Schmaltz and Coach Mike Sykes. Other Perk triage teems and the records were: the
Reds, 10-4; Astro:, 8-6; Cubs, 7-6; Twins, 7-7; Cards, 5-8; Yanks, 2-12; and Mats, 1-13.

Los Angeles Still Trying

Legend Of Andy Bean Reaches Scotland

To Garner Piympics
LOS-ANGELES 1AP). Mayor Tom Bradley appears
to have made the city's latest
attempt to salvage the 1984
Summer Olympic Games a
take-itor-leave-it offer to the
International Olympic
Committee.
Through his news secretary,
Tom Sullivan, the mayor said
Tuesday the city -shouldwithdraw its bid for the
Games if the IOC rejects the
city's proposal that an
Olympic -contract- he-signedwith a private Olympic
organizing . committee.
Bradley has been one of the
city's leading forces in trying
to land the Games.
His suggestion Tuesday
comes with less than three
weeks remaining on a
deadline given the city by the
-IOC to either sign a contract
agreeing to take .financial
liability for the Games or lose
them.

City- officials have been
unwilling to accept the IOC
rule on financial responsibility
by any city awarded the
Games.
"If the IOC does not accept
the offer of. the private
Olympic committee, then. as
far as the city is concerned,
it's 'over," Sullivan said on
behalf of the mayor."We will
not pursue the Olympics
Games any further."
Attorney John Argue, head
ot- the -Organizing coMmittee,
.
agreed.
•'That would be our
recommendation," he said.

Si ANDREWS, Scotland more scared than I was."
"too you actually bite the
(AP) - The legend of Andy
Bean has found its way across cover off golf balls?" Another
the Atlantic and the normally queried.
dour Scots of St. Andrews are. "I used to," the 210-pound,6foot-4 relative newcomer to
thoroughly enchanted.
"Is it true,. mon, that you the golf tour answered. "I did
wrestle alligators?" one it instead of throwing chibs
native in a plaid cap asked the when I got mad. But I'm
hulking, 25-year-old Yank trying to cure myself of that.
from Haines City Fla. Bean Some people still come up and
ask for a demonstration. I tell
smiled broadly.
exag- them okay if they can pay the
been
"That's
_replied. prioa.-"--he
prated,"
Bean,leading money winner
"Maybe little ones - 6 to 10
feet long. Naw,seriously, once on the American tour with
I grabbed one by the tail and I $240,058 and three victories in
think I woke him up. He the last five weeks, has turned
scampered into the water out to be the most raptivating

personality in the 107th British
Open golf championship,
starting today over the Old
Course at St. Andrews.
It is not easy to intrigue the'
golf-hardened populace in this
old gray township beside tht-'
North Sea which has-walked in
the footsteps of Walter Hagen,
Bob Jones,Sam Snead, Arnold
Palmer and Jack Nicklaus.
He stands around for hours,
giving autographs. He is
soft-hearted that he has found
it almost impassible to
withstand the pleas of the
openfaced kids in their tartan
socks and sweaters.

Good Years
R. For More
In Your Car
ea

of

GOOD/it-4R

To
$8:50
SAVE
512.30'Each On
pOINGLAS
,

'Largest
GE Retailer"

GET SOMETHING EXTRA
...GOODYEAR RELIABILITY-GE QUALITY

GE No-Frost
Refrigerator-Freezer
REVERSIBLE DOOR

4,.

i

.17.6 Cu. ft. capacity

CRISPERPERS ANOPAN
SLIDE•OUT MEAT KEE
ADJUSTABLE

•4.67 et:. ft. Zerollegree Freezer
• Twin dairy compartments
•Two adjustable shelves plus tIvo full-width
door shelves
• Energy Satter Switch

$49988

RoLL9 OUT (314 WHEELS

Ira
laini-441"111LUPC

LOW MONTHLY PAYMENTS!

Mode. 0345

GE Upright
Freezer

WASHDAY VALUES
GE 2-Speed Washer
••Eircluseni Filter-mu

1 r
SY*1."
•Standard capaca,
•3 WINDT tereei

selections

•11 6 Cu' ft capacity
•.3••reparatiod
atiel••• plus top
- cold plats for
fast freezing

•f
and
• 3 wash/ rinse

temperatures

•Door shelves and
iulL% Can rack
• Door lock. sell
ejecting Vey
• Only 28" woe
61" high

$27988

Mob, 3534

11
4

GE Electric Dryer
•2 cycles-regular and special with
permanent press cooldown
•Standard
capacity
•3 drying
selections-- $19888

normal, me, no
heat Ruff
• Up hewn '
lint finer

General Electric
Room Air Conditioner

WOO Mai PPS

$27988

t-Erriloy your CREDIT POWER at Goodyear

GE 12" Diagonal Black and White TV

4.

••••

;a

'cow.

• 100% Ant•d slate rhasem
• VHF pre set fine tuning

S

*'14

144

$88

needed.

STEEL RADIAL SALE
Save 20% On The Radial That
Keeps -Its Feet. • Size
Even In lhe Rain!
Custom Polysteral Radial
steel iord belts, polyester cord body Plus ti wide
tread grooves to help channel
water out from between the
tread and the road.for good
grip even in the rain

Two

Sale Ends Saturday

Mgr. I. Witte
600 Jefferson
Paducah,Ky.
442-5484 .

PIT,FLI.
- ;;;ii

SALE
PRICE

Regular

Price

$1.82
$2.19 $2.34
$2.47
$2.70
$2.55
$2.77
$3.05

$33.90
. B78-13 . $42.40
07.13
E78-14 '' $47.10
$4930'$39.40
_.678-14
$41.45
$51.85
G78-14
$44.20
$55.30
H78-14
$42:111
$53.25
078-15
$43.73
$57.20
- H78-15
$49.00
$61.30
..42,8-15

Sale Ends
Saturday

411
meet

,

$19.30

1111:11101=1=111T-t11'

$1588

• Up to 5 Ws mu or brand oil • Helps
protect moving parts & insures smooth

quiet performance • Complete chassis
lubrication and oil change • Check
fluid levels • Includes light trucks
• Call for an appointment

sza

f 78 14
(75 14
078 14
G78-15

Tront-End :klignment
and 41 ire Rotation
Parts Erika
it rewires'
ficiudes front
wheeI attire

and impcovrf vehicle
Performance • InspOct and rotate
4 tires, check suspension-and Steering
system •.Set camber, caster and toein to manufacturers- specifications.
Mat U.S. matte - sem* import cars.

• Proteet tires

Plus
f
emirate
tire

Blackwell , 04.111
PRICE
Size

irEmirairionurs
,
irsintrianzansnm
rartirgEra

S588

out of your size we wtil
Issue you a rain effects.
assume future delivery
at the advertised price.

Enjoy the comfort of Goodyear-5'1111Weather ill-Pnlyitater cord, bias-ply construction. rib, tread. See it
today'
$1975

F51121=111011
01125.14 MIMI $2.32
11=3 .10 Is MI
0175-15

RAIN DIEU - If we sell

SMOOTH RIDE

A17843

Lube&OilChange

54•5h• 0311 -112 1•3

9
/
,,,47
• '01,

.- Engine lime-I p

$27.50
$211.00
30.06

MIN

88

$

4-cyl

4,01

Price al(

$4 less tor r

.v.tion

• Electronic engine. starting and charging syrf•------1
tens analysis.• Install new points, spark plugs.
condenser and rotor • Set dwell ond engine tim
ins • Adjust carburetelr for futlfilennomy • No
extra charge for air conditioned cars • Includes
Volkswagen, Toyota. Datsun and light trucks

GóODIVEA

See Yciur Independent Dealer for His Price and Credit Terms. ;rice, As Shown At Goodyear Service Stores
1- to C•irAm.lnitiPs Served By This Newspepee ,

-• GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES

8:00
Store Mean: 7:39 A.M. eurtil 0011 P.M Deny Owe* friday artA

Mae Nan: 7:90 AN. art/ 1140 P.M. Dalt Cale Fr4A93 esti Slip...

Mgr. T. YounliM
315W Broadway
Mayfield, Ky.
247-3711

Illadtwall
so.
,

Plus
wilitarall Regular Cjil Ft.?.
Ma trail
Price

GOOD YEAR SiRVICE STORES
141. Robert 8. Itiodolph, Jr.
721 S. 12th St
Murray,Ky
7534%

A71-13 blackwall plus
01.71 F.E.T. No trade

Use any of these 7 other ways to buy Our Own
Customer Credit Plan•Master C,harge•Hank "So,• American Express Card • Carte Man( he •Ilit•• rs
(1,1F,• Cash
=ant 4:0esiree Resolvent(haw Accault

• Quick on idaylIght-BrTght.
picture tube • Moldedm carrying handle

...Riot in handle

Keg. Price 54020

Custom Power Cushion Polyglas
Double fiberglass belts help Brio
the tread, to resist wear-producing squirm. Polyester cord body
helps smooth the ride. Rib type
tread, ready for traction! Sale
priced this week, so act now and
save.

Just Say `Charge It'

• Set•11n0.10,41111 r0144.•
cOrWlf01

.1 000 8114 capic.ly
tolos.tron Inwrnostai
•2 Cooling speed; fart Idled.%

Double Belted To Fight Tread Squirm!

4001•44.4111 SEVOLVIlle0CuAios 0000YILUI f•SITAWIMPIT PAY
•1•54450 isms won eielleM• owf
•"*•44•••• 5••••••••••
••••••45
•,
• WM.*• dom.cemo,CAP CARO*. •elemre•flielemere
con...Ace a/
0045140S.lam
•Low elleilleleffeeesealli .
40
,,,,,m•••••••

It must be tight or we mulish right
We deliver whet we sell
Apgeoved factory service
FteerPowking

•.•

iliktikeStIr•'e.' ''''

FREE
WITH PURCHASE
OF REFRIGERATOR
$64.95 VALUE!

••

C
:
Ik141kehlkomb„
likt

AUTOMATIC
ICEMAKER

HINGES

e
i .,4,
c
l
ie
•

Mgr. 1. G. &hum,
100 S.'Stateline
Fulton, Ky
472-1000

Mgr. T. Temkin
315W.Broadway
Mayfield,Ky
247-3711

Mgr. Robert B. Rudolph, Jr.
721 S 12th St
(y.
r7+5,915
r3
M u7s

•

Mgr. E. Wine
600 Jefferson
Paducah,Ky.
44244
\

My. L. G. Glenaco
UM& Stateline
Fulton, Ky.
472-1000

,r•
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Murray American legion Coach Randy Oliver (far right) confers with catcher Jeff Jackson and
pitcher Keith Tucker during action against Paducah Tuesday. At left ore third-baseman Brad

A 74.=

Taylor and first-baseman Dean Cherry. Murray dropped 7-3 and 15-3 decisions to fall to 9-14 on
the season.

995
Tuesday's Sports In Brief
By The Associated Press
-TENNIS
NEW YORK — John
McEnroe came from behind to
defeat. Australian veteran
John Newcombe 1-6, 64,7-5 in
the $300,000 WCT Invitational
tennis tournament at Forest
-Hills.
In another afternoon match,
Poland's Wojtek Fibak easily
-lia-Fed-fortner NCAA singles
champion Billy Martin 6-2,6-4.
the Nastase outlasted Peter
Flemini5-7,7-4, 6-4 in the first
of the two evening matches. It
was filled with complaints and
pleads to officials from
Nastase. .Phil Dent easily
defeated, fellow Austrailian
Ken Roseliall 7-5, 6-1 in the
other night encounter.
CINCINNATI
Top-seeded
Eddie -1:„scored a shutout
in his opening match at the
$125,000 Western Tennis.
Championships, beating Bob
Krona ugh 6-0,6-0.
Ricardo Cano, No. 11, was
the first seeded player to fall
out of competition, losing to
Eric Iskerski 6-2,6-0.
Other seeded players beaten
included Egypt's-- Ismail El
Shafei, seeded 120y_rho was

upset by Australian Peter
LUEBECK, West Germany
McNamara, 3-6, 6 3, k-4 and — Dominating the women's
15th-seeded Marcelo Lava `of field events, the host West "
Mexico who was ousted by Germans defeated the United
Mike Cahill, 7-6,6-4.
'States 252-237 in a tri-nation
rn other action, Bob Webb junior track and field meet.
needed three sets to defeat
Britain was third with 221
John Bartlett 5-7, 6-4, 6-3, points.
while Terry Moor beat Gary
The American boys' team
Mock - in straight sets, 6-4, 6-4; won 12 of 21 oTnts for 167
Joe Meyers 'defeated Bill points and a big thargin over
Lofgren, 7-6, 6-4; Francisco the runnerup Germans, 152,
ieriiia1hTPuerto -Rico beat and the British, 123.
—
-Andy Kohlberg, 6-4, 6-2; Ivan
The only American
Molina, beat Van Winitsky,
victory in 12 events came in
6, -6-3, 6-4 and ninthseeded the 800 meters. The U.S. girls
Gene Mayer defeated Henry collected only 70 points, far
Bunis 6-4, 6-2.
behind the German winners,
LE TOUQUET,-- France — who had 100, and the strongThe United States retained the running British, 98.
Dubler Cup for veteran tennis
players by defeating Australia
4-1.
In singles, American Allen
Morris , beat Bob 'Howe of
Australia 6-0, 6-3 and John
McInneS ot,Australia 2-6, 6-1,
6-0, while,Jasir Morton of the
United Stales defeated
42 42
.000 15.1
!McInnes 2-6'6-1, 6-0 and Howe Detroit
Cleveland
39 46 - - .459 19
6-4,6-2
'
.32 53
Toronto
.375 26
-ST
Howe and McInnes beat.
California
46 40
535 Americans Richard Sorlien . Kansas City
44 40
524
1
42 41 .. 506
24
and Stephen Potts 6-2, 2-6, 6-3 Texas
Oakland.
43 44
494 34
in doubles.
_
Minnesota
35 42
. 411
44

MAGICIAN!)PIELD

Chicago
Seattle

38 46
452
7
3050
.341 17
Toatily's Ger
National AU-Stars 7. American All-Stars

lb,hounintad her
.110111119
.
BATTING
.200
at
bats
Texas at Boston, fro
RATTING r2110 at bats -Bur- Carew, Min. .345; Lynn. Bsn,
Minnesota at Baltimore, ini
roughs. AU. .324; Parker, Pgb, .331; Cubbage, Min, .325; Rice,
Kansas City at Milwaukee, fn
314: Madlock. SF, .311; Sim- Elan, 323; Lexcano. Mil. *319.
Toronto at California, raj
311;
mons. StL.
Clark. SF,
RUNS-LeFlore,
Det,
04;
Cleveland at Oakland, in,
Rice, Ban, 12, Baylor; Cal, 59;
Detroit at Seattle:TM
Clii,
60;
De- Hisle, Mil. 55.; Fisk, Ban, 54.
RUNS-Rose.
nannain
Jeans, Chi. 54; Lopes. LA, 55:
RUNS
BATTED
IN-Rice.
IAST
("tort,. SF, 53; Foster. Cin, 51
74;
Cat,
Ban,
Staub.
67;
RUNS • BATTED
IN-Foster. JThorripso, Del, 60; Hisle, Mil,
4
Philadelphia
34
554
Riniield,
SD,
62; 58: Baylor, eel. 53.
an.
63;
43 39
524
Clark, SF. 61; Garvey. LA, 59:
HITS-Rice, flan, 112; Staub, Chicago
Pttlabirgis
40
41
494
LA, X.
"
Det.
102:
LeFlore,
Del, 99:.
Moamar
41
45
477
RITS-"Cox, On,
109.- Cra- Carew.
Min,
99;
JThompsn,
New York
X 50
419
fty, Cin, 106; Garvey, LA, 103. Del. 97
-------------34-13
Caen, Nth, *I; Foster, CM,
DOUBLES-Tlsk,
Bsn,
21r;
JAL
ftioiselt, t A
•
Gileett, RG,--28;--B4arie5efr
Sao Fraselseo
33 34
NS
SiL, 20. 138,elL
tdcRae:__
_-tars Aaplies-Ur -SI
MI
3117 Perm, Mtl, 25; Rase, Cin, 19.
•
'.570
28; Howe, Htn, 23: Griffey. Cin,
TRIFLES-Rice,
Bin,
42 45
483 104
• *Clark, SF, n.
Cowens, KC, 7; BBell, Cle, 6; Sim MOW
TRIPLES- Richards,
SD.
1: Rivers, NY, 5; McKay, Tor, 5; L
tl....
n.
ta
...
.
2
2 ,
.
47
tig
,„ 14
Herndon. SF, I; DeJesus, Chi, RoJackson. Cal. 5: GBrett, KC,
6; Randle. NY, 6; Foster, Cin. 5:.• Carew, kilin, '5.
'
National All-Stars 7, American AL-Stars
HOmE RUNS-Rice, Ban, 23;
,NQME
RUNS- LuzInski,
Phi,- _Baylor,
Cai__
ikawissf-.Sour.
19. E ii21; Foster. CM, 18: Kingman, pet, 10, Hisie,
Winfield,
SD,
CbiL
11;
16; ray. Bal. 17, GAlexandr, Cfe, _ Ires games scheduled
- favnds,'• Gums
coo, SF. .15.
- 17; Gnomes. Mil, 17.
San Diego at Owego
BASES- Moreno,
STOLEN
STOLEN
BASES-LeFlors,
San
Francisco
at Pittsburgh. niloe,
no. $9; Lopes, LA, 26; Rich- Del, 31; Wilson, KC, 29; D
newton
at, antreat.
Cedeno, Mtn, 22: Oak, 21. ICrux.. Sea, 77; Wills,
ards, SD. 25_
New '
Nork at ()nein:lett, n
T
Phi,
21:
Glitaddes,
Tea, 25.
Los Angeles at St Louis, n
Pp, 21; Driessen, Cin, 21
PITCHING
- Decisions
oti
ly
games scheduled
(1
PITCHING
Decisions I- Guidry, NY, 13-1, .929, 1 99;
Bonham. Cm, 9-2, .sis. 3_19; .Tiant,
Ban, 7-1, .175, 2.17, Eck- • M
awe; __sr,
12-4,
.750,' 2.42;
eraley,
Ban, 10-2,
, 33i;
McGraw,. Phi, '8-3,• .727, 2.31, Lee,
Ban, 4-3, 750, 2 44, Gale,
,
10-4. .714, 3.14; RC,
94.
-7*
2.71;
Curs,
KC, 6, SF, 7-3, 700, 3 69; 2,
750, 3.03, Roma, Sea, 6-2,
MIAMI AP
Mexico LA, 9-4, 192, 3S7; Perry, 750,
3.13;
Torre:, Ban, 11-4,
in, 9-4, .02, 3.11; Knepper, SF, .733, 391.
cane from behind to win the
.1111, 2.51.
-STRIKEOUTS-Guidry, ;NY, mixed doubles title Tuesday at
STRIKEOUTS--RIcharit,- Htn, 127;
Ryan, Cal, 119, Flaiiagan,
11p; PNiekto, AU, 122; Seaver,
International Bowling
141; Leonard, Kr, 19; Wil- the
Hatetnsco, SF. 104: vac
_
Det, 77
Tournament of the Americas."

(A)In-Dash 8-Track All/FN Stereo. Tuning
dial swings up for tapes. A2/85-554...74.16
Cassette All/F11 Stereo.(Not Shown). Fast
formed. reverse. A2/85-416
88.16
(8) Peekintton 1.-Dask Stereo 8-Track
Alll/F111.RIM A2/65-514
118 16
(C)8-Track Tape Player. Top-mounted slide
controls. Steel cabinet. A2/65-563
25.1111
(D)Convertible 6-lack Speakers.Surface or
gicess nowt. A2/50-179
ill Pair '
6%-le. Speaker (Not shown). Handles 25
watts per speaker. A2/60-174_12.11 Pair
5%-la. Caudal Speakers (Not shown).
Handles 25 watts per speaker. Separate
.
r
woofers and tweeters. A2/60-073.22.1111 Pair
U

raler

4. new Mew
. Mirror. Standard
_ _eQuipnlent DOT
approved

5. Bright HOW:Right
Runs when the
engine's running

Other things you II like about your
Roadrnaster Moped:

•

VVeight: 68 lbs
•Heavy Duty Step-Through Frame
•Internal Expanding Drum Brakes
•Total

•DOT Approved Tires

• Luggage Rack.
•Rugged 49= Engine.
• Bright Tail Light
•APProximately 170 M P 12,
. with 1501b ricter
j*-._

• STORE NAME
-Address

.A

Lear

Choc* your oealer for our local licensing requirements

DIAL-A-MATIC
2-Arm Revolving Sprinkler

,

Adjusts

water lawn areas from 5 feet to 55 feet
in diameter. Provides uniform penetratipqsano dry
spots or flooding. Construcfecrof high-impact
Cycolac* and painted steel Fits standard hose
couplings.
850

ow,

pOUBLES—Simmons,

r

19.99
--'AU STEEL AUTO-RAMPS
Holds up to 5,000 lbs. a full 11 inches off the
goat Heavy gauge steel with buitt-in tire
--'dips. Fully assembled. A3/875

_

VVII

MC

et.
ilitisses imp is a matt.0 .temmeisit.
hiocetes
--""`"
awciiissoisevtisty
meiwadsyew car':angina. Al/100111

lb.

exico Wins

Lear

Sal.

LEARN FIVE WAYS TO WELD
sponsored by

Murray Home &Mit) See latest welding techniques for equipment
amazing,
TePair PIUS demonstrations- of
new: easy-to-use welding equipment No
charge No obligation
'
•
Even if ye
—i—
i. weld only occasionally.. you will
find this clinic informative, interesting tun
aripdre !
airswa, to save money on equipment

'TIME:'
PLACE:

Entire Stock not Included
ALL SALES FINAL

101 WEST WASHINGTON
PARIS, TENN.

'

Thurs., July 20, 7:00 P.M.
Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut Street

1 16

Meet and hear welding experts from

Mtg. Co.. world leader in maintenance_
welding equipment for the farm and home shot,.
Century

invited to try.these new weldClinic panic
AfFii
ing technic:win ,sing various materials Easy-to-do
overhead eieldiou will no included in the demonstri-

modern welding electrodes

'use of
1,,,1111/1/;„,"„1" as !rl,
dornots will be served
P%-..0k.. Welding'Coffee and
sgEktat drawing wilL
Aturing,an.mumw,„4"a
held Nooblioati,r1.0, charge

Be Sure To
Take-Advantage
of Murray
Home & Auto's

Bridal
Registry! .

We R
Rigt
at

Gov
Fool
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Hamburger-Helper

Sealtest
LOW OVERHEAD
MEANS LOWER PRICES

ButterMilk

FLAKED COFFEE

Prices Good Thursday, July 13
Through Wednesday, July 19

4
F lp AUTOM AT I
onmom .
COFFEE
MAKERS

1• 7

Gal.

With our Coupon below
SAVE 53'

Save 17'

$1°9

Shedd's Soft

.j• L';1

Save 20'
Li

Lg
.

,s3'A C21

L,

PRODUGE
tite..77zed4edBaifi

Eagle Brand

Condensed
Milk

Merit

Saltine
Crackers

Potatoes
Home Grown

Green Giant

Sweet Peas

'
C

1.-DR

ft

Tomatoes
ntic

fnrfl

49!

Yellow Ripe

$100

Bananas

Green Giant Goldoni Whole Kernel
Save 26'

ii- oz Save 46'
svaci

M400
FINE.

Reynold's enc
Reg.sue Wrap ou

- Save it•

French's Prepared

aot Qedek,SanowAVeak
Farmer's Choice

Squeeze Bottle

French Fries
Frosty Acres

Cota
Cola

Butter Beans
Frosty Acres Cut

Corn

16 - oz;8 Bottle Carton

with Bottles
or Deposet
SAVE 60'

Lean Tender

Krey

Kraft
Pure

Shied
Bacon

Orange Juice
1 lb. Can
SAVE 28'

offee-mate

Loon Meaty

NON-DAIRY CREAMER

(Center
cut
s1.691b.)

Try our Fresh Store Baked

from qrnation
Needs no refrigeration!

White
Rain

Hair
Spray

Pepsodent
Toothpaste
Family Size

15 - oz
with this
Coupon

Hamburger
Ramburmi Helper,
lWer

with this
coupon

89C

Baked Hams

eats ileitis
7-1s-71
C,Ood Qrtivt ParIcers

Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners
Home

We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities
, We Accept U.S.
Government
Food Stomps

Downtown Shopping Center

HOURS: 7a. ne.-9
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Changes May Benefit Workers
Ninety-seven percent of political participation by the
guidelines that in effect would
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
provide equal punishment for Kentucky state employees workers.
now are under a merit system
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)
equal offenses.
The Personnel Departmerit
which
only New Jersey has a
number
of
Another
revision
opens
the
-forbids,
said
arbitrary
or
Kentucky's
34,000
A
permanent employees are way for the first time for part- capricious' actions by- state greater proportion of state
expected o benefit by some time employees to obtain officials against them,though workers under a merit
planned changes in personnel annual and sick leave, if they the same system limits system.
procedures which will im- work 'half as long as regular
plement House Bill 405 passed employees.
The confidentiality of state
by the 1978 Legislature.
All of the proposed revisions personnel records is left
will be aired Friday at a unchanged under the House
meeting of the State Personnel bill and the regulations.
The Personnel Department
Board.
A Personnel Department recently was advised by the
official said Tuesday that little attorney general's office that
it did not have to turn over test
or no objection is expected.
He said representatives of scores to the Kentucky
state employees have been Commission on Human Rights
consulted and the proposed in a sex discrimination case,
new rules have been posted an opinion which bolstered
well in advance of t,he hearing. current policy.
•'Basically, all the changes however, the personnel
will benefit state workers," he official said it is understood
there can be no confidentiality
said.
For example, one proposal if there is a dispute over the
is that whenever a written way tests are drawn up or
reprimand is placed in an administered.
employee's file, he or she shall
be notified and shall have the
right to file a rebuttal.
Probably.
the
most :Old -.4-adio shows, a daily
significant improvement for program for children, and a
workers is a provision which series of symphony concerts
would give the personnel from Japan are among the
board much more flexibility in highlights- of the summer
decisions an various disputes. program schedule of public
The five-member board is radio station WKMS-FM at
appointed by the governor for Murray State University.
staggered four-year terms
The new schedule went into
and its rulings on personnel effect July 1. Several new
disputes are final except for programs were introduced
appeals to courts.
into the station's programUp to now the board has ming, and a number of old
been limited basically in programs underwent changes
disputes either to upholding a of time or format, according
state- aenc
g
y or—the state to Bruce -Shin, Station
worker.
manager.
The proposed .change gives
As a guide to its varied
it wide lattitude in other schedule, which includes
directions.
classical, jazz, rock, soul, and
As an illustration, the board bluegrass music,in addition to
would be able to rule that news, drama, and public
while an agency had cause to affairs offerings, the station
fire a worker, °it should give produces
a
quarterly`
him another chance.
magazine which is distributed
The new rule also is ex- to listeners free of charge.
pected to promote more
A copy of the 32-page
uniformity of discipline.
publication may be obtained
Currently, one agency may- by writing te.:_ WKMS-FM,
punish someone drinking on Murray State University,
the jqh with a two-day Murray , Ky., 42071.
suspension while another
WKMS operates as a public
imposesa 30-day suspension.
service of Murray State,
at parircipating Captaln Os
The' personnel board under broadcasting at 91.3 an the FM
Murray& Paducah
the changes could set some dial.

pAct 15-4

Captain M.

FISH
DINNER

PECIAL

WKRECC
Directors
Members if the West Ky. Rival Electric
Coopwahve Corp. pictured at Saturday's 40di as.
mui inesiters' meeting of the ttayfield-based SIM
ms palmed as %Nein: front, left to right, KG
Gies* el Calleway Ca; lethiry Howard, piesident,
Grass Co.; Robot Cok, Grams Co.; los Ray,
Graves Co.: and Mks Calk, Marshall Co., we
president. Back, left to right, 1.D. Wall, Calloway
Co.; Coy *died, Marshall Co.; A.D. Vhitingham,
GUM CO.; and Ralph Edrisgton, secretaryassurer, Carlisle Co. At left(on the left) is George
Knight of Grams Co., who served as manapr of
the WKRECC from Nevember, 1544 to March,
114 at* telertdd-Rialber, wire
cesperatis in 1948. Beth
management ef
men spoke a tSalindafs membership meeting.
(MESSENGER PHOTOS)

Rural Electric Cooperative
Expansion Noted At Meeting
rto

hfAYFIELD, Ky. - West
Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative members have
been told by an official of` the
Tuesday Valley Authority that
TVA is meeting the electric
energy needs of the region, but
it is -nip arid tuck."
They also learned of a new
plan
to expand
their
cooperative's membership to
36,7000 members over the next
e_
V years..
Wesley: Jackson, acting

Resource Catalogs
Being Developed
FRANKFORT, Ky. r AP ) -Catalogs
of
available
resources for teaching gifted
and talented students are
being developed forKentucky
teachers through a $40,000
federal grant.
Joe Clark, coordinator of the
gifted and talented programs
in the state Department of
Education, said the money is
being used to develop
materials that can be used by
local school districts.
-The grant was awarded by
the U.S. Office of Education.
One resource guide will deal
with the organization of gifted
and talented programs in the
schools, while four other
catalogs will provide information on resources that
are available to _enrich or
supplement, programs in
langtage arts, math, science
and social studies
•••••••=••,...

PROJECT
INDEPENDENCE
What Is Project
independence?
Prdject Independence is a demonstration project for the
elderly. in the Jackson
Purchase.
It
is
designed to help older
persons remain in
their own homes as an
alternative to entering
'institutional facilities,
Who is eligible?
•
Persona who:
1. Are age 60 or
older, AND ,
•
2. Need services to
remain in their homes
(
(such as houiNtaold '
chores, meals, health
needs. transportation
and others), AND
3. Can not get -the
services from any
other source.
If
you. have
questions
about
Project Independence
call Bonnie Ashby at
F'753-5.382

WKMS Highlights

S 99

You get:
•4 pieces of fish filet
•crisp french fries
•creamy cole slaw
•2 hushpuppies

• 44
,
Ifatae

assistant director of TVA's Ra., Graves County,_ all re- County, president; Collie,
Division of Power, Utilization, elected for three year terms. vice-president; and Ralph,
The board later re-elected Edrington, Carlisle - County,
speaking at the 40th annual
members'meeting of the West Jeffrey Howard, Graves secretary-treasurer.
Kentucky
RECC " here
Saturday. called on . co-op tk*********************************************************************************************W*
members to conserve pourer
is
*
whenever possible.
at
*-"Every kilowatt hour *
*
wasted is a kilowatt hoar
'hr*
down
*
the drain and gone forever." st
4(
*
he said. "Every kilowatt hour: 3
*
wasted could have been saved sc
*
-..mispesErato..
*
Tor a new home or a new job." *
*
The TVA official em- *
*
*
---<.,
phasized:
*
*
*
*
- Electrical cooperative'
*
and TVA working together *
*
N
I
iti
Si I I
*
have done a good job but the *
i i iii ti Ni
ball game has changed - we *
now have a real energy supply -it
—•
problem.
- The TVA system has ac
made adequate plans to meet 4c
the region's-electrical needs •
but delays in Completing new •
generating plants are causing •
a tight electric supply •
•
situation.
•
- Customers of the TVA •
area can help the tight aupply, •
•
-situation by conserving.
•
- A customer's best help in •
conserving comes from your •
cooperative in its publications •
and advertisements, and from •
•
the home insulation program. •
John Edd Walker, general •
•
manager of the, cooperative •
since 1948,"said the expansion •
MAL 11015116
plan calls for 38,700 members •
using an average of 5,000
•
kilowatt hours monthly, at a •
cost Of $77,30- 0,000. The co-op
presently has 25,267 members •
who use an average of 2,300 •
•
kwh per month.
••
Walker also revealed that •
West Kentucky RECC will •
All accounts are insured up to $40,000 and interest is
•
soon construct a new 161 KV •
compounded daily from date of deposit to date of withsubstation at Benton at a cost •
of approximately $1 million. •
II Month's
drawal Passbook accounts may add to or withdraw at any
We will save $102,000 an- •
time. Certificates require $1,000.00 minimum. Dividends
nually by owning this sub- •
station," he said, "which will •
may be withdrawn monthly, quarterly, semi-annually, anoffset ,the construction cost"
•
0
nually as the depositor may choose.
Ile .said the cooperative •
8.33% Effective Annual Yield
This Week's Rate tacit Week's Rate is
$10,000 •
continues to ,grow at the rate
81,000 Minimum Deposit
Based on the Treasury Auction
Minimum Deposit
of 650-700 members annually. •
Walker repOrted that 128 •
homes in the irea have been •
insulated at a cost of 344,841.3a •
12 OR 24 MONTH
6 TEARS
48 MONTH
30 MONTHS
with interest-free rvA loans
-40 be repaid over a 16-months •
period He also said 421 homes •
Days
have been inspected for, in- •
sulation
and
electrical •
•
deficiences.
•
The West Kentucky- RECC •
general manager -told -the •
•
members that electrical •
poster rates will probably •
5.92% Effective
continue to Ng at he same .•
•
rate of the cost of living.
Anneal Tiold
In% Effective
•
11.011% Effective
1.19% Effective
8.01% Effective
5.39% Effective
Three members of the West * .
Mininfvfn
Annual
Yield
Annual
Annual
Yield
Annual Yield
Yield
Kentucky RECC board of' •
Yield,
Annual
directors were re-elected •
•
•
during a business session. •
(Subitantbal Penalty for Early Withdrawal of Cortificotes)
They are:- H: G. Ginglea, •
*011111STMAS CM ANNUS EMS% 1111IRIST
Calloway County, John Collie, •
Marshall County and J6e S.
***********************************************************.***********1

SAY! WITH

1300 Johnson Blvd.
Mterclys_KY.

ORR FEDERA
Savings & Loan Association

New

LENDER

759-1234

New
8 Year Certificate

Money Market Certificates

8%

Passbook
Savings

Golden
Passbook
N

Certificates Certificates Certificates Certificates

5/
1
4% 53/4% 6/
1
2%

°

7112%

Fi
Re

12, 1978
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Ultra Brite
Tooth Paste

HIGHWAY 64l---MURRAY KY

;•

1.

•

cereL.

orne 'items not exact' as •ictureci

Hawaiian Punch
Drink Mix
Pre-Sweetened, Choke of Red or Orange
flarered TP/2 Oz. Makes 8 quarts

_

tilex
Medicated
Spray
Powder

One Step
At A Time

A system of 4 precision engineered filters that lets you
gradually withdraw from cigarettes. Model SWS-2

Relives Jock Itch. Chafing
Rosh

Chap Stick Lip Balm
Balm
Barr
Cocoa
Butter

Woolite Liquid

Lysol
Disinfectant
Spray

99'

Pack of 10

,•„„........
II
•
•
•
•
••allassais••suitmersaurini
••
aur-wd II

is 2Nov( Relief for Relief of
— Colds and Nay fever

foray Size 6 Oz Yob*

Ant III IN Of II II II II IN II • IN • so ma • mf II
1111.11.11.11.
....11_0_11I
I O
l
—111........11
M
a
II
I
11111
.m 111111
I
1 • II • O
•••
los
1 II III III II 11.111111.11111"- vm • me me MI • II

Contac
Capsules

Cold Water
Wash

scd.

16 Or

$118 11

Moisturizing
Beauty
lotion
4 Oz.

11011
1
1 1r

New Airwick
Carpet
Fresh
t...ead rug deodorizer
arse with•mem

MoiSturizina Skin Conditioners
Creme 305. /Or.

109

Gillette

9 Oz.

$

'";1
Disinfects and Deodorifes. Kills household germs •
1201.

Exquisite FOrm
Double Knit Camisole

Boys'_ Wrangler
_
100% Cotton,
won't wrinkle
or pucker
Sizes 6-14 Slim
6-12 Reg.
Reg 39.99

wiP
Inverted "V"Separation
Adds Shapeliness

,

Ladies' Swimsuits

100% Cotton
No-Fault
Denim
Sizes 28-42
Reg. Price
$12.99

$788
Sale
Student Sizes_
26-30
Reg. $10.99

One & Two Piece
Large Selection of Styles & Colors,

_

Wrangler

Jeans

Bra
Sale
Fiberfill Shaped --Reg.$5.00

_

Men's

Master Charge
-Witt - Lay-Away

REGISTER
FOR FREE
PRIZES
$50 Gift
Certificate eith
Week for 4
Weeks.

Winner of$50
Gift Certificate

Lewey MO*

Girls'
Polyester
Polyester Blends

4100

Thongs

Gift Certificate
will be given as
Grand Prize, July
19th. No Purchase
Necessary

Sale $888

Sizes 4-6X,7-14

Multf-colored
Soles
Macrame
Tops
es 5-542 to 10-101
/
2

Reg.$5.99
$1 44
Reg.$1.99

$477

Sizes7-14

Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Department is
Shaping Up!
We will have the best stock and the lowest
priced sporting goods in the entire area.
Watch for our opening soon and check our
low prices and compare.

BY Goerlick
fits most cars
mounting hardware inc.

. Round Paint
Long Handle

Shove
$677

American
Made
20 Gallon
Galvanized

Only 8 Left!!

5 Ft. Oak

carpet
T,R,

22 Tine

Porch
Swings

Garbage
Cans-

with hardware

5 Ft:Only!
$4.00 Extra
for Assembled

495

497

Unassembled

Vinyl

STP

Motor Oil
OW 50

sr

anvas Tarp

IL

"Treated"

Grommets r to4" apart
Water repellent & mildew resistant
from 4x6 to 12x12

- 6 Colors
Full & Twin
Front dr Rear

From

Postmaster
Approved

1 Year Guarantee

DISCOUNT—,
PRICES
Ky. Bluegrass

Grass Seed
Reg $7.99

No. Sizt.
Silver Color

Duct Tape

)jt

QC

Discount Prices
CLOSE OUT

Just Received Quality Inexpensive
Satin-Gla tight Filtering
I ISM

a

•

I

-es-7

•

$187
Shade
Choice of Colors - White, Tan,Green
6 ft. lengths,37N" wide, cut to fit
Also 734" wide available, white only

Emergency Yellow
Nylon

•2" wide x 30 ft.
2" wide x 180 ft

From

$341

Mail
Boxes

Bike
Tire

Metal

1 Quart Size

$227 t„

20" Knobby

29 it 2.125
Motocross

Prestone

Auto
Floor
Mats

Tow Ropes
with Hooks
8700 Lb. Breaking Strength
16 ft. $1937 12 ft.

$917

Franklin
26" Opening,
16" deep,34" wide
31" tall

Ill
1161
1
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Trials Of Soviet Dissidents
Near Climax In Moscow Today
MOSCOW(AP)— The trials of two of
Soviet Union's best-known
dissidents neared a climax today as
they threatened to become an issue at
the U.S.-Soviet arms limitation talks in
Geneva.
Anatoly Shcharanaky, 30, faces the
death penalty in a Moscow courtroom
on a charge of spying for the Unite
States. He is accused of passing military secrets to Loa Angeles Times
reporter Robert C. Toth, who has
denied the allegation.
Alexander Ginsburg, 41,15 oA trial in
Kaluga, 100 mike to the south, on a
charge of anti-Soviet activities for his
distribution of dissident literature and
his management of exiled novelist
Alexander Solzherltsyn's fund to aid
the families of political prisoners. It
would bi his third conviction, and he
could get 15 years of imprisonment and
Siberia exile.
The trials, each before a Judge and
two laymen, are proceeding despite an American request that they .be called
off and a storm of criticism from
the

D. p. Jones, -a- former
_resident of Murray died
suddenly Friday morning.
July 7, at his hornwin Detroit,
Mich. He was67 years of age.
- Mr. Jones is survived by his
.. wife, Mrs. Kathleen Jones;
two SCHIS, David and Paul and
five 'grandchildren all 61
Detroit. Mich..also Surviving
are four brothers, Clayborne
and G. B. of Murray; Lee and.
-Henry of Detroit.
He was- - -a Baptist and a
Mason and was the 'son of the
late Rev. W. H. Jones arid the
late Mrse."Margaret Tucker
Jones, Baptist Missionaries:to
Brazil.,
Funeral services . were held
Monday, July 10 in Detroit,
Mich, with the Rev. James
Timmer -officiating. Burial
was in the White 'Chapel
Memorial Cemetery in Troy,

Hamilton (Hampi Glasgow,
age 71, of 530 Propes Street.
Granite City. III., died on July
fourth_ He -Was -a native of
Dover; Tenn., and was the son
of the late Horace Glasgow
-and Pauliiw Glasgow.
--Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Eva Glasgow; one
daughter. Mrs. Lois Buzan,
and me son, P.onald Glasgow,
Granite City, ILL; two stepdaughters.Mrs. Sidney
(Nora i Shedd, • Eminence.
-Mo., and Mrs. William

ATTEND CONFERENCL — Local educators who attended a recent career education
conference in Louisville discust sOme of the materials they brnught back. Attending
the conference from the Calloway County School System were(from left): Barbara McCuiston, East Elementary, Mary Alice Humphries, ha Brown and Marlene Beach, North
Elementary.

People Attend Conference
The -First Annual Career Education
Conference was held recently at the
Ramada Inn in Louisville with its
theme of "Building for the Future."_
,
The
conference
emphasized
curriculum infusion on all levels,
career guidance activities; developing community resource guide, and a
career education resource display - in
the Jeffersonian Room.
Opening day, Dr. James Graham,
Superintendent of public instruction
gave the welcome. Goverhar Julian,,,,,,,
Carroll spoke of the need for career
edueation _He___stated J.hal. an__
cupational Education Board had been
appointed to make an inventory of what
is being taught in career education and

where it is being taught.
Dr. Kenneth Hoyt, assistant commissioner of Career Education from the
U. S. Office'of Education, spoke on
infusing career education into the.
curriculum. He also said that career
education should be a joint responsibility of teachers, business and industry, parents, and the community in
preparing students for work.
Those attending from Calloway
County School's were Barbara McCuistion, East; Mary Alice flumphries,i
Ila Brown, and Marlene Beach, North
Rose;
Dr, Jack
Elementary.
su rietenden _of Callnway County
schools is a member of the Kentucky
Career Education Advisory Council. He
attended the first day of the conference.

Fd
eges Ashland Overcharges

and
-Neil
Bellinger,
Albuquerque, N. M.
•
'ASHLAND, Ky. ( AP) —
- Mr. Glasgdw is also surlived by three sisters. Mrs. . Ashland -Oil Inc. has ' been
Marvin - 'Martha) Thorn, accused by the . federal
Murray; Mrs_ Cordia Lan- . government --of.overcharging
caster and Mrs.- Tim ( Ono i gasoline customers by $52
Crutcher. Dover, Tenn.; two million over a threeyear
brothers, Byron and Mitchell PeriKt:
Those overcharges occurred
Troy, Glasgow, Granite City,
1973 and 1976 andkhe
iibetween
Ill.; nineteen grandchildren;
eighteen great grandchildren. figure could go much higher
•
when 1977 and 1978 are conHe Was preceded in death by sidered,
w
the U.S. Department
NI) brothers. Reece on Dec. of Energy
alleged Tuesday.
23, 1977. a-nil 'Wesley on Feb.
The department- has issued
15, 1978.
The funeral was held on
Friday, July 7, at the Second
Baptist Church, Granite City,
Ill.. with burial in, the St:
John's Cemetery at 'Granite
Federal Market News Service July 12.
City
1478

Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Reportincludes 8 quying Stations
Receipts Act 597 Est 450 Barrows &
Gilts mootly SOr higher Sows steady to
IBM lower most decline on weights over
30
A bake sale will be held at - US 1-2 MO-230 I bs
-1
theI:Ferrier Coniinunafteriter 1MIPM-aa
__115.14 8116240 lbs
on Saturday. July 15, from- 130 2-4 240-2110 lb..
24110-21111bil
9:30 a.M. to two p.m.
- Sows
-r
This sale will be sponsored US 1-2370-30410.
I 00-3700
1-3
MUM
lbs.
130 00.15.00
by the Dexter Senior Citizens, 11S14
411411111to.
83511-37.30
who said a table of odds and US 1-31104111111,11i
tewiltal
ends will be feattlied along

Bike Sa0 Planned By
Dexter Senior Citizens

with the baked goods.

STUART POSTON, administrator of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital, discussed the construction
progress on the...Medical Arts Building and the MurrayCalloway County Hospital addition at the meeting of the
Murray Lions tiub held at the Boston Tea Perty on
--Tuesday owning. Other visitors at the meeting were Dr.
Walter lone% Steve Howard, Gordon Vire, and Cliff Cagle.

around the world. U.& reporters and
officials were barred from the courtrooms, and word of what is going on is
coming from relatives and Soviet
spokesmen.
Despite the strain in SovietAmerican
relations resulting from the trials, U.S.
SectetarY of State Cyrus R. Vance and
Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei A
Gromyko were opening talks in Geneva
today in an attempt to remove the last
big barriers to SALT H, the second
SovietAmerican treaty to limit their
stocks of nuclear weapons and the
meitns of delivering them.
Vance said the talks would proceed

despite American displeasure over the
trials. But 01 was to deliver a message
from 'President Carter to Soviet
President Leonid I. Breehnev expressing U.S. concern. He also planned
to meet with Shcharansky's wife
Natalia, who is on her way to the United
States to drum up support for
herhusband.
Eleven witnesses testified Tuesday
that Shcharansky, a Jewish compote:
exert,engaged in "concrete espionage
activity and assisting a foreign statrin
hostile activity against the U.S.S.R.," a
court spokestnan told reporters.

Gov. Carroll Critical
Of Atkins' Audit Of
State Aircraft Use

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Gov.
Julian Carroll has criticized a state
aircraft audit report, saying it contained "hippocket research" that he
claims is inaccurate.
In a copyrighted story appearing in
today's editions of the Louisville
Courier-Journal, Carroll said state
Auditor George Atkins had-done "some
hip-pocket
research that is totally
-The Murray-Calloway County
untrue" in the audit released Monday.
Community Theatre will have a general
.The report said Kentucky's airplane
membership meeting on Thursday
fleet was excessive and larger than
evening, July 13, at 7 p. M., in the
two-thirds of the 39 states that
meeting room of the public library,"
responded to a survey Atkins conducted
announced theatre secretary Larry
comparing the size of Kentucky's air
Bartlett.
s - meeting will -be very Mr- _fleet to those of other states.
Carroll also said he disagreed with
portant," Bartlett continued, "because
the
audit's recommendation that the
we are currently making plans for ow
upccming musical 'You're A Good state sell its 16-passenger Fairchild
Man, Charlie Brown' and the Com- turboprop airplane, contending the
munity Theatre's second annual plane is now worth two or three times
the $310,00) the state paid for it.
membership drive."
"The Fairchild is one of the best buys
Also on the agenda will be discussion
the
state has ever made," Carroll said.
concerning the Old Freight Depot and
finslizing arrangements for 'Jesse •••• "If you will find me someone who is
Stuart's "The Thread That Runs So willing to sell the state a Fairchild for
what I bought that one for, I'll buy
True."

another one."
Carroll said the basketball teams of
the late universities use the Fairchild
"constantly." He said the plane is alsoused to bring in large delegations from
Washington.
Carroll defended the use of state
planes for trips by his family and said
such trips would continue. He said his
policy on using late planes is "just like
all the governors who have been
governor of this state," and he added
"until the General Assembly changes it
by leigislative action, it will continue to
be the policy."
Atkins said he would stand by his
audit that ha called "a very thorough
and independent analysis that stands on
its own.
The published story said that Carroll
side-stepped questions about recent
allegations that Democratic party
chairman Howard "Sonny" Hunt is
using his office to conduct political
deals.
Carroll said he would not be drawn
Into factional Etemocratic squabbling
over Hunt.

.
a "proposed remedial order". present our cake," Thomas
•
directing the oil company to said.
The company can challenge --•
pay $52 million to lir U.S.
the proposed order ad-.
,
Treasury. '
-- The company will fight the ministratively;- within the proposed order. Bob Thomas, Energy Department and, if
an itshlarid spokesman said not satisfied with the result,
can sue for relief in fedeal
Tuesday.
"We're convinced that we ,court.
Thomas said the pricing
followed (pricing regulations
specifically, and we feel sure rules in question- were for':
the matt-o- will be •resolved mtilated wider theokl Federal
after we've-had the chance to Energy Administration.

Gospel Singing To Be Held At Scotts Grove
the group include John and
Beverly Carter who formerly
resided in Murray.
Also appearing on the
program will be the Sonshine
Sound Singers.
The public- is invited to
The featured singers will be
the "Choen Genepation" from attend and there is no adMemphis, Tenn. Members of mission charge.
A gospel singing will be held
Saturday', July 15, at 7:30 p.m.
at the Scotts Grove Baptist
Church,.located on U,& High:.
way 641 North.

MIA 114,1
REACH,'
FLORIDAMr.- and Mrs.
Maurice E. Humphrey of
Route'4.-14urray and Mr.--and
Mrs. Arlie Scott of Chestnut
Street Murray. were among
more than 15.00Q person attending the 63rd annual
Kiwanis International Convention June 25-28. in Miami
Reach; Florida. The event
took placttin the Miami Beach
Convention Center.
Scat and Humphrey, are
members of the Kiwinis Club
--of Murray. Scott is also past
U.Governor of the 15 District
club. Kiwanis International is
made up of _business and
professional men dedicated to
community improvement.
Main speakers at the convention - Ortfe--7 -Ralitertr

Airlines President and former
astronaut Frank Borman; Dr.
Richard D. Jones, past
president -of- -the - Canadian-- Council of Christians and. •
Jews; Kiwanis International
President Maurice Gladman;
Circle
K
International
President Neil Giuliano and
Key Club International
President Michael U. Mills. 4_
KerClub and Circle K are
youth organizations sponsored, by Kiwanis. Dr. Joyce Brothers,
a
nioed
psychologist, columnist, and
author addressed ladies at the •
convention.
_
Other convention highlights
included district affairs, the
election of international officers, and adoption of
mepiJments and -reaolations:
A tot-al of four contemporary
issues.speakers were also on
hand tor the. convention:
Singer Tony ,B-Otinett:rentertained Kiwanis members
and their families.

BALDWIN prices start at
615,940.00. When they designed
the magnificent Concert Grand
used by Professionals they learned something about how to make
a piano. And what they learned affects 'EVERY piano they make,
whether it sells for $15,940.00...
or $1,240.00...or somewhere l betties's.

Piano-Bench-Delivery-Walnut

This WEEK ONLY!
at the Murray-Calloway County Fair
Nere'slour chance to buy a Baldwin Piano, at the low, low
price you would ordinarily pay for an off brand instrument.
Bring this ad for A FREE BENCH PAD with each purchase of
a new Baldwin Piano or Organ

Industrial Avg

LIONS MB OFFICERS — Serving as officers of the %-lurrai Lions Club for the year
are, left to right,front row, Paul Mansfield, third vk e-president; Groover Parker, second
.vice-nresident; TOM gray, director; Ake Outland, tail twister; back row, G. T. Lilly, first
vice-president; Jerre!, White, &rector, Charlie 1 assiter, lion tarner; Arvin Crafton,
secretary; jack Rose, president; Richard. Jones, director; toe TY: Ward, treasurer. Not
.„
present was Tommy Reid, director.
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John Mack Carter To Speak At
Christian Church'Anniversary
Sqate two years before

John Mack Carter, a native educational climate. Each
of Murray; will be the featured editorita__assignment has
speaker at the Homecorning callenged Mr. Carter to
program, Sunday, July 16 at -1 - recognize and echo exp.m. at the First Clurstian traordinary changes in
women's lifestyles and perChurch.
The two day event at the sonal aspirations during the
local church is to observe the last twenty years, and his apt
reflection within the magazine
120 year history of the church.
' Carter, conceivably may industry of the changing mood
know More about the interest of the American women has
of modern American women caused him to be cited by
than any other person in this Time and Newsweek as a
country. He is the only person phenomenon in publishing
in this country's history who history.
Over the last twenty years
has been the editor of all three
American's most influential Carter's cognizance of
magazines—Good changing social conditions
women's
Housekeeping, Ladies' Home throughout the world also has
Journal and 'McCall's. • In earned him a number of apto' special
addition, he has been the pointments
on
commissions
Presidentail
and
Home
American
of
"editor
the assistant editor of Better human need. Most recently he
-Homes and G'ktiffft. torn- -has---been -A---membet 01---ttre
bined, the readership of these National Commission for the
magazines is more than fifty Observance of International
Women's Year, having been
millionvomen.
,by President Ford
appointed
made
has
magazine
- Each
its own special impact upon in 1976 and reappointed by
American behavior. Each President Carter in March of
magazine also has made a 1977. Ht also served President
special impact upon the Eisenhower, Kennedy and
American business com- Johnson.
Mr. Carter is a director of
munity and upon the national

graduating.jsith honors from
the University of Missouri. He
has since been named the
outstanding alumnusof M.U. _
Recently he was named the
Outstanding Magazine
Brandeis
by
Publisher
University and a scholarship
was established in his name.

JOHN MACK CARTER
the Christian Church Foundation, the American Cancer
Society, and 'Religion in
American Life; and he
- -as a
donates mobil t1m '
volunteer consultant to a
number of professional
journalism and publishing
organizations. In 1977 he was
named_ "Publisher of. Vie
Year" by Brandeis University, and a scholarship fund
was instituted there in his
name. In October 1978 he will
be honored as a national
"Headliner of -the Year" by
Women in Communication,
Inc. He was the Doctor of
Letters when he was cornmencement speaker at
Murray State-in 1971.
The Rev. J. Howard
Carter was born in Murray,
Nichols, will speak Saturday
and was graduated in 1948
at 7:30 p.m. in,the sanctuary,
from the University of
of The First Christian Church.
Missouri, where he received
His is the first of three adhis • Master's Degree. He
dretNeS to be given
received the Missouri, Honor
and Sunday, July 15-16 in
Award for Distinguished
Celebration of the 120th birSPrvice in Journalism in 1970
thday of the church.
at the University. He is a
The first event scheduled for
member of the Sigma Delta
Saturday afternoon from 2:00
Chi, Professional journalism
p.m. to 4 00 p.m. is an insociety, and was the recipient
formal reception for visitors,
of the 1949 Walter William
members and community
Award for writing.
friends. This is to be in the
In 1963, Carter was
University Branch, Bank of
designated as one of the "Ten
Murray.
Outstanding Young Men of the
Sunday morning worshipYear" by the United States
service will feature Dr:
J. Howard Nichols
Junior Chamber of ComRobert E. Jarman former as minister hece
1954-1963. He merce. He is a veteran of
minister here) of Roanoke, was graduated from
Phillips service with the United States
Va.
University, and the Graduate Navy as Lieuterrant't J. g:). He
Sunday at 1:00 p.m., native Seminary of Phillips.
is married to the former
son, John Mack Carter, editor
He resides in Bridgeton, Sharlyn Reaves of Texas, and
will.
Housekeeping
Good
of
Mo., where'he serves as part lives with his wife and two
speak.
time minister in the St. Louis children in New York. Mrs.
The 'Choir will be featured at area.
all services as will Howard B. He is employed with the Carter's father is John W.
Swyers, a former clink fltinois Department ot Public Reaves, retired minister of
the Disciples of Christ.
director here, his wife, and
Aid; is part time instructor in
Carter's mother, Mrs. W. Z.
daughter and her husband? philosophy at the State
Mrs. Steve
and sister, Mrs.
and
Carter,
Mr.
ConunitnitylCollege in East St.
Johnny Reagan, live in
Aliapoulios. They live in Lake Louis, and is
assisting in the
Worth, Fla.
development of religious Murray.
Brother Nichols was fondly studies, the second
Carter was salutatorian of
such
Murray High School class
his
called "Nick" while serving department in Illinois.
of 1944. He studied at Murray

Romance Begins in Disciple Center
owned and A group of Murray State Students met regularly in the Disciple' of Christ Student Center which was
lived
Reeves
John
Mrs.
Library.
the
of
east
Street
operated by the Christian Church. It was located on South fifteenth
renwere
that
apartments
had
which
center
the
supervised
and
Carolyn,
there with her two daughters,Sharlyn and
ted to students.
He found his place
John Mack Carter took a liking to Marlyn and she responded as is shown in the group picture.
ending.
no
has
beginning
That
Mack
John
to
next
standing
is
Reeves
right behind her at the left. Mrs.
Smith, Mr. and Mrs.
Others living in the center and young students from the church induded: Mr. and Mrs. Guy B.
Bill Coliron,
Wiliams,
Jamesehlelson
Pat
Joe
Becky,
and
Huie
Bill
Mrs.
Charles P. Hemdon and Charles, Jr., Mr. and
husband who
and
Russell,
J.
Arthur
Mrs,
Mciqnney,
Jean
Anna
Volkert,
Ruth
Raglana,
Lee
Bob Gipe, Minnie
occasipn,too.)Some in the
represented the state organization and daughter,joyceiThe Russells will be here for the _
picture are unidentified.

Guess Who's Coming To The 120 Years Old First Christian Church Homecoming July 15-16

Carter and his twin sister
Mrs. Johnny Reagan were
born in Murray grew up in the
church and were baptized
here.
He has had encouragement
all the way- the late W. Z.
Carter and •Mrs. Carter; his
parents, recognized his ability
early. He married a minister's
daughter who is just as strong
as he. She is an accomplished .
mitthiciart anetwiter. They-RIF
in love in college here, completed their education befbre
they were married. According
to my "Observations,- they're
- still "Traveling Along Side by
Side, but they are not ragged
and funny" as the song goes.
The pubic is invited.to all the
events.'

Some of this group will be there. A Sunday School class of the first Christian Church'pose in front of the church.
Front row-left: Brent Hughes, Gene Allbritten; Sunday afternoon speaker, John Mack Carter, his cousin, Dickie Lee,
Florida; the end man is unidentified. Back row- left tubie Veale, Jr., Tom MacLean, Robert Hopkins, unidentified;
Sam Elliott, Larry,Doyle, unidentified. Ralph Wear in back is the teacher. Ralph, Paducah, was lineotypist for the Ledter and Times, Boy Scout leader and Sunday School teacher for years.

Rev. Nichols To Speak Saturday
4S

Arsimamming
Rev. Jarman To Speak Saticlay
The Rev. Dr. %Alert E.
Jarman will speak at the
Sunday inoraiagserviee of the
First Christian Church. He
and his wife June, will be
guests for the weekend of 6r.
and Mrs. Howard Titsworth.
"Bob- as he was known
when he served this church
from 1945-1952 will join three
other returnees th the local
church for the 120th birthday
celebration of the church.
The Rev..1..Howard Nichols
who served as the local pastor
from 1954-1963, will speak in
the church sanctuary at 7:30
Saturday evening..
John Mack Carter who was
born and schooled in Murray,
was Baptized in the First
Christian Church here: He is
the son of Mrs. W. Z. Carter
and chairman of the National
Disciples of Christ Foundation. He is the .editor of the
Good Housekeeping. He will
be the speaker Sunday Afternoon in thisanctuary.
The third family of retur-.
nees are Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Swyers, Lake Worth, Fla. Mr.
Swyersis a graduate of
Murray State and a former
member of faculty of music
there. The daughter and her
husband, Dr. and Mrs. Steve
Aliapoulios, are coming with
her parents. The roue will sing

-

Dr. Robert E:Jamas
during the event. Mr. Swyers
directed the etioir r and Mrs.
Swyers was accompanist
when they liverfiniurray.
The Rev. Jarman has
Atlantic
from
degrees
Christian College, Wilson, N.
C.; Vanderbuilt Divinity
School, Nashville,Tenn.
He served as a Student
Supervisor at Christian
Seminary,
Theological
Indianapolis, Ind., in theVield
Education program five
years. Church positions held
include Region.) Board of
Churches in KeritudiY. North

Carolina and Indiana Board of
Managers of the United
Christian Missionary.Society
Commission on Brotherhood
Restructure. He was first vice
president of the International
Convention in 1960.
Besides the Murray church,
he has ministered the First
Christian. Church, C1evelai3d,___
First Christian
Tenn.;
Church, Greensboro; N. C.;
Hanover Avenue Christian
Church, Richmond, Va.; First
Christian Church, New Castle;
Ind.;- and is presently serving
Belmont Christian -Church,
Roanoke, V.a.
A son, David, is minister of
the San Gabriel Christian
Church, Georgetown, Texas
and part-time student at the
University of Texas in Austin.
The other son, Mark, a
graduate Of Texas Christian
University,„.is.working as a
rehabilitation therapist at the
Mascatutuck State Hospital,
North Vernon,Ind.
, Visitors, lees) residents, and,
the church family will have a
get-together Saturday from
two ,to four p.m. in the
University Branch Bank of the
Bank of Murray. Preston
Holland,chairman of planning
gnd AO= Wells, program
chairmun, urge the gh1blic to
attend this rare occasion

QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED

SALE ENDS JULY 17
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EGLEY'S
DRUG

STOVES

CE PACOL

MOUTHWASH
TRAVEL SIZE 6 QZ

DISPOSABLE
LIGHTER

JERGENS
SOAP

KILLS
GERMS

TOOTH PASTE

REGULAR
3 02

THAT CAUSE
BAD BREATH

MIT 2

COLGATE
702

Limn.

2

41

PACKAGE
OF 36

BAYER
CHILDMIFACII

BOUNTY
TOWELS

*ow*

JUMBO RCTLIS

DOG FLEA
COLLAR

ASST COLORS

BAYER
CHILDREN'S ASPIRIN

SUMMER'S EVE
-14111
DISPOSABLE
DOUCHE
i
4
iiirwle,
TWIN PACKAGES

APPLY TODAY
FOR A 8EGLEY4
CHARGECARD

REGULAR

OR

OR

HERBAL

DECORATED°.

680

56-0
d

Li ii

BODY ON TAP
BEER ENRICHED
SHAMPOO

SCHICK

1

I I i

Duracell
-il
""
9 Volt

SUPER II

'TWIN BLADE
The alkahne Palley, lot
longet Mr

We also accept Visa
and Mastertharge

LOTION

FOR NORMAL OILY

CARTRIDGES
PACKAGE OF 5

4 4.4

Many gorterent colors and
OV,QMS

31 iS:1741.-

-BVP/98
.PACK OF 12
SPONGES

ff.
5, .v..Ls

5•S

to drarnagra

CA IS *stow
et 11•01

BAGS
,.sponsor package
•Pernsies one bag at a time
/esignet to P,444

chinned kw

lights quickly • burns clean
to Tih.. yOW cookouts tars,

CITRONELLA
HEAVY GAUGE
CANDLES
MINI PAIL

670

Outdoor tying and ontorlaln
mint become more enloyabie
when candle Mee etiror60111
candles seep me/ the peaty
'note%

52- 2 RING INFLATABLE
P001

DIAMETER
6,

32 01.

.77

KINGSFORr
CHARCOAL
10 Lb

6

BEGLEY'S
SACCHARIN
TABLETS

_

HIGH

990

17

LANACANE
•

us*

Rugged oupriese 11111MIdonsibe
handles• Lesigreet elreln

470
MR NFATr---KITCHEN
TRASH

016

FAMILY
PRODUCT
COOLER

LANACANE
MEDICATED CREME

gr- 78C
gr.990

1.36

PACKAGE OF 1000

IOC
9- PAPER
PLATES

BORON
CHARCOAL
LIGHTER

' TYLENOL
ti MOM
TYLENOL
PACKAGE OF 100

1.67
HEAVY WEIGHT
PLASTIC SPOONS
AND FORKS

GALLON

4.Qt.
#71
4.I
ELECTRIC
ICE CREAM
FREEZER
alms 2t0 I quartile.ICE cream In &My 2010 30onlelsolte
Mot equipped WM
euterestk reset

12.88 1.

FRISBEE

MI

oHARDWOOD
CAMP
11 STOOL

1.37

(BED,:ro
WINDSHIELD WASHER
Imo 1.

4k
. .
The onginsi artists. that hum
troupert so much tun to
molten* ot Arn•ri.e•nt

910
Yarn
Handler

GRASS SHEAR

18.88
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Salvage Frozen Items If Power Fails

a

greitiet thashait
.;..If the freezer
is less than half full, the food
will keep for a maximum of
one day only, Ms. Ferroli said.
Food stored in the freezer
compartment of a refrigerator
— or in the refrigerator itself
4
— is more difficuff to save;
don't take a chance with foods
that look or smell spoiled.
If your freezer will be
without power for an extended
period of time, consider adding dry ice. Twenty4ive
pounds of dry ice will bo
temperature below fr
IP
a half-full, 10-cubic- sot
freezer for two to three days.
Do not place the dry ice
directly on the containers of
a second lieutenant in the U. S. Army upon completion of his
food; put a layer of cardboard
Reserve Officers Training Corps program at Murray State University, Gil Hopson has his
in between.
gold bars pinned on by his parents, Retired Air Force Major and Mrs. lass Hopson,
Some items can be refrozen
Route 5, following a brief commissioning ceremony recently at the university. Adif they are only partially
ministered the oath of his father, he will be assigned as a Signal Corp officer to the
thawed. As a general rule, you
100th Committee Group, a reserve unit with the 100th Division with-headquarters in
may safely refreeze foods that
Louisville. He majored in radio and television at Murray State.
are still under 40 degrees
Fahrenheit. (Fish is the ex•
ception; it tends to spoil very
quickly and usually cannot be
_refrozeri.tinew4t-has-Feaebect82
degrees.) When in doubt, look
KINGS MILLS, Ohio (AP) can go
faster,41-said Ruth vertical drops of 135 and 141 coaster that make it different for ice crystals in the food.
— Just reading about the new
Voss, of the park's public feet.
than any other are the use of The existence of the crystals
roller coaster at Kings Island
relations department.
In an updated version of the tundels in the natural terrain means the food is between 32
Amusement Park is enough to "Someone is
really going to story about building a better' on which it is being built and and 40 degrees and can be
raise the hair on the back of have to
mousetrap, amusement parks the fact that we have designed refrozen, Ms. Ferroli said.
go some to go faster.
,
your neck.
"We _think we have the around the country are trying it and will construct it
-Foods that have completely
Park officials are sure, ultimate
coaster," she said.
to outdo themselves in scaring ourselves," said William C. thawed out usually should be
however, that there will be
Park officials unveiled
people to death.
Price, park general manager. discarded or, if still good, used
lines of people waiting to be Monday
Kings Island officials
what for three years
Of the four tunnels on the immediately. You can,
shaken up when their new has been
a closely guarded
claimed Monday that they had ride, three will be un- however, refreeze red meats
roller coaster opens in the secret — plans
achieved the fastest speed and derground. Both of the ver- and vegetables if you cook
for a new $3.2
spring of 1979.
million whirlwind- with a top
steeliest drops of all.
tical drops on the ride lead them first.
-We don't see how anyone speed of 70 miles
"Other features of our new into tunnels.
per hour and
Note: Foods that have been
By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
The lights flicker and faij.
After the search for candles,
the worries begin. What about
all the food in the freezer?
You don't have to sit and
watch your budget melt away
during a power failure. Many
of the items can be salvaged.
According to Frozen Food
Facts, an industry information service, a freezer
that is tlilly stocked, with food
that is completely frozen will
-keep- temperatures at .a
satisfactory level for two
days, providing that it is not
opened.
Resist the temptation to
peek. -Keep that coldness
inside. Don't let it out," said
spokeswoman Marge Ferroli;
Cover the freezer with a
blanket or old newspapers to
provide extra insulation.
The emptier the freezer, the

VS.

CommissioNED

Coaster TO'

refrozen probably won't taste
as good as those that
remained frozen. they also
will not last se fbng; use
refrozen items as soon as
possible.
More and more people are
using freezers these days to
take advantage of specials on
meat. Frozen foods also have
increased in popularity
because of the rising use of
Microwave ovens, the growth
of one and two-person
households and the rise in the
number of working women.
Dollar sales of frozen foods
in 1977 totalled $7.8 billion, an
increase of 12.9 percent from
1976, Frozen Food Facts

Glon•

FREE
ra;cocu -

FREE

.

• ARHI IGH f

+1116.

•

DISPOSABLE
BUTANE
LIGHTER

•••

f ttf•11

Bel-Air Shopping Center

Dr. David C. Roos, Minister

•

,ro

A.
dt.••ti

* 4'0

MEDI-QUICK

6% OZ.

FIRST-AID SPRAY

foamy

30z.

•REGULAR
•MENTHOL
•LEMON-LIME

REG.
1011-Aid SP°

78'

;1.29

$1.77

$128

REG. $7.95

0,Ali

NOW

$399

First
in

6 Oz.

Q1411437

ULTRA BRITE
TOOTHPASTE

96'

COTTON I

,
74
\- k

First
in
Price

BOUQUET
COLLECTION

88's REG. 994
SAV-RITE SAR4
PRICE ww

for the millions
who should not
mak
TYLENOL
take asPiriti*

AQUA
NET
HAIR SPRAY
13 Oz.

OOOOOO

s
•

12(OFF

REG.

/
1 2 Price

REG. $1.49

440,

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE
$128

CA

‘oz,

rah

Z

Pose
cREA.

It SIMI11IVIDED DINING PLATES
1111C
.
10 KNIVES
10 FORKS
10 SPOONS
10 CUPS
5 SERVING BOWLS
1(44"r Tr)YULE CLOTN

•

ordraso.
LISTERINE
MOUTHWASH

100 TABLETS
REG $2.74

•REGULAR
ALL PURPOSE

RIG.$116

Singing-All Events:
The Howard Swyer Family,
Lakeworth,Florida

753-8304

CONDITIONER

SAY-BITE'S
-LOW PRICE
EITHER

Mr. John Mack Carter, Editor,
Good Housekeeping Magazine,
New York

*REGULAR
•UNSCENTIp
REG. $1.89 •

6 Oz.

••••••••

Roanoke, Virginia

Sunday, 1:00 P.M.

SAVE

"GEE YOUR HAIR SMELLS TERRIFIC"
NORMAL-DRY
OILY
REG. $1.49

Sunday 10:45 L IA.
--The-Rev:Dr. Rubel L-ELL.--Jarrttaft---

8 Oz..

kit
plastic tableware

--964

$138-

SIWAPOO

The Rev. J. Howard Nichols
Bridgeton, Missouri

ROSE
MILK
SKIN CARE CREAM

IS
I•

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

I I ANIS!

'S
•

Saturday 1:30 P.M.

KIT CONTAINS:

REG.
$1.49

efferdent LOW PRICE
• OS

••••••::••.;

2.501.

SAY-RITE'S'

.1 slroffull

HEAR:

_ b_"irow.T_
:

EC-DOES 1111

•

60 TABL
REG. $2.27

July 15-16, 1978

FORT CAMPELL, Ky. —
Sgt. James E. Ross, son of
Mrs. Edwardine Ross, Route
J.HartlinuentIv completed
the primary Leadership
course at Fort Campbell, Ky.
The
course
develops
leadership, supervisory and
managerial skills appropriate
to shop or office environments
for soldiers in grades E-4 and
E-5 who have been selected by
their commanders as having
potential to become, or advance as, noncommissioned
officers.
Ross entered the Army in
1974.

WE'VE ROUNDED UP
SOME SUPER SAVINGS!

SAY-RITE/
LOW PRICE
2 OLt
FOR 7V
f322
MENNEN
EFFERDENT
DENTURE - SPEED STICK
CLEANSER
DEODORANT

SAVE

,.S
•

'
9 9 Mon.-Sat.
12:00-6:00 Sun.

23-27-..z-rizrzr2222"'warors*

• Th•ggh•el ugh
• ht,,,,ggh

111 North Fifth (eourtsquare)

DISCOEIT DRUG CENTERS

REG. 794 ,
-411.4.•

First Christian
Churd

r

CRICKET

Clispesalst•
Butane

YOU ARE INVITED
TO BE OUR GUESTS
AT THE HOMECOMING CELEBRATION

Sgt. James Ross
Completes Course
At Fort Campbell

#
000#
4000
OrgarAistio,
lob

reported. In terms of tonnage, growth came in the areas of
sales increased 3 percent from pizza, prepared vegetables
1976 to 1977. The biggest andtso-called ethnic foods.
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SAVE
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1111
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0
4
7

CHUCK
ROA

rAt

irta
Zfir

. WILL MAKE YOUR DAY

-4111
ato

LB.

•

411

Ift ."111
FIII4

gAv
.1107111
:z4Vs
Z1.-11
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BONELESS

K.C.STEAKS
PRIME RIB ROAST
tut= RIB EYE

eel

11-4
II
Iiiiil

Wks
4-A0
10,f-41

iNgia

BONELESS U.S. CHOICE

gifirf.
IfF:1

14
ristip

EMUS'

4
-g
rit0

12111==.
i

Ats:
:Aug

itg)
1
reml,

1E
11
115.14

wig

WHOLE

W.E.1
114IV
!PH

F.111

%v.
JJ

Z14,
itt48
Wilt
ya
m
klak

OLE
LB.

I.;-"1:
11/1
rani

kOt

ILIOD

WHOLE BONELESS

S1
..LI

39

APPROX. WT.60 LB.

1369

RIB EYE

'
ri;
41t
"

APPROX. WT. 111.11.
PlIZVP

BONELESS CHUCK ROLL

$1 29
'
VP

*S. CHOICE

RIB STEAK

EGGS

LB

WITH CHEESE

$1 39
LB.

PlUCKSTEA

=ye.

.‘111271.4

LB

I J

17
=111

INARGARINE.Ib
IGA

DERMASSAGE 32 oz

12 Ox

ORANGE-RICE 69C_Dmitow.._
POTATO KING
TEEMEWEEME
FRENC11.-FRIES 39c SWEET PEAS° 2
SAFE GUARD --rou
IGA
VANILLA WAFFERS 49c SOAP 2/692 11;

12 oz

14
'r
r:1 1::74
:
.ral
-‘xv
Ami1
**me.

IGA SUPER

COUPONS

FINE FOR BAR-B-Q

S. CHOICE

*ME

DOZ

MODS DECORATOR BOWL

EYE STEAK

SMOKED SAUSAGE

=Nro:

L. $229 MARGARINE1

AB FAMILY PAK
SLICED BACON

CHUCK
BEEF RIBS
ROAST
imiic OT ULDER ROAST
TT

f
r•Zie

NATURES BEST

"NEW" OSCAR MAYER

BiTURKEYS
HILISHIRE FARMS

ENV!

Ong.

CUBESTEAKS
WIENERS

BeliiiicK

'MO

IGA GRADE A MEDIUM

LB

88c
I39 1 20c POTATO I

•

PROPer
PLUMS 49°
BUDS I LEMONS 6/59c
OKRA Lb. 79c
BEll
PiPS-3/59c

OM INN IMO NM EMI MIR

SUPER COUPON?

CALIFORNIA

11=-4
Vlizt
?Nat

0) BETTY CROCKER
1

.....LB.

411$

01

LB.

69c
$149

LB.

LB.

OFF

235 SIZE

R20-7-15-78
414,lomiimo
••• MEM NM

mo omo

MIN MINI NMI

SUPER COUPON!

O

C OFF

:1762

.iro. -A

_

APPROX. WT. 23 LB.

WHOLE

LB $329

BEEF RIB

... LB.

'
189 BEEF ROU
APPROX. WT.

TENDERIZED QUICK FIX

dr.

FREEZER
SPECIALS
Cut and Wrapped Free

$319

aIII

WHEATIES
CEREAL
104-1541
-21
an am um an um JO

BROCCOLI
c
79e

=So
11001
rEg•
=AAP'
RO
=SO
‘1101..

6Of

1111"2". .4
;ME

aite4.

NEW CROP RED

GRAPES 79
, -r
LB—
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ROSE'S ADVERTISING
MERCHANDISE POUCY
Tao 9kar ut How • at to heft *airy
atronteoct don m Moon N tor woo unonoolatao mamma P. Igasatliaad mow.
Ovules • not• Mock
SSS .
mom a ran onaca on WNW WO can
be wood to machos Si. ntorctandama
anontkoniso
Was sal*onto yawn
avoilatilo
cm congenital" ntaacalends** awe to ontantel al • coo*
potably (educed Woo N.litio nonfat
ntankOn 01 bobs a 10 back up ow
SiabateCIon CouranOwad
poky Cl
ROSE'S STORES &IC

Cm-Mil Shopping Center
9-9 Mon-Sat., 1-6 Sunday
Prices Good Wed., Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
44t
GREP"V
\J AWE
Ilead&
Shoulders
Fi 01

STAYFREE

MOTOR

Head & Shoulders

SCOPE

MAXI P DS

10W40 YALVO!_INE

SHAMPOO

Agree Creme
Rinse & Conditioner

IRISH SPRING

4.75-Ounce Bars

SOAP

JERGENS SOAP

Mouthwash

0

Reg.$2.37 - 30 oz.

ROSES
SPECIAL _
PRICE

2

AWAIT

•

2
•
15-flud ounc,e, Dt Head and 12 fluid ounces Agree creme rin- 7-ounce (net wt.) bars of Irish
Shoulders sharnpoo that helps se and conditioner Helps stop the Spring soap Manly soap with an
controi dandruff flaking LIMIT 2
greasies LIMIT 2
effective deodorant system

Box of 413 beltless feminine napkins for
heavy days. Features wide, selfadhesive strip. No belts! tio pins!

AN climate, heavy duty
motor oil in quart size cans. Change od regularly to keep your car
running smooth!.

411110

4 7 -ounce (net wt.) bars of
Jergens lotion-mild soap Stock up
now and save. LJMIT 8

1/
1
2-GAL, CLOROX
QT.

LIMIT 6-0TS

Col
cob
anc
cor

CLEANSER

ROSES DISH

DETERGENT

AJAX
CLEANSER

oc

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

14-ounce (nef . wt.) Nax
Choose pink or lemon dish- cleanser. Bleaches out the
washing liquid in 32-fl oz
toughest food stainefast
bottles. Roses own brand
LIMIT 4

STP

32-0Z.
a DYNAMO

EACH

25

- Economical 1 /
1
2-gailorl jug of Clorox
-bleach. Whitens, brightens, and
disinfects. LIMIT 2

EACH
32-fkiid ounces Dynamo. a
heavy duty laundry detergent that safely cleans all
types of fabrics. LIMIT 2

SAVE

Oil
Treatment

e
'fost
Reg.$1.28

.

.........

Quaker
State

Roses
Bathroom
Paper
.
Tissue
Towels
6c 2 88c
Roses

MOTOR OIL

LE
ait.T;INVRs

STP single oil filters. Select from S-01,
S-025„ and S-024 You save money
when you change the oil filter yourself.

OT.

5-P0 N
BARBELL
SET

Crillenpson N 95-oiound bar
bell sat. Greet tor heipong you
in shape

4 Roll Pkg.

LIMIT 2

30-QUART
STYROFOAM
COOLER

B18 Rolls

FRESH
DENNIS
SNAcKS

30-querl elyrofoern cooler
vollh molded-In handles

20-POUNDS
POTTING
SOIL

10-INCH
HANGING
BASKETS

1/2" x 50'
GARDEN
HOSE
EACH
$227

BAG
1O-pound Ims of thercoel ern
duets wig hickory and other
hardwood chwcosl UMET 2

• f•

groIVIng soil for ail
ready to
UMIT 2

9 Dienil-41-11111Nrse.

use

_Of

'
2-uir h diameter by 50
lame'
braes roupangs OMIT 1
—

Rose:
brand
HOUSe

Color
sale iT
SUMMi

One-g

Alr
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ROSES ADVERTISING
MERCHANDISE POLICY
m• wry of Rose e•lo neve every

adventeedai n sew, for some un.0onleble reason tie ettwaillsed met~dee•not a Mock %eel it•
moue•ran Omen on Menai She cei
be vend•madam Ito atealtencibe
el Ow sale once ease Ine ftordiendlee
• aveleble. 01 00•1
NM
,
allrldll• Me be adored et a ooinPdalbly reduced price II a Me bonsai
atenton of FlOse's 63 beck-up our
pOicy ot 'Seeeleceon Ordyant•••

▪ can
I
ovine
wage
GOOF

onset
rimed

ROSE'S STOFtES. eiC

Cenfral Shopping Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat., 1-6 Sunday

Prices Good Wed., Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
IS

SAVE 4

27c
•
OF

en'Idled

SAVE
29 c

SAVE
10c

—ALCOHOL
.4

12

--•

,.•

DAIRY POWDER

IR SPRAY

4/$100

BOX
F1 rt

Ifilltef
dii6I
L

cotton Bath Towels

Johnson's disposable diapers, now more absorbent
for comfort 8. convenience_
LIMIT 2

Swan Rubbing Alcohol, 16fl. oz. For many uses, a
great value at your local
Roses. LIMIT 2

17

•
Cotton bath toweis in many
colors to choose frorti. Soft
and absorbent for your.
comfort.

Roses own brand of baby
powder. 14-oz. size for you
and your baby. ,
LIMIT 2

Roses own brand, baby oil.
16-fl. oz. for your baby soft
skin and your baby.
LIMIT 2

HOUSEHOLD

Just Wonderful hair_ spray.
10-oz. size, environmental
safe, contains no fiuoro- •
carbons. LIMIT 2

HANDY
PLASTICS

PLASTICS

EACH

Bed Pillows

si58,.

Reg. 245.00

Your choice of dust pan, spout
pail, ...vat laundry basket, dish
pan, wastebasket, and pet
ist-. Makes your living easier

IfOX

and

$184
ON TWO
c

II

EACH

Your choice of wastebaskets, 14-qt. dish pan,
12-qt. pail with spout,
laundry basket. A small
helper for ease of work.

18 x 26 inch Bee Pillow in many attractive
prints to suit your taste.
"..1.10,••al

SAVE

ry•

21c
SAVE

67c

IM
:

SAVE

4

34c1

ROSES

HOUSE PAINT
own
Roses
brand of Latex
Paint.
House
Color white On
sale in 'time fir
summer fix ups.
One-gallon size.

WALL PAINT
own
Roses
brand of Latex
Flat Wall Paint.
Various colors
choose.
to
Comes in gallon
cans.

TRASH AND LAWN BAGS
Tall Kitchen bags,
Trash and Grass
bags, Large Trash
and Lawn bags, Leaf
bags, your choice at
a savings.
LIMIT 4

FUNNY FACE
DRINK MIX

FABAINTENER

Downy Fabhc Softner, in giant 33- Lysol disinfectant cleaner in the
ounce size At a sayings you can't jumbo 28-ounce size Kills odors in
refuse LIMIT 2
your home. LIMIT 2

GAINES
BURGERS

17
Roses own brand of Dry Roasted Peanuts in ajar At a savings
you can really get Into LIMIT 2

OREO
COOKIES

Games Burgers are like beet
for your dog,The canned dog
food without the can UAW 2

50

REG.
1.17

•

TOP
CHOICE

ROSES
FOIL

311"

LYSOL CLEANER

SAVE

26c

PLASTIC
PITCHER
SAVE
49C
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6 Help Wanted

6 Help Wanted

1 Legal Notice

I. DOYLE MILBY,am no
longer responsible for
any other debts other
than my own as of July.
11, 1978.

=11111111
Swimming
Pools
Western Ky. Pools

442-9747
Pedeceli, Ky.
•

G. COMPLETE
*LASS COMPANY. We
save- expanded our
business to better serve
this community and in
- doing so, we have moved
to a new locatioa at 816
Coldwater Road. Phone
753-0180.

APPLICATIONS

being
accepted for coOks and
nurse's - aides, Wednesday, July 12 from 9
until S. Apply in person
only. Fern Terrace
Lodge, 1505 Stadium.
View Wtive.

CALL TOLL FREE if you
are experienced in party
plan. We offer high
commission, new
management; prog.
open territory. 1.isa
Jlry. Co., 800-631-1258.
Mr. Both.

LAND SURVEYOR,local
engineering trim has
immediate opening for
rodman-chainmari to
work with field surv,ey
party. Apply in person
or contact Jean at Ted
- F. Billington, Consulting
.Engineers, 753-8050.
FULL TIME

It's A fact
free Gift Wrapping
Is a specialt at
' Starks Nariivare
12tb arPoplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING!

position
open immediately.
Delivery of diesel and
gasoline to farm accounts in Calloway
County. Must be 21.
male and. have prior
work references. Call
753-4652.

UNATTACHED LADY to

BIBLE FACTS INC. Isaiah 55:6 states -Seek
ye the Lord while he
may be found, call ye
upon him while he is
near:" Now is the time
to seek GOD! Bible
Services Saturdays 3
-P-.-MT-to•4-73
- 0-P-.-14t. Bible
answers. or
study
anytime. 759-4600.

live in and care for
unattached invalid lady.
Home and salary. 7591661.

WAITRESS

WANTED,

-Majestic Steak House.
Apply in person only.

THURMAN SCHOOL OF
Dance looking for
professional dance
coach and instructor for
NOTICE TO BIDDERS
international style
• Coldwater Church of
dancing must have 10
Christ is offering for
years
ball 'room
sale their old church
teaching training'and
, buildings to be removed
theory techniques
from property. Send
training in instructional
_ • inquiries or bid to Rt. 1,
ball room and latin
Box 273, Murray, Ky.
dancing. Prefer 10 years
42071 or call 489-2219,
experience. Guaranteed
,489-2217 or 489-2145.
20 hours per week at $4
-count PORTRAITS,-----per hour. Apply through
bring us yours for extra
Bureau of Manpower
copies. Made from any
Services, 319 S. 711,
size into any size.
Street. , Mayfield,. KY
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
- 42066 or Thurman School.
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
of Dance, Murray,KY.
Artc•raft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free Parking
EXPERIENCED PARTS
jot, use our rear enman, full time, apply in
trance
-person Murray Auto
• Parts,605 Maple.

'OR

WATKINS

Products. Contact
Holman Jones, 217
; South 13th., Phone 7533128.
WW1 VET11tANS
14 AND ABOVE

If ro.
rami 41 amertis wed Wye am
beesevable dieciseryee, we Woe
imeneiete eiseeings for yam im
S. Navy.
iffer pool steady pry,
•ittsteoiliog
retirees's,
besiefas, taa-frite beeebei
-elven del
lew-cest
_
-tows
emesissery-IX
Akeppieg, secarily, steady edakinembe, Peb setisfectiee,
Ism&
$118 (512) 753-4434 sow for

NEEDED BABYSITTER
for 5 month old baby in
my home. Hours, 2-5 in
afternoon. Need own
transportation and
references. 762-3379.
OW LAWN.Dependable
rson wanted. Bagwell
Su •'vision. Call 7534463.

NELP
WANTED
The Murray Fire
Department is accepting applications
fnr the position of fire
Application
fighter.
may be picked up in
fire chiefs office, Monday-Friday from 8
a.m. to 5 pin. Filing
deadline, July 21, at
5:00 p.m. An equal opemployer
poitunity
functioning under an
action
affirmative
plan.

PAGE 9 B Tr
IS. Articles for Sale
SWEET CORN also tame
plums. 753-4725.
WE BUT-AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 7531551.
•-•
We Ivy, Sell Or Trade
Used Furniture or Appliances

Hodge 8. Son, Inc.
3155.5th

FOR SALE, Essex soy
bean seed. 489-2602.
•

10 Business Opportunity
...

INVESTMENT
LEARN 10 GROW
NIORMS FOR
PROFIT
ears,
,
WINO
6M4as 111101411313
_ • :Ds uitaaSt voLt0 aU.t.s ama
-.00.40.03 fl 43 Start; Our
grays
rratfartg yt).
r.3003 10' protrl S COSI raw Only One
',ANNA 001.if5 for us to teach you
.h.s,euunitss through our correslice
sence course *nth on the ob traoung
10.4 by Our local agent .0 your area
IOu are under .0 further obitgattan
Nonever alter coenotelune Yew
you dohs* an 0000n 10 buy tow
status worm 0011 IMO as al 1 Inc
COStitorsi omer bra
sr '04
West a loq
oi me•ey beer, yea Woo magi
ySO are Marl' tiogrt• We Yee a
better reey
h, "0 Nal .x4
Vediruf.wriertaU,
,
Sr **
4,0 •
?007

PERSON INTERESTED
in making extra money
part time or full time
through
unbelievable
new
business.
Possiblities unlimited.
Phone 753-9039 from 6
a.m. to 2 p.m., after 2
p.m. call'436-2568.
$MONEY$ That's what
we make! Our product is
uni4rsally known .
the standard of the industry. Almost everyone
need it. wants it, can
afford
Our
it.
representatives
work
mainly with preset
appointments
with
prospects who have
expressed in writing an
interest.in our products.
Our proven, time-tested,
in-home sales methods
are second to none. All
guess
work
is
eliminated. We can
guarantee success and
high income if you can
do our work our way.
Common earnings from
$18,000-$20,000 a year
possible selling Encyclopedia Britannica.
Call 443-5931.
•

16 Home

AIR
4'MICRONAIRE
conditioner, antique
chair, box springs and
frame. 753-5599.
FOR SALE,1. 5 h. p. rider
mower, brand new.
Phone 753-2911.

Furnishings

COMPLET - 23 channel
Bose statiOn, $125. 4362149.

ARRIVING
DAILY
Refrigerators,
freezers, air

deep

con

ilitionstS, stoves, at

Murray Ford
Troctor
„

FOR SALE,' 5 steel
tressels, 56' long, Call
492-8390, can be seen at
old Hazel School.
FOR -SALE 10 speed
• bicycle, $25, and 20"
bike,$5. Call 753-3730
HEATALATOR
for
fireplace,$125. 437-4338.
010K1 10a you
111114911111-

FrittflyTIRIG

420 S

ANTIQUE IRON. bed
excellent condition. Call'
759-1078 after 4 p.m.
SEARS CHF.ST type
753-6153.
freezer. $150,
._

16 New
Patterns
Of vinyl cushion floor
on sale at Wiggins
Furniture,641 North.

FOR SALE tobacco ana
tomato sticks. Call 4892126.
.....*611,
••••••

TRUCK TOOL BOX.
Deluxe, $92.50. Standard, $85.00. Truck bed
protectors, $75.00. Tail
gate
protectors,
stainless steel, $15.
Vinson Tractor Co. 753:
4892.
20 Sports Equipment
1977 SUMMERSET ski
boat, 16'1 ft.,. 175 horsepower Evinrude,
--Brown-.--and-goid iiitotl
flake. Call 753-8647.
TWO WHEEL utility
trailer, aluminum car
top boat and motor. Call
753-1261.

We Imo Pest received 2 truck
lends of refrigerators, op
rigkts sad closet type deep
, Vitt ty Ode--"1977---ARROW-TMASSrefrigerate/. We leave 3 di
"Lark" bass boat. 85 h.
coesditiomers. 4 risbwaskers,
p. Evinrude. power
refrigerators rva from $75 to
trim, built in tand and
$ISO, diskwasber rva freer
control panels. electric
$SA to 5150. 1 Seers. table
saw, 4 eirl fashioned push - ---anchor. Hummingbird
mowers big selectien
• - _depth finder, moto-guide
ether vsefel items. TV hop. trolling motor, extras,
severe( used Imes. We Mill
- • 67200 new, asking $4500.
hove several Wesel desks
rang* from 51 to USN,
753-0188 after 5 p.m.
wed school Mises. Creq 755STARCRAFT
4413 op to 1 Wormy Ford ' 16'
Runabout, 4 seats, 60 h.
Erector.

16 home Furnishings

MODEL Pioneer SX
650 receiver. Two CS
66G three way speakers
Suggested retail price
$1,005.00, for sale $500.
Call 753-4641 days, 7533724 after 5.

34

Houses For Rent

HOUSE FOR RENT on
Lynn Grove Hwy. 7534817.
36 For Rent Or lease
Mini
Warehouse

102 N. 4th - 753.5397

•

WANTED RESPONSIBLE party to take up
payment like new color
TV. Clayton's (formerly
J and B Music),753-7575.
78

19 Farm Equipment
GIRL'S 2i' bicycle, fair
conditthh. $8. Call 7537581 after 4 p.m.

26 TV Radio

p. Evinrude, good shape
with trailer. Phone 7537943.
'

22' FRKIIIDAIRE s1d0 by
side
refrigerator
16' FIBERGLASS bass
freezer, 3 years old, . boat, 140 h. p. Mercury
excellent condition, 436power. trim, depth
2149.
finder. trailer. $1850.
Call 436-2728.
FOR SALE, 36" electric
range, $30. Call after 6, 14- DURO-CRAFT semiv bottom. 18 h.p.
436-2294.
Evinrude motor with
?OK
SALE,
electric start and Moody
Westinghouse
stack
trailer with all acwisher-dryer. Phone
cessories. Call 753-8953.
753-0838 after 5.

27 Mobile Home Sales
.•
1975 14 X 70 TWO
bedroom, 2 full baths,
and 34 acre lot. Will sell
separately, $14,500 for
all. Call 753-1601 ask for
Ricky.
FOR SALE,1973 mobile
,home, furnished with
harvest gold appliancesincluding washer and
dryer. Very nice. $5000..
753-4074 or 753-1877.
12 x 60ATLANTIC mobile
home and 5 acres.
Partially furnished, 6
miles from Murray, 4362149.
12 z 36 TWO BR mobile
home, 1977-model with
new type insulation,' all
electric, $7500. Call 7538086
OWNERS MUST SELL
1977 Skyline, 14x70. Call
492-8892 after 5 p.m.

Storage Space
For, Rent

253-4758
37 livestock

Supplies
SHETLAND
PON
mare, 492-8898.

43 Real Estate
WE HAVE JUST listed a
reasonably priced two
bedroom home in a
central location. This is
in the vicinity of 6th and
Vine Street close to
shopping downtown,
school, and hospital. the
home includes the
drapes, refrigerator,
stove, and dishwasher.
Call
JOHN
C.
NEUBAUER,
REALTOR, 206 N. 4th
St., 753-0101 or 753-7531
to see this good buy.

=MN

43. Real E

112 N. 7TH STREET. 3
bedroom brick on very
nice lot. 3 hedrocins,
living roOm,. dining
room, kitchen,' 1'2
baths, basement. Nice
residential
neighborhood but zoned 8-2
for future $20,500. THE
NELSON SHROAT
REALTORS, Uncle
Jeff's Shopping Center,
7594707.

Waldrop Realty

'ID
REAL
753

Prolesam
With The Fr

CHIC - E
SPACIOU:
sq. ft. hon
Entry h
room, din
huge bed
baths & r
acres. Let
this tour
Today. I
Real Estat

"

Business

PAINT YOU A FUTURE
Since -1956'
of Success! A longBOARDING,
753-5646
established business in a
GROOMING
AKC
desirable location.
miniature Schnauzer -Owner
FALLING PRICE --- This
will
help
puppies. Hidden Valley
could be the place you
finance. Call LORETTA
Kennels, 435-4481.
are looking for JOBS REALTORS today
,Property ,is. zoned for
about this outstanding
BOSTON_ --offer -7534491 - _hociii.cs, but _.,c4uid_be
TWO
TERRIERS puppies and
just a lovely home
within two block-S of the
one registered Cocker
NEAR UNIVERSITY courthouse, 4 bedroom
Spaniel puppy. Cal 436A single-family home
5467.
brick, 2 bath, study,
Is with 3 or 4 bedrooms, 2
living room and dining
baths, living room,
AKC
GERMAN
room combination with
kitchen-dining room
SHEPHERD puppies,
woodburning
combination, utility
solid., black and all
also large kitchen inroom, or a two family
colors. Phone (502)554range,
cluding
house with. seprate
2153, Paducah.
refrigerator, disposal
entrances. Also a lovely
and dishwasher. Price
41 Public Sales
fenced-yard, plus an
reduced to 131,000.
extra large garage and
YARD SALE, J & J
Phone KOPPERUD
workshop or storage
Apartments, No. 20 by
RFAI.TV 7534299
Phone
the Sonic Drive In, 8:30 -building'. Low
KOPPERUD REALTY,
Saturday,
a.m.,
753-1222.
miscellaneous items.
38. Pets

Supplies

LOVELY TWO bedroom
mobile
home
on
beautifully landscaped
34 acre lot. This home is
YARD SALE, July 15,
in excellent condition
1603 Magnolia, 10 til 4,
with many extras.
many items, some
Located "about 3 miles
out of Murray-just off 94 -imported.
• •
E. on Hwy. 280 about 142.
GARAGE
SALE,
1605
miles. First gravel road
Kirkwood,
Saturday,
past East Elementary,
July 15,8:00 a.m. to 3:00
third mobile home on
p.m. Clothes, record
the left. Can be seen
toaster,
player,
after..5 p.r. and all day
miscellaneous.
Many
weekends.
cent and 50 cent items.
10 x 45 NASHUA, 2 BR,
43.Real Estate
partially furnished, 100
FOR SALE, by owner; 25
amp pole, all electric,
acres 12 mile south of
2000. Call 753-0 •
Wiseharts
Grocery.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
Good well and pump,
FOR RENT. one 2 and
dandy little farm. Call
one 3 bedroom mobile
James, Bob, or Jimmy
home,12 x•60 and 10 x 50,
at 753-7668 or 753-2394.
central air and heat,
new carpet and fur- ESTA BLISHEDBUSINESS
niture. Call after 6 p.m.,
located in center of
753-5209,Shady Oaks.
Murray. Owner will
consider financing with
TWO BEDROOM mobile
25 percent down, Don't
home,474-8805.
let thiS' opportunity of a
life time pass you by.
FOR SALE, 2 bedrbom
Call LORETTA JOBS
trailer, Shady Oaks. 489REALTORS today. 753149'2.

2 Bedroom h
nice nei
nicely land
been tam
Ideal for st
ftnital pro;
The Nets*
Realtors,
Shopping
1707.
R

tO

e

South 12th

ill t4. Poplar-Ilenlon

TELEPHON

QUALITY
REALTY

NEAR . II
BOYD-MAJORS"
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

5271488 °. 753.962S
NEW LISTING in New
Providence. Older home
on 5 acres, ideal for
'handyman
plus
3
bedroom mobile home
with stove, refrigerator,
and air conditioner-All
for
only
$15,750.
Potential
and
possibilities abound.
The Nelson Shroat Co.,
Realtors, 759-1707.
- Uncle Jeff's Shopping
Center, 759-1707.

''Professional Sen.itms
1
' With The Friendly tows"

BEAUTIFUL
&
Lakeview
UNIQUE
cottage. . . At
Panorama Shores - 2
bdrms, 1 bath, living
room, fireplace, kitchen, double garage
w/large storage area.
REDUCED
TO
$29,900. Boyd-Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th

'

HELP WANTED

-

round hor
setting. )
1
2700 squar
area in th
home wi
basement.
and air?
heatalator
garage wi
and worl
screened
and qualit:
througho
KOPPERL
753-1272.

Guy Spa

Tour 1
In Rea
753
901 Sycamore

Positions _to be filled Coin Operator Attendants; Catinter Clerks, Steam
Finishers. Apply in person at:

Boone's

SWEET AND LOW 12 x 54
FOJ
Older home prired to
home, furnished.
mobile
SALE,
FOR
formica
and
WELL ESTABLISHED
JINN CENTURY 26'
sell fast in Hazel. Home
Call 527-1654.
Wilson
lamenated
art,
PARTY_ PLAN
BUSINESS for sale due
cruiser, twin Chrysler
i$ in very good condition
plastic, sizes 2'x4'
R
to health reason. For
p.engines. LosidecF,
-MOBILE- HOMES itnit --Mr
had receriF
4'112'
cents
sq.
at
per
50
MERRIC-MAC
toy
with extras, asking
information write D-12,
mobile home spaces for
redecoration
and adhinges__
door
Cabinet
it.
• Manias ope
Fox Meadows, Murray.
-16500.733 9u •
rent, at Riviera Courts.
--ditibn of insulation. Very
per
cents
at
pair.
10
supervisors
an
Ky 42071.
Call 753-3280.
economical utility bills
West K
Ky. Cabinet Co
demonstrators in your
48 H. P. JOHNSON 151
/
2
'
and excellent bargain.
1203
Story
Avenue.
Business
30
Rentals
area. Quality merboat and trailer. $350.'
12 Insurance
at
$14,900.
Phone
chandiseHighest
Record in fathometer.
AVAILABLE ONE
__KOPPERUD REALTY,
NEW GE 21"
commission. .No- in- 1121. Call 43b-.
building, 17' x •80' in
LAINIOLY
753-1222.
The Navy. It's sot OM
sole TV, only $32 per
vestment, delivering or
Now hiring waiters, waitresses, bus
22Musical
Dixieland
Shopping
Ob. its' we edeerrnpre sir*
INSURANCE
month. Call Goodyear
collection. Call Ann
boys,
and kitchen personnel. Apply in
Center,
leek." at. Ilse sweet time
-suitable -for
Service Store, 12th &
MUSIC LESSONS:.
ASEIS7se
Baxter vcollect 319-556snowed.
person
only at
professional
offices
with
304110eribelb
Glendale, Murray, 753mediate openings for
8881 or write MERRICTHE NELSON SNROAT
private parking in rear
0595.
KW MI
piano, organ, or voice
MAC.
1277.
Box
CO. REALTORS
and private entrance.
YOLK NEM is our
lessons.
Experienced
Dubuque, Iowa 52001
153-8170
Call 753-4041 after 5 s m.
cern. NEEDLINE,
759-1701
REFRIGERATOR,
teaching with degrees in
Five Points in Murray
titselti j,fl, Sh•PIX01 CROW
-:.•
•
_Gtttt'S
BIKE,
bed,"
'lessdns
music.
Private
SCHOOL TEACHER
13 For Sale Or Trade
chair, rug, and table
age 6 and up - begin- LOOKING FOR
needs babysitter in
WILL TAKE DOWN TV
three
Sell Cheap! Call 753ners to advanced.
aparthome for '78-79 school WILL TRADE
bedroom house in or out
antenna tower for'-the
402.
Rental purchase plan on
year. References
BUDCEI HEAHltit. NoTI, F
ment size Kenmore
tower. Call 436-2289.
of Murray. Call 753-8135.
• _
organ.
piano
and
requyed. 753-4745.
washer like
. for a
. new,
J Card CO Thanks
MATCHING PAIR of
Clayton, • 'Dixieland WANT TO RENT quiet The County of Calloway will holda pdhlti
used 220 volt window air
hearing_ In the .at(Ice of County
Judte/Exectit
Queen Ann wing back
Shopping Center, 753_room or apartment in Robert 0. .71111er on *Jul/ 25,'1978 at 2:00 P. N. for the purpose or
SLNCER
HANKS to STUFFERS and mailers conditioner. Call 436obtaining "cosesents
from
citizens
regardine
the proposed annual Imitget and the-use of
chairs, solid wood coffee
7575.
Murrayclose
to
2289
Revenue-Sharing fund,
MSU. as conta told in that budget,
those who sent food,
URGENTLY NEEDsuismarixed below: All Interested citizens.
table and 2 end tables,
Call collect 527-8551.
senior cititnn...,
and organiiat ions are encouraged sa ati•nd and
flowers, and the many
submit their comment.
ED! $25.00 per hundred
14 Want To Buy
custom made lined
RALDWIN'PlANOS- and
•ourds and calis and
GUARANTEED Send
31 Apartments For Rent
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY
draperies. 130x81, all in
_organs, used pianos.
WANTED FEATHER
. interest shrLisn in any
self-addressed stamped
I,onardo
excellent
condition.
Piano
753Co..
FURNISHED,
one
beds
or
and
pillows until
2
PROPOSED ANNUAL' BUDGET say. The family of Mrs.
envelope, TK
EN-across from post office,
7475.
bedroom,
married
July 30. Paying top
. Leon r Dorothy Smith
TERPRISE, Box 21679,
From: July l, 1978
Paris, TN.
couples and singles only.
price. Call 753-7462 from
'sincerely thank you,
Denver,C060221.
USED FUSNITURE and
Zimmerman
6-9 p.m.
ApartTo:
Jane 10, 1979
Mt
appliances, chest type ,PIANOS AND ORGANS
ments. South 16th, 753selection
large
freezer,
refrigerators,
WANT TO buy used Gym
6609.
REVENUES
TV. love seat, desk,
available, rentalSet. Call 436-7742 after
SOURCE
•
GENERAL 4 ROAD FTMDS
available.
dressers,
APARTMENT
itivritur suum
purchase
chest, fiber
plan
NEAR
6:00.
1. Taxes
Selection - quality University, colip1e-only,
robes '• corner cabinet,
$
432150
2. Delinquent Teens, Occup, Lir... Property Tr
GENTLE PONY for
1275 including utilities.
odd chairs, coffee
Examination to he held to fill a vacancy in the
price cannot be beat
g9 000
3, Base Court Revenue
1 660
children. Call 753-8156.
Available August-10, 436tables, base and wall
anywhere. Stop for
Calloway County Health Department. A vacancy
4. 'RMvenue from other Covt. Agencies
24 350
5.•
Revenue
Shering
5479.
Ent
it
Open
lesent
regiments
$le.
cabinet,.
4 oak arm
yourself and
now exists in the Calloway County Health Depart6. CETA and Ant t-Recession Payments
SAWED' tobacco sticks,
dining room chairs, 5
Friday's
80.00
tilt 8:00.
ment for the classification of community health
1. fligic•1 I anemia '..ltrventgrea
$1,570
4354277.
FOR
RENT,
bedroom
1
Dixieland
piece wood dining _room
Claytons,
8. Truck License Distribution
worker II. Minimum requirements are as follows:
12..200
9.
apartment.
Section
8.
753'License
centir,
Shopping
suite,
baby
cribs.
High school equivalency and one year experience
52.000
WANT TO BUY ,STANfederally .subsized 10. Surplus from Previous Year .•
Carraway Furniture &
7575.
25.000
In an appropriate health services field. Experience
11. Excess Fees
DING timber. Will pay
47100
housing, rent is figured
Appliance, 105 N. 3rd
,in an appropriate health services field may be sub23 Eiterminatini
top prices percentage or
according 1 income.
753-1502.
TOTAL
905.030
stituted for education on a year for year basis up to
4
acre. Call 498-8757.
Come by S thside
.maximum of two years. Additional education in a
Manor
Apartm
ts.
FOR SALE, handcrafted
EXP.124DITURE8
health or related field may be substituted for ex15 Articles For Sale
FREE
teak
couch,
695.
crseem.-a ROAD MINDS
Remit/10E StIali lN.r
perience on a year for year basis.
34.
Houses
For
Rent
J./
Frigidaire, , automatic
4..
Inspection
1 . Central Govaerriiiont
Beginning salary is $2.55 per hour. Persons in9
206
.
270
V
2. Public Safety .
washer,. $25, radio
$4fpsr4nI
'FIVE 'ROOM • oust' for
ft. ,
Kelley's
43.264 '
in taking this examination can obtain fur1. PublIc Transportation
phonograph
with
retired
2-Pt.000
I
retired
Ei
1 I 174.
.4.
Enuironimental
Protect
ion
Aber details and an application blank from the •
TerlIde
Room Air
. cabinet. $50, 4 antique
couple, no jrtik-Volk3641,
-1114146441-11101101bst--•
- et
•
Ittallowity County Health llepartment," 701 OW
& Pea
6. Cul ttibei .Recreat ion
oak chairs, $90, B-flat
449.
Conditioners
•
2
'Street, Murray, Kentucky.
7. 5
for Cone I nginc lea
Ol
clarinet, $45. Call 75331,14
_t
--414-tertel 1 anonym re peind it eras
•4.pplieation must be returned to the Calloway
West Ky.
- 200,400
2272.
RE-DECOiRA TED
'9. CISTA and Ant 1•Itate•••Ion
•
Heap*
im
•
:
$ome
unty Health Department Office on or before July
•.
Appliance Center
country home, electric
••7S3-3l4
•
• \ ki neeneleenT
, 1978.
TOTAL
.
SALE
recliner,
FOR
off
tos,p)o
heat,
city'
water, couple:
Soles & Service
ireerre
.•
white vinsd.52$. Call 753garage, garden, no pets.
Perini
c.
641 N
tsi-sos
"411,
8752 after 5:DO p.m.
references, 753-7551.

Laundry & Cleaners

410 N. 4th

HELP

WANTED

Dakota Feed and Grain

NOTICE

t

jo

•

.Newly
sulation
Hazel Al

Sund

5:(

Bring
to M
Pu
sandwich

11111111Y

Vat
MRV
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OPEN SHOP MINE
14.1
11111
rTREET. 3
Lek on very
bedrooms,
in,. dining
chen,'
ment. Nice
1
neighzoned B-2
41,500. THE
BOAT CO.
5, Uncle
ing Center,

Realty

-

nets

956

LICE -This
e place you
ig for ;. zoned for
ut -could-be- - -vely home
gocks of the
4 bedroom
rath, study,
and dining
ination with
g tlret31
kitchen in
range,
disposal
isher. Price
to - $,91,000.,
OPPERUD •
53-1777
--

43. Real Estate

Fun

BOYD-MAJORSd.
REAL ESTATE 753-8080
'Prefeam=Services
Witt The Friendly Trivet"

CHIC - ELEGANT SPACIOUS. This 4,000
sq. ft. home has it all.
Entry hall,' living
room, dining room, 4
huge bedrooms, 3/
1
2
baths & rec. room. 2
acres. Let us show you
this Country Estate
Today. Boyd-Majors
Real Estate 105 N. 12th
2 Bedroom home in Hazel,
nice neighborhood,
nicely landcaped lot, has
bee,n termite inspected.
Ideal for starter home or
Vtiftal property, $13,900.
The Nelson Shroat Co.,
Realtors, Uncle Jeff's
Shopping Center, 7591707.
REITc.)1.25

BEAUTIFUL WOODED
ACREAGE
WITH
everything you need to
start cattle ranch or hog
operation. Two year
round spring supply
fresh water. 144 acres of
lush greenery. Several
small out buildings. Call
us and take a look
LORETTA
JOBS
REALTORS, 753-1492.

753-4451
INVESTMENT
-P9PCICAGE-=--To-Fare; on
quiet street near the
university-quaint 2
bedroom bungalow with
large fireplace, woodbeamed ceilings and lots
throughout.
ALSO garage apartment
building with 2 rental
units-each bringing in
good rate of return. This
entire package priced at
929,000. Don't delay on
this one - phone us
KUPFERUD

at sycamore

TELEPHONE 753.1861

iiServu-es
ndly Touch"

UL
&
lalceview
. . At
Shores - 2
ath, living
)lace, kitle garage
rage area.
TO
D
)yd-Majors
e, 105 N

NEAR KENTUCKY
--LAKE-- Large - yearround home in wooded
setting. Approximately
2700 square feet of living
area in this impressive
home with walk-out
basement. Central heat
and air,'Ilirepicf‘With
heatalators, extra 2-car
garage with boat shed
and workshop, large
screened back porch
and quality construction
throughout. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222.

Your Key People
In Reel Estee'

753-7724
Ky

-gar AtSteam

1974 YOLKS WAGON
Super Beetle. 2 new
tires, new battery, good
- condition. $1950. Call
759-4711.
FOR
SALE,
VW
dunebuggy, fiberglass
body, Mag white letter
wheels, 435-4429.

BOYD-MAJORS"
.
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

•Professional Services
Witrbe Fnendly touch-

UMIELIVEABLE
PRICE. bedrm., -2 bath, B.V.
presently under construction. Buy now 81
select your colors, carpeting, panelling, etc.
This home has many
desirable features, including entry hall,
great room, fireplace
w/heat-o-lator. Single
garage, but double
driveway.
Only
$39,500. Boyd-Majors
Heal Estate 105 N.
12th.

HOOKS

space. „central heat and eIr.
Asking 343,000.
Jest listed • speciovs 3
bedroom, 2 bath, 8.V. home
located ie Greve Heights hest
4/
1
2 Mae' East of Murray. This
is ea inneeculete home with
plenty of extras. Quality built
and priced well below
replacement costs.
753-3263 Anytime

46 Homes For Sale
FOR SALE, new duplex.
Call 753-4449.

5Teef

Inc
C) 1976 United Feature Syndicate.

nays_ ms T
-HE
W)SH

so-ovrot-T7-p#905-,

COULD REMEMBER SOME
-OF IHE.M."

49. Used Cars & Trucks

49 Used Cars & Trucks
1974 FORD CAPRI, new
tires good condition.
Ca 492-8.890 after 5.p.m.

HOUSE FOR SALE by
owner. 1814 ftirkwood
Dr: 3 bedroom, 1%
baths, LV, entry hall,
den with dining area,
kitchen with build-in
stove and plenty of
cabinet space, utilifY
ruCtrit, electric-heat;
fenced back yard with
tool shed and, 10
producing fruit trees.
Call 753-8128 or 753-7906.

FOR SALE, 1974 Oldsmobile Royale, power
and air,. low mileage,
good condition, $2650.
CaF7-53-6564.

PIANO TUNING and
repair. Call Joe Jackson
after 5 p.m. 753-7149.

MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING - sealing,
patching striping. For
free estimates call 7531537.,

LICENSED
ELEC.
TRIC1AN and gas installation
will
do
plumbing, heating,
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.

WILL DO full-time
babysitting ;in my home,
dive
in
country).
References. Call 4354150'after 5 p.m.

DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust, and chips
Call for free Estimate,
•Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.

FOR SALE, 1972 International 1619 with 21'
box van with roll-up
door, V-8, real good
'759- -MOBILE • HOME ANCHORS, underpinning
1811.
awnings, carports and
roofs sealed. Call Jack
1977 CUTLASS 45100. 753-Glovir753-1873 after 5
9084
• p.m. or weekends.
1972 EL CAMINO, 350 cu.
septic tank
in., 2 barrel carburetor, FOR YOUR
backhoe work
and
power and air, locally
needs. Also septic tank
owned, sharp,$2000. 753Call John
cleaning.
3807.
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-5348.
1974 HONDA Civic Hatchback, 4 speed, radio,
BUSHOGGING
and
767-4252.
• _diseing Call 753-J261.

1967 MUSTANG, 6 cyl.,
automatic, fair condition, 9100 or best offer.
Call 753-5368 after p.m.

GUTTERING BY SEARS
Sears continuous gutter
installed per your
specifications.
Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates.

51 Services Offered
ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field
tile lines installed, 28
experience.
years
Licensed through Health:
Department. Call Res::
Camp, 753-5933.

ROOFING, • excellent
references. Call 753-1486
between 7 and 330, ask
for Shelly.

Chain Saw
And
Lawnmower
Sales and Service

WET BASEMENT?-9ia make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Bsur-409_ A-Paducah,Ky. 42001. Phone day
or night 442-7026.

Eastsida Small
Eagles Repair
Highway 94 fast
75349N

54. Free Column

COMMERCIAL
AND
residential backhoe and
trenching work and
hauling. Call collect 4374756.

A SMALL 4 month male;
yellow
kitten
housebroken
and::
wormed. Very affectionate- pet. Call 747:„.n4746.

SPRAY PAINTING of all
kinds. Metal roofs,
barns, farms and
homes. Call Ralph
Worley, 436-2563.

German
FREE
Shepherd dog, 11
/
2 years
old. Good watch dog.
Call -354-6217.

Hornbook!. Barber Shop

6

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
BARKLEY LAKE

Ohio Valley Real Estate

Tires, Wheels 8
Accessories

OPEN JULY 10111
410 N. 4th

Wad 114 acres? nee take a
lea et this home located on
641 N. pot minutes from
Two- kig.9.3.99U1L-M
U brick and stone. large peck end patio. Lots if *set

51 Services Offered

51 Services Offered

209 Walnut Street
I
FOR SALE by owner
OFFICE NOUNS
NEW
,
•
1967 FIREBIRD, high
brick house, 2 large BR
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
-7:30-2:30
Monday-Fri▪ day
performance, rebuilt 400
downstairs, 2 BR upPRICE SHAVE $1.25
$1.50
Motorcycles
CUT
HAIR
PRICE
41
motor and transmission.
stairs, 2 baths, 1 new
1959 GMC, 1 ton pickup,
CALL 753-4013
767-4255.
large dining and living BSA CUSTOM CHOP$600.437-4338.
PER 650 engine. New
-rtio-rn enitibinaTion,
1971-FORD Maverick,
INSULATION
BLOWN
inside and out. Built
extra large sunny kitautomatic, radio, ex- 1976 FORD LTD, 2 door,
IN by Sears save on
and painted by Jim
chen with more than
Brougham,
23,500
miles,
cellent t,condition. Call
these high heat and
DeFew. a rigid frame,
usual cabinet space and
like new inside and out.
FREE
753-7853.
cooling
bills. Call Sears
Harley rearend, .red
new built-in desk, wood
436-5818.
20
MILE
753-2310
for
free
crushed velvet seat and
burning fireplace has
estimates.
DELIVERY
.
1971
TRIUMPH TR-6, FORD customized, van._
gas logs, all,newcarpet, lots of chrome._ _Ridden__
T53-0984
less than 10 miles. Very - VON: iffeTfeirt-Con-- --His 8 track stereo, C.B.,
tile, wa'T paper, and
FENCE SALES at Sears
dition. Call 753-9920.
AM -FM
reasonable must sell.
paneling, all
radio,
new
now. Call Sears 753-2310
Call 1-354-6206. Serious
television, speakers
custom made drapes,
for
free estimates for
Hawed mid ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, offices, cottages,
1972 CAPRICE Classic, • front and rear, couchinquiries only.
new storm windows,
smile home ad-ons, and patios, or U-BUILD, pre-cut completely read*
your needs.
753all
air,
power
and
bed,
ice box, sink, portaconcrete drive with new
to assemble up to 24 s 60. Buy the best for less.
1974 YAMAHA 360 MX
8255 after 5:00 p.m. Also
potti, carpeted, air
carport, very large back
WATER WELLS Smith
dirt bike, new knobby
1970 VW.
conditioned. Call 753yard with' new fence, 2
Drilling Co., 24 in. wells.
tire chain and rear
0476.
phun trees and grape
Call 1-527-1836 after 5
sprokett, $450 or best
FOR
SALE
1950
FORD
vine full, plenty of shade
50 Campers
p.m.
°Hen-Call 753-5368 after
pick-up truck flat head
front and back. Owner
5 p.m.
ARROWHEAD
CAMPER
V-8 motor fully restored
on
WOMAN
WILL
leaving state first of
sales has the new
to original condition.
housework, 759-4615.
August, immediate
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
1973 HONDA 350 Sh. Less
fiberglass cargo cover,
New upholstered and
possession. 753-9460.
ceramic
than 1,000 miles. Call
baths, huge utility room, 2
Hwy 80 East, Mayfield,
carpet. AM-FM radio
AIR CONDITIONING
436-2262 or 753-8078.
Ky. 247-8187.
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
and
8
track
tape
player.
sales
and
service,
R.
C.
HOUSE FOR SALE by
" Real good tires. Call
built-ins; large -lot. Two car detached_
Evans,474-2748.
1972 BONANZA camper,
48. Automotive Service
owner, 404 N. 17th St.,
after
5
pin.
901-642-7010.
.
garage
18',
self
with nice guest apartment above.
contained.
Call
Murry.
TRUCK TIRE Sale I DO PAINTING of all
753-1934 days or 753-1861
---.Owner
has other interest. Price
1966
, good
Hiway tread, 700x15", 6
kinds, call day or. night "
nights.
BY. OWNER, 4 large
$110,000.
condS=92-8898.
-ply, $27.57 plus $2.85
437-4152.
bedrooms, 2 baths,
FET, 750x16", 8 ply,.
1972 STARCRAFT
with
kitchen-den
1975 MONTE CARLO, Starmaster 8, pop-up -YARDS MOWED. Cid]
$35.39 plus $3.59 FET
701 West 9th, Owensboro,Ky.42301
fireplace, central air,
triple black, buckets,
Wallin
Hardware,
Butch at 753-8135.
camper, electricor gas
' gas heat, quiet area with
must see. Call 753-3410
Paris.
refrigerator, has
"shade, patio with gas
DRIVEWAY WHITE
awning,
excellent
FOR TIRES, in-the-field
grill. -Over 2000 feet
1975 VOLKSWAGEN
rocked and graded, ripcondition.
436-2489.
Call
living area and large , farm tire service, truck
RABBIT 2 Door hat_ rap . d,elive red_ 41
- re serViee,--frOW-end
chback deluxe. Car is in -CAB OVER
MMPEIL- placed, decorated rock,
Manor, call 7539602.
alignment, brakes
excellent -condition with
sleeps 4, stove, water
all kinds, masonry sand,
shocks, .tune-ups, ac25,000 actual miles. Red
system $750.489-2117.
estimates. Call
free
cessories, and prompt
BY OWNER,3 BR Frame
exterior with white
Clifford Garrison, 753service, phone Adhouse, I•bath. Located 4
interior $2450.00 Call 1- , WHITES CAMPER
5.429 after 4 p.m.
vanced, Inc.. 759-4788.
• miles north of Murray
354-621; after 4.
SALES your starcraft
_ on 641,2ki acres of land.
OFF
dealer.' Ycru've got
1/2 PRICE
HOUSE PRAMING. $1.15
Call 753-7637 after 5 p.m.
good thing going with
per square foot. 437-4338.
Starcraft. Compete line
FOR SALE 2 bedroom
Sale Ends July 31
travel trailers, pop ups,
Apstone , house.
*PRESCRIPTIONS
parts
and
accessories.
proximately 3 acres,
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
Toppers and
used
located 641 N. Call 753*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
campers. East 94 High6458.
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
way, 4 miles from
Proces starting at 35C
a.
Murray. Call 753-0605. Im QUALITY SERVICE
NICE TWO BR, living
Company Inc. Air conroom, dining room,
51. Services Offered
Closed Sunday and Monday
dition sales and serkitcheil, utility rcTom,
vice. Modern sheet
basemeht,
TREES
or
full
NEED
metal
department:
or
shrubbery
cut
- aluminum siding, deep.Larry
Wisehart,
well, 1% miles from city
trimmed' Call George
Leaned 6', miles west of Hazel. Tern west on State Line ad. in
you
family?
Do
a
have
512,000 pt..r year. Do you
President. Phone 753limit. Call 753-2841, 8 til .
Landolt, 753-4707.
ge 3' mi. Tarn left in sign and gel mile
want and need more incomP? We have a 512,000
9290.
4.
per year port time business opportunity for you. No
PAINTING INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall
investment. Regional expansion program. Call or
BY OWNER, at Coldfinishing. 10 years exwrite NATIONAL SAFETY ASSOCIATES, 3637 Pork
water,3 BR brick, living
perience. Call 436-2563,
• room, bath, dining
Ave., Suite 210. Memphis, Tn. 38111. Call collect: 1Ralph Worley.
room, kitchen com800-238.5329 or 1-901-458-3315
bined,, built-in laundry,
LICENSED
ELECutility, carport. Call 489TRICIAN
prompt
efp.m.
_ 2116 after 5
ficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernett
FOR SALE BY OWNER,
White, 753-0605.
new oh market brick, 3
bedroom carpeted, walk
Murray, Ky.
CARPET CLEANING at
in closets, 2 baths, 2 car
reasonable ,rates.
garage with a storage
Prompt and efficient.
room, central gas heat
Custom • Carpet Care,
This is a nice 2 bedroom house with garage across the street from Murray State
and electric air, entry
753-1335.
University campus. It would be a good investment for the future or a nice place
hall, living room, large
live now.
to
den with wood burning
BEAUTIFY your home
fireplack,and dining
with lightweight easy-toarea, kitchen with dishco. HAM
M DINNER.compitie $325
install Eldoraslo Stone.
washer and disposal,
with cornbread & whit4H.an,d
No costly footings or
05h)
.n,plet
(1,14.
SPICIAl
e$3w.9
built-in stove with hood,
foundations. 100 percent
CO AM BREAKFAST
food center and many
fireproof
masonary
cabinets, utility room :Homemade his.tilt% and red-eve gravy!
product.,,Less than the
$'')25
with built-in cabinets,
SPECIAL
cost of natural stone.
central vacuum, patio
SPECIALS GO ALL DAY...rVetRY
Use for interior or exSale
13A)Y IN JULY
$295
• with, grill, intercom.
terior. An excellent doaaar Nth
ff-Yourself project or we
School, 804 Minerva
641
will install. Buy direct
Place, 753-0196 or 753-from
our factory.
7906.
305 North Dr., Nopkinsville, Ky. 886-0247
Main St., Codlr, Ky. 522-6653
Timber-Lodge Stone and
6 CH 1.11. iorm.nominnv num viol R•itiiir
Bill Morgan, Broker, Auctioneer
Fireplace,
706
N.
Botch Morava', Iloctioneor
#
411111.
I
t
HDAY
ANDS*
WIDNitt:HT4111DA1
THREE ROOM furnished
Gib Flood, Appr. Auctioneer
Market Street, Pari,,.
. JAN.-IA.1SM Of4SLADA
Movie Peden, Jr., Broker
house, 10 roues east of-Term. 38242. Phone 901Murray, 12500. 442-8670.
Tenn. tic. No. 964
642-1328.

Am.
-

Guy Spann- Realty
901 Sycamore

1977 DODGE Maxi
Roland custom interior
and exterior, Mag
wheels, PS, PV, air,
auto, cruise, TV, CB,
and 8 track AM-FM,low
mileage. 753-0121.

A GROUND LEVEL
opportunity...Lots, lots,
and more'lots...Just
listed in lake area"nice
sized" lots for building.
Priced from $2,395 to
$4,500. Also lots fronting
on Hwy. 80 east of
Hardin...200 x 250... only
$4,500. Call 753-1492 for
more details. LORETTA
JOBS REALTORS.

WILSON

Murray, Kentucky

•

IAJOR
STATE
080

49 Used Cars & Trucks

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
so064.de Court Square

REALTY,753-1222.

South 12th

1161111111

43 Real Estate

43 Real Estate

aw4

CLASSIFIEDS FORMEPRORTAIRE REES

Ph. 753-8346

PHONE
502-685-4961

HOUSE PUNTS

HANGING BASKETS

20%_

ALLIS-DRUG

bus
pply in

Carrier

in

FOR SALE
Lulte/Execut ,
C 'cornier-as
haring fund
rater ctt tzF

•

.Newly renovated .wall-to-wall carpet .in-_
sulation .storm windows 416,400.4th & Barnett,
Hazel.492-8101

Sundaes Galore!

Friday,
July 14
"Between
5:00 p.m. and
8:00 p.m.
,..
.A.';-•

310 644

VENtriF

Bring the Family
to McDonalds
with tfie
purchase of every
sandwich,french fries and drink
You Get A Free Sundae

OUR TREAT

/Ant)
19,A.

_

We dolt an tor rya

1.9
808
2 000

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

•

1818. 1216
Hurray, Ey.

HUTCHENS PLANT FARM

Public AUCTION

Nte ,W0.44kn
gea ,Y)

THURS., JULY 13th, 1978--1 P.M.
2 BEDROOM HOUSE & LOT
LOCATION: 1614 Calloway Street
HOUSE

JULY IS...
COUNTRY HAM

TERMS: 20% Down Balance With Deed.
POSSESSION: 30 Days From Deed.
•
OWNER:
MR. OLIVE PARKS
Conducted By

NorthPAtUS
TEAMurralT:y,y.

UMW
Mel

Large Assortment of
Cacti

Blue Grass Auction ?ervice

FAG( 8 8 THE

MURRAY, Ky LEDGER a, TIMES, Wednesday. holy 12, 1978
6 Help Wanted

1 Legal Notice
I. DOYLE MILBY,am no
longer responsible for
any other debts other
tikateiba--awn..as of July
11, 1978.
2 Notice

Swimming
Pools
Western Ky. Pools
442-9747
Mahwah, Ky.

COMPLETE
M& G
OILASS COMPANY. We
have . expanded our
business to better serve
this community and in
"doing so, we have moved
-to a new location at 816
Coldwater Road. Phone
753-0180.

It's
A Fact11"1111
111.111.1
1111.11.1
free Gift Wrapping
Is a specialty at
Starks Hardware
12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING!

BIBLE FACTS INC. Isaiah 55:6 states "Seek
ye the Lord while he
may be found, call ye
upon him while he Ls.
near:" Now is the time
to seek GOD! Bible
Services Saturdays 3
P.M to 4:30 P.M. Bible
• answers
or
study
anytime. 759-4600.

APPLICATIONS
being
accepted for cooks and
nurse's aides, Wednesday_July 12 from 9
until 5. Apply in person
only. Fern Terrace
Lodge, 1505 Stadium
View Drive.
CALL TOLL FREE if you
are experienced in party
plan. We offer high
commission, new
management, prog.
open territory. Lisa
Jlry . Co., 800431-1258.
Mr.- Both.
1.ANt1SURVEYOR, local
engineering frim has
immediate opening-for
rodman-chainman to
work with field survey
party. Apply in person
or contact Jearaat Ted
F. Billington, Consulting
Engineers. 7518050.
FULL TIME • position
. open , immediately
Delivery, of diesel and
gasoline to farm- ac:
counts in Calloway
County: Must be 21.
male and have prior
work references. Call
753-4652.
UNATTACHED.,LADY to
live in and care for
unattached invalid lady
Home and salary. 7591661.
WAITRESS WANTED,
Majestic Steak House.
Apply In person only.

6 Help Wanted

15. Articles For Sale

NELP
WIUITE8
The Murray.. -tire
Department is accepting applicatiorts
for the position of fire
Application
fighter.
may be picked up ui
fire-chiefs offitet Monday-Friday from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. Filing
deadline, July 21, at
5:00 p.m. An equal opportunity
employer
functioning under an
affirmative
action
Ptam
10 Business Opportunity

SWEET CORN a/to tame
plums. 753-4725.

Hodge & Son, Inc.
285 So, 51%

FOR SALE, Essex soy
bean seed. 489-2602.
MICRONLAIRE
AIR
conditidfier, antique
box springs and
frame. 753-5599.
FOR SALE,1,5 h. p. rider
mower, brand new.
Phone 753-2911.

INVESTMENT
LEARN TO GROW
WORMS FOR
PROFIT

GIRL'S 26" bicycle, fair
condition. $8. Call 7537581 after 4 p.m.
,FOR SALE, 5 steel
tressels, 56' long, Call
492-8390, can be seen at
old Hazel School.

Deliv it,oness

FOR SALE 10 speed
bicycle, $25, and 20"
bike,$5. Call 753-3730
• US! os.est a No
sl slam uteri els sara emai
pm an dans? seart! we Mee a
Wow am.
MAO Mibena Faivanon 01
lesommenramashe •
Pitt** ertif
Mastungton.DC 20005
catt
Wane no 305 67112007

WANTED RESPONSIBLE party to take up
payment like new color
TV. Clayton's (formerly
J and-B Music), 753-7575.

freezers, oar con.
ditioners, stoves, at
Murray Ford
Tractor

We Buy, Sell Or Trade
Used Furniture or Appliances

HEATALATOR
for
fireplace,$125. 437-4338

rridill/110):1

COMPLETE 23 channel
Bose station, $125. 4362149.

ARRIVING
DAILY'
•
Ittfrigsrstors, deep

WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 1531551.

AGI 9-11 T

26 TV Radio

16 Home Furnishings

78 MODEL Pioneer SX
650 receiver. Two CS
66G three way speakers.
Suggested retail price
$1,005.00, for sale $500.
Call 753-4641 'days, 7533724 after 5.

420 S 4th
•

--ANTIQUE IRON bed
excellent condition:Call
759.1078 after 4 p.m.
SEARS CHEST type
freezer, $150. 753-6153

34 Houses For Rent

HOUSE FOR RENT on
Lynn Grove 1-17. 7534817.
36 For Rent Or Lease
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4)58

27.Mobile Home Sales
1975 14 X 70 TWO
bedroom, 2 full baths,
and 14 acre lot. Will sell
,separately, $14,500 for
all. Call 753-1601 ask for

16 How
Patterns
Of vinyl cushion flsr
,--0a sale at Wiggins
Furniture,641 North

37 livestock Supplies
SHETLAND PONY,
mare, 492-8898.

38. Pets • Supplies
'FOR SALE,1973 mobile
home, furnished with
BOA TITHING,
harvest gold appliances ,
19 farm Equipmeal
, GROOMING
AKC
including washer and
miniature Schnauzer
dryer.
Very
nice. $5000.
FOR SALE -tobacco anu
puppies. Hidden Valley
753-4044-or 7634877. •anima) sticks. Call-489Kennels, 435-4481.'
2126.
12-x 60 ATLANTIC mobile
BOSTON
home and 5 acres. TWO
TRUCK TOOL BOX.
TERRIER.Spuppies and
PaOially furnished, 6
Deluxe, $92.50. Stanone registered 'Cocker
mile:s
m Murray,436dard, $85.00. Truck bed
Spaniel puppy, Cal 4362149.
protectors, $75.00. Tail
5467.
gate protectors,
12 x 36 TWO BR
bile
AKC
GERMAN
stainless steel, $15."
home, 1977 model w
SHEPHERD puppies,
Vinson Tractor Co. 753;
new type insulation, all
4892.
olid black and all
electric, $7500. Call 753co s. Phone (502)5548086
20 Sports Equipment
2153,, Paducah.
OWNERS
41 Peblir Ves
_MUST SELL
1977 SUMMERSET ski
1977
Skyline,
14x70.
Call
boat, 161
/
2 ft., 175 horYARD SALE, J
492-6892 'after 5 p.m.
sepower Evinrude.
Apartments, No.°
y
Broara-and-geld msta
LOVELY TWO.bedroom -the &ADC Drive
flake. Call 753-8647
a.m.,
Saturday,
mobile
home
on
miscellaneous items.
beautiful
ly
landscap
ed
TWO WHEEL utility,
314 acre lot. This home is
trailer, aluminum car
YARD SALE, July 15,
excellent condition
in
top boat and motor. Call
1603 Magnolia, 10 til -4,
with
many . extras.
753-1261.
many items, some
Located about 3 miles
imported
.
out of Murray just off 94
1977 ARROW GLASS
E.
on
Hwy.
280
about
l's
"Lark" bass boat, 85 h.
GARAGE SALE, 1605
miles. First gravel road
p. Evinrude, power
Kirkwood, Saturday,
past
East
Elementa
ry,
trim, built in tand and
July
15,8,00 a.m. to 3:00
third mobile home on
control panels, electric
p.m. Clothes, record
the
left.
Can
seen
be
anchor, Hummingbird
player. • toaster,
after,5 p,m and aill_rlay
depth firidea,--moto-g uide
weekends
.
'
trolling, motor. extras.
cent and 50 cent items..
$720Q pew, asking $4500.
10 x
NAS,HUA
,
2
BR,
43.Real Estate
753-0158 after 5 p.m.
partially furnished, 100
amp pole, all electric,
FOR SALE, by owner; 25
16' STARCRAFT
acres '2 mile seuth of
2000. Ca11.753-0284.
Runabout, 4 seats, 60 h.
WisehartS- Grocery.
p. Evinrude, good shape
29. Mobile Home Rentals
Good well and pump,
with trailer. Phone 753- FOR
RENT, one 2 and
dandy little farm. Call
7943.
one 3 bedroom mobile
James; Bob, or'Jimmy
home, 12x 60 and 10 x 50,
at 753-7668 or 753-2394.
16' FIBERGLASS 'bass
central air and heat,
boat, 140 h. p. Mercury
new carpet and fur- ESTABL
ISHEDBUSINESS
power, trim, depth
niture. Call after 6 p.m.,
located in center of
finder, trailer. $1850.
753209,Shady Oaks.
Murray. Owner will
Call 436-2718.
consider financing with
25 percent down, Don't
14- DURO-CRAFT semi- TWO BEDROOM mobile
home,474-8805.
let this opportunity of a
v bottom. 18 h.p.
life time pass you by.
Evinrude motor with -FOR
SALE, 2 bedroom
Call LORETTA JOBS
electric start and Moody
trailer, Shady Oaks. 489REALTORS today: 753trailer with all ac2533.
1492.
cessories. Call 753-8953.
•

43 Real Estate

43.Real Estate

WE HAVE JUST listed a
reasonably priced two
bedroom home in a
central location. This is
in the vicinity of 6th and
Vine Strut close to
shopping downtown,
school, and hospitql. the
home includes the
drapes, refrigerator,
stove, and dishwasher.
Call
JOHN
C.
NEUBAUER,
WEALTOR, 206 N. 4th
St, 753-0101 or 753-7531
to see this good buy.

PAINT YOU A FUTURE
of Success! A longestablished business in a
desirable location.
Owner
will
help
finance.taIrLORETTA
JOBS REALTORS today
about this outstanding
offer... 753-1492.
NEAR UNIVERSITY A single-family home
with 3 or 4 bedrooms, 2
baths, living room,
'kitchen-dining room
combination, utility
room, or a tare family
house with seprate
entrances. Alsp a lovely
fenced-yard, plus an
extra large garage and
workshop or storage
"3iIdtl.g.-Low-41s.-Fannie
OPPERUD REALTY,
222.

112 N. 7TH STREET. 3
bedroom brick on very
nice lot. 3- bedrooms,
living room, dining
room, kitchen, 11
/
2
baths, basement.' Nice
residential
neighIsiirhood but zoned B-2
for filtere $20,500. THE
NELSON SHROAT CO:
REALTORS, Uncle
Jeff's Shopping Center,
759-1707.

Waldrop Realty
in Business
Since 195(
753-5646
FALLING PRICE -This
could be the prate-yOu
are looking - for - Property is zoned for
business, but could be
just a lovely home
within Iwo blocks of the
courthouse, 4 bedroom
brick, 2 bath, Study,
living room and dining
room combination with
woodburning fireplace,
also large kitchen inrange,
cluding
refrigerator, disposal
and dishwasher. Price
reduced to 131,000.
Phane KOPPERUD
REALTY 75_1,-199

THURMAN-settoorprDance looking for PERSON
INTERESTED
professional dance
in making extra money
coach and instructor for
part time or full time
TO BIDDERS
international style
• Coldwater Church of
through _unbelievable
We have jest received 2 treat
dancing must have 10
.Christ is offering for
new'
lewd, of refrigeretort! up
business.
years
ball
room
[PI
sale , their old church
---5--Possiblities unlimited.
rides me/ chest type deep
teaching training and
• buildings to be removed
freeters, side by side
Phone 753-9039 from 6
BOYD-MAJORS
theory techniques
refrigerator. We have 3 air
from property. Send
a.m. to 2 p.m., after 2
REAL ESTATE
training in instructional
conditioners, 4 thabwaskers,
inquiries or bid-to Rt. 1.
p.m. call 436-2568. •
753.8080
refrigeneter
s
ran
from
875
ball
to
room
and
latin
. Box 273, Murray, Ky.
$150, dishwasher rya free'
dancing. Prefer 10 years MONEY; That's what•
Sec.lees
rialti
"Pr-4essA
. 42071 .or call 489-7219,
$50 to $150. 1 Sears NAAR
-N With
The
ny Touch"
experience. Guaranteed
we make! Our product is
489-2217 or 489-2145.
NEW LISTING in New
saw, 4 ei/ sessiseed pest
20 hours per- week-at $4
universally known - as
mowers,
tefestisoli if
Provideiteg. Older home - BEAUTIF
6'14,.' At
;
-- -COLOR- - PORTRAIT'S,- perliPut. Apply j,hroligh -the staildard "of the'lir
sisifTsl Item. TY sets,
on 5 acres, ideal for
UNIQUE
lakevie
bring us yours for extra
several we'd ans.
Bureau" of Manpower
dustry. Almost everyone
handyman
cottage.
plus
. At'
.
3
copies. Mad-oni- any
haws several school desks
Services, 319 S. 7th
need it, wants it, can
bedroom mobile home
Panorama Shores - 2_
ragtag hem SI to 5.3.50.,
size into any- size.
Street, Mayfield, KY
afford
it.
Our.
with stove, refrigerator,
bdrms, I bath, living
wad sehael Wises. Call 759Wallets IOW as 24 cents,8
42066 OF Thurman School
representatives - work
and air conditioner. All
4115 up to 1 Murray Fed
room, fireplace, kitx 10 $2.40. Fast service.
of Dance, Murray,KY.
mainly with presetTractor.
for
only
chen, double garage
$15,750.
Artcraft. 118 South 12th.,
appointments with
Potential
w/large storage area.
and
753-0035. Free Parking
EXPERIENCED PARTS
prospects who have
possibilities abound.
REDUCED
16. Home rorrashings
TO
, lot, use our rear enman, full time, apply'in
expressed in writing- an
The Nelson Street Co.,
$29,900. Boyd-Majcirs
trance.
perSori Murray Auto
22' FREGMAIRE side by
interest in our prodacts.
Realtors, 759-1707.
Real Estate, 105 N.
Parts;'605 Maple.
Our proven, time-tested,
side
refrigerator
-Uncle Jeff's Shopping
12th
'
)'OR
WATKINS
in-home salts methods
freezer, 3 years old,
Center, 759-1707.
•
Products
NEEDED
are
BABYSI
Contact
second to none. All
excellent condition, 436TTER
, Holman Jones, 217
for 5 month old baby in
- guess
2149.
work
is
. South 13th., Phope 753my home. Hours, 2-Sin --eliminated. We can
3172
afternoon. Need own
guarantee success and
FOR SALE, 36" electric
transportation and
high income if you can
range, $30. Call after 6,
Positions to be filled Coin Operator Atreferences. 762-3379.
do oar work our way.
436-2294.
SUVICI VETERANS
1-4 AND ABOVE
Common earrungS from
tendan
ts, Counter Clerks, Steam
If yes have beim eat less
Plitt
SALE,
MOW LAWN.Dependable
818,000-820,000 a year
Finishe
thew NI aseaths mid bare en
rs. Apply in person at:
Westinghouse
stack
person wanted. Bagwell
possible selling Enlesesseakhe ilecharge, we Wye
washer
-dryer. Phone
Subdivision. Call 753,cyclopedia Britannica.
imamelate operisgs_for re• in
753-0838 after 5.
the I. S. Nary.
4463.
Call 443-5931.
.
FOR RENT 12 x 54
SWEET AND LOW We offer gee/ steely pry,
.•
- mobile home,furnished.
WELL ESTABLISHED FOR SALE, formica and
surtrteedieg
Older hollbe priced to
ritiremeat
1968
CENTURY 26'
PARTY .PLA.N
lisemftts, Paz-free Iseessieg
Call 527-1654.
sell fast in Hazel. Home
BUSINESS for sale_clue- - -Wilaori- art, lamenated
cruiser,
twin
Chrysler
elloweece,
SUPERVISOR
plastic, sizes 2'x4' 'deviated
is
to health reason. For
in very good condition
150
h.
p.
engines. Loaded MOBILE HOMES and
Ipeasivel treks*, low-cest
MERR1C-MAC
4'x12' at 50 cents per sq.
toy
and -has had recent
information write
with extras,-asitin--immortal
firtecelite
hoihe spaces for
-Cabinet door hinges
parties has- opening for
redecoration -and adFox Meadows, Murray, -."11L
WOO.753-9537.
meftts,
veatasiosery-P1
•
rent, at Riviera _Courts.
at
cents
10
superv
per
pair.
isors
and
dition of insulation, Very
Ky
4207L
-iheippisg, severity. steady ad- West Ky. Cabinet.;
Call 753-3280.
demonstrators in your
economical utility bills
atissameet, Pee satisfectims,
40 H. P. JOHNSON 151i'
1203 Story Avenue.
area. Quality merWaved.
and excellent bargain
12.Insurance
Business Rentals
30
boat and trailer. $350
Call (507) 753-443/
chandisefor
Highest
at .414,900.
Phone
Record in fathometer,
kaareireire.
AVAILABLE ONE big
commissiop. No inNEW GE 25" color copKUPPERUD REALM-;125.
Call
Tb, lirry.l?"y tiert
436-2538.LANDOL
T
a
building.' 17' 1 80' in
'vestment, delivering or
sole TV, only $32 per
753-1222
kels,
saverieW: rsclb
12 Musical
Now hiring waiters, waitresses, bus
INSURA
NCE
Dixieland
collectio
n.
Call
Shopping
Ann
'month.
Call
Goodyea
r
leekiee ate the lams/ time
boys,
and kitchen personnel. Apply in
Center,
suitable
Baxter
collect
319-556for
AGENCY
Service Store, 12th &
ampead
MUSIC LESSONS:
-0
professional offices with
E1881 or write MERRICmiieriesaiUrea
person only at
Glendale, Murray, 753mediate' openings, for
private parking in rear I THE NELSON SHROAT
MAC,
1277,
NEW MOIR
Box
0595.
piano, organ, or voice
s
et NEED iair
'
nir
and private entrance.
CO. REALTORS
Dubuque, Iowa 52001
lessons.
Experienced
concern. NEEOLINE,
753-8170
•,
Call 753-4041 after 5 •.m.
REFRI
GERAT
OR,
759-1107
teaching
degrees
with
in
753-6333.
/
SCHOOL TEACHER
Five Points in Murray
GIRL'S BIKE, bed,
Wick lefti simpres colder
31 Want To Rent
•
mimic. Private lessons
13 For Sale Or Trade
needs babysitter in
chair, rug, and table.
WILL TAKE -DOWN TV
age 6 and up --beginLOOKING FOR three
home for '78-79 school WILL TRADE
Sell Cheap! Call 753antenna tower for the
apartners to - advanced.
bedroom house in or out
year. References
2402.
tower. Call 436-2289
ment size Kenmore
Rental purchase plan on
•
111.4..1- 1 41FAHINto NIOTI I
of Murray. Call 753-8135.
required. 753-4745.
washer like new, for a
piano
organ.
and
3 Card Of Thanks
MATCHING PAIR of
used 220 volt window air
Clayton, Dixieland WANT TO RENT quiet The County
of Calloway will hold a piablfr
Queen Ann wing back
hearing in the office of
conditioner. Call 436SINCERE THANKS to STUFFERS and mailers
Shopping Cc/der, 753County Judge/Ex,( it ive,
room_ or apartment in Robert O.- tiller or, July 25, •1978 at 200 P.
)1. for the purpose of'
chairs,
solid
wood
Obtaining cossenta
2289.
from
coffee
those who sent, food,
citizeks
7575.
regarding
,the
proposed annuar.budget and the
URGENTLY NEEDMurray close to MSU. as
mas-of Revenue Muria" fund.,
contained in that budget, mummarize
table and 2 end tables,
flowers, and the many
d below. All interested
ED! $25.00 per hundred
('all collect 527-8551.
citizens, senior it izr,
14 Want To Bur
And organizations are encouraged to
att•nd and submit their
cusCom
made
cards and .•calls and
BALDWI
-lined
N
comments.
PIANOS
and
GUARANTEED. Send
32 Apartments for Rent
draperies. 130x81, all in
WANTED FEATHER
organs, used pianos.
interest shown in any . self-addressed stamped
COUNTY OF 011ILLOWAY
excellent
beds
condition
Lanardo
and
.
75)Sway. The family of Mrs.
pillows
until
Piano
envelepf TK ENCo. FURNISHED, one or 2
PROPOSED ANNUAL BUMET
7475.
July 30. Paying top
across from post office,
Leon (Dorothy Smith
TERPRISE, Box 21679,
bedroom,
Married
price.
Paris,
Call
kincerely thank you.
753-7462
TN,
from
From: July 1, )978
Denver.CO 80221.
couples and singles only.
USED FURNITURE and
6-9 p.m.
Zimmerman
ApartTo:
June 3Q, 1979
appliances, chest type
•
PIANOS AND ORGANS
ments, South 16thr -753WANT TO buy used Gym
freezer, refrigerators,
- large selection
6609.
Set. Call 436-2742 after
TV, love seat, desk,
available, rentalREVENUES
,
SOURCE • ."'"*""*".
6:00.
dressers, chest,., fiber
purchase plan available. APARTMENT 41_LAR
GENERAL i ROAD rtirons
RIVrTi ,
, po
robes corner cabihet,
Selection - quality - „University, couple only,
I. Taxes
Examination to be held to fill a vacancy in the
GENTLE PONY 4er
Delinquen
.
t
odd -chairs, coffee
rages.
Occup.
price cannot be beat
Lie., Property Tr.
1275 including utilities.
281.000
1. erne Court Revenue
Calloway County Health Department. A vacancy
children. Call 753-S1p6.
tables, base and wall
anywhere Shop for
Available August 10, 4361.660
4. Revenue from other Govt. Agencies
now exists in the Calloway County Health Departcabinet, 4 oak arm
24.350
S. Revenue Sharing Ent!dement Payments
yourself and see. Open
5479.
SAWED tobacco sticks, dining room
ment for the classification of community health
5. GETA and Ant I-Recesaion Payments
310,
chairs, 5
8:00.
Friday's
til
80.000
7. Misce 1 Innen= Revenues
435-4277.
worker H. Minimum requirements are as follows:
piece wood dining room
Claytons, Dixieland FOR RENT, 1 bedroom. 8. Trucb License Dist
01.1370
ribut ion
High school equivalency and one year experience
suite, baby cribs.
52.000 4,
r
Shopping Center, 753- -apartment. Section 8. 9e-Abgliinsent Rental S Opt. License
WANT TO BUY STAN52.4,1
10.
In an appropriate health services field. Experience
tUrpltra
from
Carrawa
Pri.victue
y Furniture &
Veer
subsized
7575
federally
DIPIC-Mhber. Will pay
25.
U. Eaces• Fees
an appropriate health services field may be subAppliance, 105 N. 3rd
housing, rent is figured
127 SOO
top prices percentage or
Extermina
23
ting
stituted for education on a year for .ear basis up to.
753-1502.
'according to income
acre. Call 49114767.
ToTAL I
90%,538
a maximum of two years. Additional education in a
Come by Southside
FOR
health or related field may be substatited for exSALE, handcrafted
Manor Apartments.
15 Articles For Sale
R2PRIIIIITTRES
teak
perience on a year for year basis
1.'oF
couch,
$95.
. FREE
CENERAL & ROAD MODS
Houses
Rent
For
34.
•
REVFXDE SIlAS 1'.
Frigidaire, automatic
Beginning salary is $2.55 'per hour. Pedions ininspection
Generol_G2!ernment
I+vp'tp
iitrit
wapher,
terested in taking this examination can obtain fur$25, radio
$
704.270
Safety
Pub
,'
„.
FIVE
ROOM house for
Kelley's
43.244
phonograph
I. Public Tranaportat ion
ther details and an application blank from the
with
retired or semi retired
Room Air
Zs4.090.
4. F.nvirottmentel ?leotard=
Termite
cabinet,
$50, 4 antique
Calloway County Health Department, 701 Olive
couple no pats. Call 743S. ileehtls-4 .4/444:4r.4- oak chairs, $90, Bffat
& Put
Conditioners
Street, Murray,Kentucky.
I). Culture Roc rest ion
7449.
clarinet: $45. Call 7531. 5
'for COstingenc tea
Control
Application must be returned to the Calloway
-2
443
West Ky.
M1sc•1 armous tarred,t urtne
7272,
too solo Isis
200.600
"'County Health Department Office on or before July
RE-DECORATED
9, CRT& and Anti-Reeession •
Appliance Center
eilieue 753 1/14
1978.
country home, electric
'In Hiseinese °vet
FOR SALE recliner, off
Sales IL Service
t,ITAL
heat, city water, couple,
905630
re von
_110.!144
white vinyl. $20. Call 753441 NISI
(amused By tea
garage, garden, no pets,
4en
•
6752 after 5:00 p.m.
references, 753-7551.

-PR/TICE'

INN

'

HELP WANTED

REA
75,

Prolesal
With The

CHIC.- I
SPAC101.]
sq. ft. hoi
Entry. t
room, dir
huge bed
baths &
acres. 14.1
4 S' CoU
Today.
Real Esta

2 Bedroom t
nice •'''ne
nicely lanc
been term
Ideal for si
rental pro
The Nelse
Realtors,
Shopping
1707.

South 12th

TE LEPHOP

-NEAR I
LAKE 'round hai
setting. J
2700 squai
area in ti
home' w
basement
and air, 2
heatalator
garage w
and wor
screened
and qualit
thro ughc
KOPPER1
753-1222.

Guy Spa

"ye''
In Is

75:
901 $ censor'

Boone's ,

Laundry & Cleaners

410 N. 4th

HELP
WANTED

NU

-

Dakota Feed and Grain

NOTICE

eNewly
sulatior
Hazel&

Sunc

1

Jr.

•

Bring
to !b

•

349,

I

deo

sandwic

WV.It
STN

-et.

1

$all
40111=nlimill

AO 6-I THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Wednesday, July 12, 1978

OPEN

SHOP MEE

1

STREET. 3
brick on very
3' bedrooms,
som, dining
:itchen, 1 ko
serpent. Nice
La!
neigh at zoned B-2
$20,500. THE
SHROAT CO:
RS, Uncle
'.
?ping Center,

p Realty
'sines
1956•5446

PRICE-This .
the place yOu
cing - for is zoned for
but could be
lovely home
)blocks of the
e,. 4 bedroom
bath, Study,
rn and dining
Thination with
ing fireplace,
e kitchen inrange,
or, disposal
washer. Price
to - $31,000.
KOPPERUD
7534922

1101
-MAJORS'i
ESTATE
14080

null Ser.ices
'Madly Touch"

&
lakeviaw‘.
. . At
Shores bath, living
eplace, kitible garage
torage area.
ED
TO
Boyd-Majors.
ate, 105 N.

!rator AtSteam

43.Real EstatL

43. Real Estate
BEAUTIFUL WOODED
ACREAGE
WITH

YD-MAJOR
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
Prolosasunal Serv ices
With The Friendly Touch"

everything you need to
start cattle ranch or hog
operation. Two year
round spring supply
fresh water. 144 acres of
lush greenery. Several
small out buildings. Call
us and take a look
LORETTA
JOBS
REALTORS, 753-1492.

.

CLASSIFIEDS MR MOREPROFITABLEEMS

IICI=111

49

Used Cars & Trucks

1977 DODGE Maxi 1,an,
Roland custom interior
• and exterior, Mag
wheels, PS, PV, air,
auto, cruise, TV, CB,
and 8 track AM-FM, low
mileage.753-0121.

A GROUND LEVEL
opportunity.:.Lots, lots,
and more lots -.Just
listed in lake area"nice
sized" lots for building.
Priced from $2,395 to
$4,500. Also lots fronting
on Hwy. 80 east of
Hardin .200 x 250 only,
$4,500. Call 753-1492 for
more details. LORETTA
JOBS REALVEtS.

1174 YOLKS WAGI:IN
pper Beetle. 2 new

..

'tires, new battery, good
condition. $1950. Call
759-4711.

51 Services Offered

51 Services Offered
TUNING and
repair. Call Joe Jackson
after 5 p.m. 753-7149.

PIANO

LICENSED
ELECTRICIAN and gas in-

stallation

will

plumbing,

heating,

sewer cleaning. Call 7537
.
303.

amn

Judgenitecut iv
ng coomencti
lthartmg funds
enior citizens.

WILL DIft full-tube
babysitting in my home,
(live
in
country).
References. Call 4354150 after 5 p.m.

51 Services Offered
ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field
tile lines installed, 28
years
experience.
Licensed, through Health,
Department. Call Rex;
Camp, 753-5933.

ROOFING, excellent
DO YOU need stumps
Chain Saw
references. Call 753-1486
removed from your yard
And
between 7 and 3:30, ask
FOR
SALE,
VW
or land cleared of
for Shelly.
Lawnmower
dunebuggy, fiberglass
stumps? We can remove
Purdom & Thurman
Sales and Service '
body, Mag white letter
WET BASEMENT?
stumps up to 24"
-We
Insurance & Iktal Estate •
wheels, 435-4429.
make wet basements
beneath ground. Leaves
Southside Court square
dry, work completely
only 'sawdust and chips
Eastsida Small
Murray, Kentucky
.FOR SALE, 1972 Inter- , Call for free Estimate,
guaranteed. Call or
Engine Repair
43160
national
1619 with 21'
----IS/4451
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
write Morgan ConWant 13
/
4 acres? This take a
9L/2box
van
with
roll-up
lee& at this home located 0111
Ithabway 94 East
Inc
Syndicate.
Bob
Kemp,
struction
Feature
Co.,
Route
435-4343.
tgre-United
2,
753460
441 N. mat ntinirfes from
door, V-8, real good
Box
409 A. Paducah,
INVESTMENT
town. Nice wooded Wt! Three
MOBILE
'ANHOME
condition.
Phone
759Ky.
42001.
SON
Phone
day
/4(5,
PACKAGE -located on•
BR brick and stone. Large por- "GIVE ME THE GOOD 01_17 TA1
CHORS, underpinning
1811.
or night 442-7026.
54. Free Column
REMEMBER
SOME
ch and patio. Lots of closet
quiet street near the
COULD
)
\NISH
awnings, carports and
space.
Control
.fr•
heat
and
Mr.
Hazel,
in
home
O?i14EM,u
Bedroom
university-quain
2
t 2
A SMALL 4 month male,roofs sealed. Call Jack
1977 CUTLASS,$5100. 753COMMERCIAL
AND
&skim( S45,000.
bedroom bungalow with
nice -neighborhood,
yellow
Glover 753-1873 after 5
kitten
9084.
residential backhoe and
Jost listed a specious 3
large fireplace, woodnicely landcaped lot, has
49. Used Cars & Trucks
housebroken
p.m. or weekends.
and.:
49 Used Cats & Trucks
trenching
and
work
home
B.Y.
bedroom,
bath,
2
beamed ceilings and lots
been termite inspected.
wormed. Very
at..."
1972 EL CAMINO,350 Cu.
Call
hauling.
437collect
locate/ in Grave Heights just
HOUSE FOR SALE by
1974 FORD CAPRI, new
of charm throughout.
Ideal for starter home or
- fectionate pet. Call 767in., 2 barrel carburetor, FOR YOUR Septic tank
4/
1
2 miles East of Murray. This
4756.
owner. 1614 Kirkwood
tires good condition.
ALSO garage apartment
rental property, $13,900.
and backhoe work
4746.
is ea isnmaceiste home with
power and air, locally
Dr. 3 bedroom, 14
Call 492-8890 after 5 p.m.
building with 2 rental
The Nelson Shroat Co.,
needs. Also septic tank
pleats of Aires. Reality built
SPRAY PAINTING of all
owned, sharp, $2000. 753baths, LV, entry hall,
Realtors, Uncle Jeff's
units-each bringing in
and priced well below
cleaning. Call John
German
FREE
kinds. Metal roofs,
3807.
replacement costs.
den with dining area,
or
7534669
Shopping Center, 759good rate of relurn. This
Phone
Lane.
Shepherd
barns,
dog,
11
/
2 years
farms
and
FOR SALE, 1974 Old753-3243 Anytime
kitchen with build-in
1707.
entire package priced at
436-5348.
old. Good watch dog.,
homes. Call Ralph
smobile Royale, power 1974 HONDA Civic Hatchstove and plenty of
$29,000. Don't delay on
Worley, 436-2583.
Call-354-6217.
and air, low mileage,
back, 4 speed, radio,
46 Homes For Sale
cabinet space, .utility
and
BUSHOGGING
REALTORS
this one - phone us
good condition, $2650
767-4252.
----t-001n; electric- -heat,
di.scing. Call 753-1261.
t-cida-yr. 1COPPERUD
FOR SALE, new duplex.
Call 753-6564.
fenced back yard with
REALTY,753-1222.
Hornbuckle Barber Shop
Call 753-4440.
1967 _itiUSTANG,___§_e_YA:,_.
_ _
tool shed and 10
er a Ai t_ r
automatic, fair con- CeLITTERING-BY SEARS- 21:F3-Walnut-Street
producing
fruit
trees.
-Sears
continuous
gutter
FOR SALE by ,owner
NEW OFFICE NOUNS
dition, $100 or best offer.
1967 FIREBIRD, high
Call 753-8128 or 753-7906.
installed per your
South 12th at Sycamore
brick house, 2 large BR
Call 753-5368 after 5 p.m.
-7:30-2:3O Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
-Friday
Monday
I
performance, rebuilt 400
specifications.
Call
downstlirs, 2 BR upTELEPHONE 753-1651
PRICE SHAVE $1.25
PRICE HAIR CUT $1.50
47 Motorcycles
Motor and transmission.
Sears 753-2310 for free
stairs, T2 baths, 1 new
1959 GMC, 1 ton pickup,
CALL 7534013
767-4255.
NEAR KENTUCKY
estimates.
BSA
large dining and living
CUSTOM CHOP$600. 437-4338.
LAKE - Large yearBOYD-MAJORS
PER 650 engine. -New
room combination,
1971
FORD
Maverick,
INSULATION
round home in wooded
BLOWN
inside and out. Built
REAL ESTATE
extra large sunny kitautomatic, radio, ex- 1976 FORD LTD-,-2 door,
IN by Sears save on
setting. Approximately
and painted by Jim
753-8080
chen with more than
Brougham, 23,500 miles,
cellent condition. Call
these high heat and
2700 square feet of living
DeFew. a rigid frame,
usual cabinet space and
like new inside and out.
FREE
"Professional
Services
.
753-7853.
cooling bills. Call Sears
area in this impressive
Harley
new
built-in
desk,
wood
rearend,
red
A36-5818.
With The Fnendly Touch"
'
20 mikE
753-2310
for
home ' with walk-out
free
Crushed velvet seat-land,
UNBE LTV EARLE:. _ burning. fireplac has
'estimates. basement. Central heat ;
on.tvoir
1171 TRIUMPH TR-6,
4
lots of cg•thine. aidaen
FORD
gas
logs,
carpet,
all
new
cuslOinized
;an.
PRICE.
: This 3
and air, 2 fireplces with
$3000, excellent conless than 10 miles. Very
Has 8 track stereo, C.B.,
753-0984
tile, wall paper, and
bedrrn.,
2
B.V.
bath,
.FENCE SALES at Sears
heatalators, extra 2-car
dition. Call 753-9920.
reasonable must sell.
AM -FM
paneling, all
new
radio,
presently
under
con753-2310
now. Call Sears
garage with .boat shed
Call 1-3541206. Serious
television, speakers
custom made drapes,
struction. Buy now &
for free estimates for
Hosea sled real. tip 1.12 x 24. Adso Iva style, offices, settees*,
and workshop, large
1972 CAPRICE Classic,
inquiries only.
front
new
and
storm
windows,
rear,
couchselect. your colors, careselille bone isi-ems, and patios, or U.11111111, pro-cot ceesplefely ref*
needs.
•
your
'screened back porch
all power and air.r,..253..
bed, ice bog, sink, portaconcrete drive with new
to essoroblo es to 24 x 60. Bey the best for less.
peting, panelling, etc.
1974 YAMAHA 360 MX
arid quality construction
8255 after 5:00
Also
potti, carpeted, air
carport, very large back
This
has
home
many
WATER WELLS Smith
dirt bike,'new knobby
throughout. Phone
1970 VW.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
conditioned. Call 753yard with new fence, 2
desirable features, inDrilling Co., 24 in. wells.
tire chain and rear
EALTY,KOPPER
0476.
. plum trees and grape
cluding
hall,
entry
Call
sprokett, $450 or best
1-527-1836 after 5
FOR SALE 1950 FORD
753-1222.
vine full, plenty of shade
50 Campers
great room, fireplace
p.m.
offar. Call 753-5368 after
pick-up truck flat head
front
back.
and
Owner
w/heat-orlator. Single
5 p.m.
ARROWHEAD CAMPut
V-8 motor fully restored
BARKLEY LAKE
WOMAN
WILL
aô
leaving state first of
garage, but-"double
sales has the new
to original condition.
Guy Spann Realty
housework, 759-4615.
August,
immediate
Two
level,
driveway.
1173 HONDA 350 SL. Less
5 bedroom brick, two full
Only
fiberglass cargo cover,
New upholstered and
"Tour Key People
possession. 753-9460.
than
$39,500-„,Boyd-Majors
1,000
miles.
ceramic
Call
baths,
Hwy
80
huge utility room, 2
East,
Mayfield,
carpet. AM-FM radio
In Rein Estate
AIR CONDITIONING
436-2262 or 753-8078.
Real Estate 105 N.
Ky. 247-8187.
fireplaces,
753 7724
fully
and
8
track
carpeted,
tape
player.
kitchen with
sales and service, R. C.
HOUSE FOR SALE by
12th.
Murray, Ity
901 Syceenore
Heal good tires. Call
built-ins, large loit. Two car detached
Evans,474-2748.
1972 BONANZA camper,
48 Automotive Service
owner, 404 N. 17Th St.,
after 5 p.m. 901-642-7010.
18, self contained. Call
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Murray.
TRUCK TIRE Sale 753-1934 days or 753-1861
I DO 'PAINTING of all
Owner has other interest. Price
1966 .V.
11411,14c, good
Hiway tread, 700x15", 6
kinds, call day or night
nights.
BY OWNER, 4 larke
$110,000.
concliMan3911.-192-8898
ply, $27.57 plus $2.85
437-4152.
bedrooms„ 2 baths,
FET, 750x16", 8 ply,
1972 STARCRAFT
Ohio Valley Real Estate
Tires, Wheels 8
kitchen-den
with
lei MONTE CARLO,
$35.39 plus $3.59 FET
YARDS MOWED. Call
Starmaster 6, pop-up
701 West 9th, Owensboro, Ky.42301
fireplace, centra1,. air,
Accessories
buckets,
triple black,
Wallin
Hardware,
Butch at 7534135.
camper, electricor gas
gas heat, quiet area with
must see. Call 753-3410.
Paris.
refrigerator, has
- shade, patio with gas
DRIVEWAY WHITE
awning, excellent
grill. Over 2000 feet
FOR TIRES; in-the-field
410 N. 4th
1975 VOLKSWAGEN
Ph 753 8346
rocked and graded, ripcondition. Call 436-289.
living area and large
farmi_tAke service, truck
RABBIT 2 Door hatrap delivered and
garage. In Bagwell
tire seibce, front end
chback deluxe. Car is in - CAB OVER
CAMPER, - placed, decorated rock,
Manor, call 753-9602.
alignment>-- brakes,
excellent condition with
sleeps 4, stove, water
all kinds, masonry sand,
shocks, tune-ups, ac25,000 actual miles. Red
system $750. 489-2117.
free estimates. Call
BY OWNER.3 BR Frame - cessories, and prompt
exterior with white
Clifford Garrison, 753house, 1 bath. Located 4 service, phone AdHANGING BASKETS
interior $2450.00 Call 1HOUSE PUNTS
WHITES CAMPER
5429 after 4 p.m.
miles north of Murray
vanced, Inc.. 759-4788.
354-6217 after 4.
SALES your starcraft
.on 641, 24 acres of land.OFF
dealer. You've got a HOUSE FRAMING,$1.15
2 PRSCE
1/
Call 753-7637 after 5 p.m.
good thing going with
per square foot. 437-4338.
Starcraft. Compete line
FOR SALE 2 bedroom
Sale Ends July 31
travel trailers, pop ups,
Aphouse.
stone
*PRESCRIPTIONS
parts and accessories.
proximately 3 acres,
Large Assortment of
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
Toppers and
used
located 641 N. Call 753*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
Cacti
campers. East 94 High6458.
•HOLUSTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
way, 4 miles from
Prices starting at
Murray. Call 753-0605. lowQUALITY SERVICE
NICE TWO BR, living
Company
Inc.
Air
conroom, ' dining room,
51 Services Offered
Closed Sunday and Monday
dition sales and serkitchen, utility roOrn,
vice.
Modern sheet
basement,
full •
TREES
or
NEED
.Newly renovated owall-to-wall carpet .inaluminum siding, deep
or _ metal . departmenL
cut
.shrubbery
sulation .storm windows .$16,400.4th & Barnett,
Larry
well, 14 miles from city
Wisehart,
trinimed' Call George
Leafed 6/
1
2 miles west of Nasal. Tern west on State line RA. in *nal,
517 000 per year. Do you hove a family? Do you
1M0.4924101
limit. Call 753-2841, 8 til
President. Phone 753Landolt, 753-4707.
ge 5/
1
2al. Tern ha or sip and psi 1 mile
want and need more income? We have a $12,000
4. .
9290.
...
per year part time business opportunity for you. No
PAINTING INTERIOR,
investment. Regional expansion program Coll or
exterior. Also dry wall
BY OWNER, at C --..-finishing. 10 years exwater, 3 BR brick, living
write NATIONAL SAFETY ASSOCIATES, 3637 Park
Sundaes Galore!
perience. Call 436-2563,
room, bath, dining
Ave., Suite 210. Memphis, Tn. 38111. Call collect. 1.
Ralph
Worley.
room, kitchen com800-238.5329 or 1-901 458-3315
bined, built-in laundry,
LICENSED
ELECutility, carport. Call 489TRICIAN prompt ef21111atter 5 p.m.
ficient service. No job
FOR SALE BY OWNER,
too small. Call Ernest
Between
new on market brick, 3
White, 753-0605.
5:00 p.m. and
gite eW64/45n
bedroom carpeted, walk
1614 Calloway Street
Murray, Ky.
8:00 p.m.
CARPET CLEANING at
in closets, 2 baths, 2 car
e
j
eFea
reasonable
rates
garage with a storage
Prompt and efficient.
room, central gas heat
Custom Carpet Care,
is a nice 2 bedroom house with garage across the street from Murray State
and electric air, entry
JULY IS...
753-1335.
University
campus. It would be a good investment for the future or a nice place
room,
hall, living
large
COUNTRY HAM
ISO
tolivRenow
s.
den with wood burning
BEAUTIFY your home
fireplace and dining
MONTH
TERMS: 20% Down Balance With Deed.
with lightweight easy-towith the
area, kitchen with dishDINNER
CO:
HAM
,„„,pk„,.
install Eldorado Stone.
purchase of every
i325
washer and disposal,
30 Days From Deed.
with cornbread & white beans!
No costly footings or
spiwa.
(Reg, 95)
built-in stove with hood,
sandwich,french fries and drink
foundations. 100 percent
i"; CO. HAM BREAKFAST
food center and many
;Ante with
•
fireproof
masonary
bis.ul% and recheye gravy!
cabinets,
room
utility
You Get A Free Sundae
product. Less than the
S1125
with' built-in cabinets,
(Iteg. 52.551
cost of natural stone.
central VICUUM,. patio
SPECIALS
GO
Use for interior or exALL
DAY_EVERYDA1I
NjULY
Sale Conducted By
with grill, intercom*.
It an tor you
terior. An excellent doN TEA PAILIA
landscaped, near high
THF 114)S
it-yourself project or 'we
School, 804 Minerva
US 641 Northwill install. Buy direct
Place, 753.0196 or 753Murray, Ky.
from
our factory.
7908..
305 North Dr., Hopkinsvitle, Ky. 886-0247
Main St., Credit, Ky. 572-6653
onars
Timber-Lodge
Stone and
PAC
6499 TIP. 10 Pli-01111
,
43191 THRIlo•DAY
Bill Morgan, Broker, Auctioneer
MORNAY
Fireplace,
706
N.
Butch Molgen, Auctioneer
kW
Ill MIlVtliGHT-Fitina% ANIMA RDA,'
THREE ROOM furnished
ST1181
Gib Flood, Appr. Auctioneer
1111111.116
7
Market
AM
Street,
Paris,
Tit
III
PM
411
,
4
81)141DAV
Mink R0fiefi, Jr., Broker
INKY
house, 10 miles east of'
Norm,By.
Tenn. 38242. Phone 901•-••••••••-••
411.N.Or
•
41.
Murray, 12500. 4424670.
Tenn. tic. No. 954
642-1328.
CHIC- - ELEGANT SPACIOUS. This 4,000
sq. ft. home has it all.
Entry hall, living
room, dining room, 4
huge bedrooms, 34
baths & rec. room. 2
acres. Let us show you
MTS. Country agate
Today. Boyd-Majors
Real Estate 105 N. 12th

1111111
WILSON

"fl

HOOKS

OPEN JULY 10th

ses, bus
Apply in

do

MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING - sealing,
patching striping. For
free estimates call 7531537.

PHONE
502485-4961

20%

WALLIS DRUG

Carrier

35`

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Fnday,
July 14

Bring the Family
to McDonalds

HUTCHENS PLANT FARM

Public AUCTION

THURS., JULY 13th,1978-1 P.M.
2 BEDROOM HOUSE at LOT
LOCATION:
HOUSE

...This

POSSESSION:

OUR TREAT
do

OWNER:
MR. OLIVE PARKS

Blue Gross Auction Service
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SANDWICH
BREAD
Prices effectitailhrii-Juty I8th.
quantity rights reserved.
copyright 1978.
The Kroger Company.

I

--111111
IIIIIII MIS
MIlin
with this coupon and $10.00 purchase, Emi
an

re:.
3

excluding items prohibited by'
low and in
MS with this coupon and '10.00 purchase..
alil addition to the cost of coupon OM.in excluding items prohibited by low and inn.
am merchandise. Subject to applicable taxes. Imo MN addition to the cost of coupon MI
ION um merchandise. Sybject to applicable taxes. NEI
MO Limit one. Expires July 18th.
oneT Expires July 18th.

D

ADVERTISED MN POLK1
'
Each of Mese advertised ,terns is required to be meld,
available for sale in each Kroger store, except as specifically
we do run cot of on advertised item. when noted in this crd
available reflecting ttie same savings or a raincheck which
mit entitle you to purchase Me advertised iniai at the

INHIf REDEEM BOTH OFFERS WITH ONES10 PURCHASES I

TOTAL sansFscnon GUARANTEE
Every/twig you buy eit Kroger is guaranteed .for your total
satisfaction regal.= of ireatiar it you ore not
satisfied. Kroger via NOW@ Your Itonl With IN,Iona brand
or o comparable brand er refuse/ your purchase price

Deluxe Delicatessen
Phone Ahead•We'll Have It Ready!
NOT,C.ARRY-OUT

PIATE
soled au a bet roll
LUNCH
WPM SAUD
Kaiser Rolls
MAD,CREAMY IMPORTED
Lorraine Swiss Cheese

Kentu
Morehea
schools
currentl
____enroUrne
The
nonreside
institutio
top 50 per
scored in
nationally
or must
measures
agademi
stantial r
Current
limit on
Kentucig
schootr
TheThe
Morehead
who said
eliininati
favor of t

wIth rnayomoisa. mustard,
lettuce & tomato

SANDWICH

LACK

Ball;Hens

LB. 984

Fryer Backs

ICROGil COST-CUTTIRS TIM YOUR FOOD BUDGET!
Yawl Find the Cost-COW symbols on hundreds of your 'avant,items throughout Me store plus each week , you'll find Cott.Cutter
Weekly Ad Specials tor extra savings on Grocery items;Doiry. Frozen foods./NOM &IStiairty Aids, htieot & Produce
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12c.-L. 35,

DEL NOWT VAC—PAX 1043ti KERNEL

Golden Corn

—

GREEN GIANT MEANSTflI

Golden Corn.....Y

•

.36

Fresh Picnic We

PORK
ROAST

49c

'47

WAS

D/SENFECTANT

01. :239
18
(

Lysol Spray

awe
PORK &
BEANS

WHITE

INW
i234'

sair. 33,'lig

Lox Soap
READ'S KIDNEY

15 442_ 594 -

lam Soled

sip
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WAS 36'
NOW

Wet Ones
WIN GIANT GOLDEN

* PURINA

Dog Chow

W4OLE KERNEL
CORN
"to

DEODORIZING

\Lysol Cleaner

11

Grountltound

WAS63'
NOW

ASSORTED FLAVORS
1°-e4

SLICED

rArei

3/s1
3/9

4

319

FROZEN

assismownoi
HOT DOG
BUNS

KROGER
EGGS

MOWN

KROGER SINGLE WRAPPED PRCICESS

KROGER
ROLLS

AMERICAN
...

U.S.D.A. GRADE A MEDIUM

DOT.

KROGER MOM
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FRIED
CHICKEN

BOX

AVONDALE

$1125 SHOESTRING
1:41'
POTATOES

WISP

Salacild Dressing
CRARMIN
Tissue
mom**
Tissue

.
49soozji

1 37

Bount;uTowels
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I

Ivory Liquid . .

22tn..
OZ

89'
89'

,

COTTAGE
CHEESE

moskam maks

Cake Mixes
disco
Shortening
ItAFT VELVIETA
Cheese
lCoke Mixes

cia4168
t* nor

190 Miff

$ 98

59"

SMOLA(

Know

HOME st FAMILY,

Advance
Palmolive Liquid

NTT,main

Cake Mix
MINI STRAINED
MEDIf-ATED AMMENS

Baby Food
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COFFEE
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Mouthwash
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Maxwell Howse

1 lb catt

Dispenser

IACN
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Maalox Liquid
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